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Abstract: A System Dynamics Model of the Operations, Maintenance and Disposal 

Costs of New Technologies for Ship Systems 

John M. Scott III 

Estimating the cost of new technology insertion into an existing (or new) operating 

environment is of great concern and interest for those entities that own and operate that 

technology.  New technology has many cost requirements associated with it, for instance; 

design, manufacturing, operation, maintenance and disposal all add to the life-cycle cost 

of a technology.  Estimation and planning methods are needed to better match the costs 

associated with technology life-cycle requirements (design, manufacturing, etc.) in order 

to optimize the spending of funds.  By optimizing (or closely matching) predicted 

technology life-cycle costs to a budget the new technology system will have a high 

probability of operating more efficiently and will minimize costs. 

 

System Dynamics has been used to understand and simulate how complex systems of 

people and technologies operate over time.  Decisions (such as how much funding is 

allocated when in a technology life-cycle) that occur temporally or in a complex 

environment (i.e., many causes and effects) can be simulated to evaluate the impact the 

decision may have.  Currently, the majority of decision theories and tools are focused on 

one moment in time (event-focused) rather than including the dynamic nature that 

decisions can have over time.  Evaluating decisions at one instant versus taking into 

account the life-cycle impact a decision can have, is especially important to the US 

Government, where investment decisions can involve billions of dollars today, but 

potentially hundreds of billions later for technology life-cycle requirements. 
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The Navy has experienced large cost overruns in the implementation of new technologies 

especially in the operations, support and disposal life-cycle phases.  There is a lack of 

detailed knowledge of the dynamic nature of the technology operations, support and 

disposal (OS&D) processes undertaken by aircraft-carrier builders and planners.  This 

research effort is to better understand and simulate the dynamics prevalent in the new 

technology implementation process and use a dynamic modeling technique, namely, 

System Dynamics in our study. 

 

A System Dynamics model based on the information and data obtained from experts 

including; General Dynamics - Newport News Shipbuilding, the Naval Sea Command 

Cost Estimating Group, and Virginia Polytechnic and State University - System 

Performance Laboratory.  The model was constructed to simulate and predict the cost of 

operating, maintaining and disposing of a new technology.  The investigation of the 

dynamics yields four dominant behaviors that characterize the technology OS&D 

process.  These four dynamic behaviors are; exponential growth, goal seeking, overshoot 

& collapse and S-shaped growth with overshoot.  Furthermore, seven dynamic 

hypotheses in the system are investigated.  The model predicts an increase in the risk and 

degradation of new technologies leads to an increase in the total costs in the technology 

OS&D process.  Three interesting insights that lead to increased total OS&D costs were; 

an inequality between the requirements for OS&D and provided budget, any delay in 

additional funding being provided and that as the new technology system grew older, it 

became less costly to maintain. 
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1 Introduction 

 
1.1 Introduction to the Problem  

The Navy needs improved methods and techniques for estimating the life-cycle cost 

impact of introducing new system components (technologies) into an existing operating 

environment. Prediction of future system behavior has always been a focus for research 

even more so when confronted with determining the life-cycle costs of a new technology.  

The creation of technologies to solve new or existing problems is occurring at an ever-

accelerating pace and requires methodologies to predict the impact a technology will 

have within the systems operating environment.  New estimation techniques are needed 

to predict the future operational, support and disposal (OS&D) costs of a new technology. 

 

The evaluation of many new technologies for ships is important to the US Defense 

Industry. In fact the Navy desires that the CVN-77 (the next aircraft carrier) will 

incorporate a variety of new technologies, including several that are intended to reduce 

the annual operating and support (O&S) cost of the ship by 15% compared to other 

Nimitz-class aircraft carriers.  Where feasible, some of these new technologies might be 

retrofitted onto the other nine Nimitz-class carriers (O'Rourke, 1998). 

 

The introduction of new technologies into an existing operating environment can test the 

knowledge of the best design team, but unforeseeable (or unknowable) issues can occur 

leading to problems, such as; cost overruns, unmet schedules, performance issues or 

problems due to the interplay of various factors such as time, money and the main reason 

– people.  Tradeoffs occur within an operational and maintenance environment leading to 
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increased or decreased cost or performance of the system.  Oftentimes the effects of the 

tradeoffs between cost and performance cannot be known at a single instant in time, but 

must be observed and assessed over a period of time.  

 

These new technologies often have very little in common with existing technologies and 

do not have an existing operational profile to compare to, so new tools and 

methodologies must be created to assess the introduction of these new technologies even 

though there is limited information.  

 

This problem should be thought of in the context of allocation of scarce resources over 

time, in this case money or capital, which determines how many people are allocated to 

work on a technology to how much capital will be spent on materials.  Technology 

managers need information on the cause and effects of changing maintenance or 

operational policies of new technologies in order to correctly predict how to allocate 

funding.  This can be extremely difficult especially when confronted with an extended 

time horizon, large amounts of money and/or large and complex systems.  

 

New technologies are broken down into five distinct phases within the systems 

engineering life cycle: concept, design, implementation, support (including operations & 

maintenance) and disposal.  Systems engineering was an outgrowth of Frederick Taylor 

and his division of labor studies, which showed that large jumps in efficiencies (or 

productivities) could be achieved made if work is broken down into smaller packages.    

The problem is that as each piece of the technology life cycle has been broken down and 
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managed separately decision-makers responsible for different pieces of the system’s life 

cycle have not effectively communicated with each other.  For example, information 

about how systems really operate in the field is seldom fed back to design engineers on a 

continual basis.  

 

The method of investigation chosen in this research was system dynamics (Forrester 

(1959)) due to the extended time horizon and the many groups of decision-makers 

involved with the new technology creation process from the Naval Research Labs to the 

shipbuilder to the operators (the Navy) and other subcontractors.  System dynamics is 

uniquely positioned to enable the thorough investigation of how the large number of 

subsystems coupled with long time horizons help to create new technology.  Systems 

dynamics is also a unique learning, simulation and unifying tool allowing technology 

teams the better communicate ideas and data while investigating various scenarios for 

decision making. 

 

In general the OS&D system can be thought of reconciling the differences between the 

system requirements and the budgeting process.  In real life this occurs frequently 

especially in the case of a new technology where the overall life cycle cost for the 

technology is not known a priori as well as how to allocate budget monies for that 

technology.  One very important point to note is that in a typical life cycle cost model 

there is no notion or use of feedback based upon the modeled performance of the 

technology. 
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In summary, the problem can be stated as follows.  The introduction of new technologies 

over their life-cycle can unforeseen system performance degradation, rework or 

additional maintenance and can increase costs due to up-front delays in developing, 

installing and budgeting for the new technology.  This phenomenon needs to be 

understood at the outset before any critical decisions about the new technology are made. 

 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The primary research objective is to investigate and develop an approach that explains 

the operation, support and disposal costs associated with the introduction of new 

technologies on ship systems.  

Other supporting research objectives are: 

• To understand the dynamic cost and performance behavior of the operations, 

support and disposal process. 

• To build a System Dynamics cost assessment framework model to quickly and 

reliability analyze the costs associated with the operations, support and disposal 

process of new technology deployment. 

• To identify the cost drivers in the operations, support and disposal process. 

• To evaluate the sensitivity of cost to policy changes.  

• To suggest a suitable methodology to evaluate both fixed (i.e., schedule based) 

and flexible maintenance policies (for example condition based). 

 
1.2.1 Systems Engineering and System Dynamics Modeling 

Systems engineering was developed to help avoid risks in the development of systems.  

These risks include; cost overruns, performance degradation, and the ineffective 
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management of large number of subsystems and people over long time horizons.  

Systems engineering shows that design decisions made early in the life cycle can have a 

large impact later when the technology is in operation.  An example of this is portrayed in 

the graph below created by Werner M. Gruhl (Cost and Analysis Branch, NASA) 

presented at a INCOSE (International Council of System Engineering) System 

Engineering Seminar in 1998. 

 

Figure 1-1 – Effect of Early Funding in a Technologies Life Cycle (by Werner M. 
Gruhl, NASA - Cost and Analysis Branch) 

 

In the Figure 1-1, Phase A & B Costs are the costs associated with early stage conceptual 

planning and design of a technology. One early stage decision in the life cycle of a 

technology is how much money to allocate to the early stages of development and design. 

The chart shows that (for systems at NASA) if less than ten percent of the total cost is 

allocated to these early stages there can be an expectation of cost overruns. Making the 
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decision to allocate more money to these earlier stages allows for the use of more 

resources to make sure the technology being developed closely matches what was 

envisioned. 

 

One central problem with the systems engineering methodology can be the lack of 

communication across functional phases.  There is a tendency to localize communication 

within a phase and hand off technical designs to other functional areas thus limiting the 

amount of backward propagation or feedback of information from one phase of the 

system life cycle to another.  One team is responsible for the system design, another for 

system development and integration and another for maintenance and disposal.  The end 

result may be that any efficiency gained by allowing each team to focus on a specific 

phase of the process may be lost due to limited communication of problems and issues 

further down the line.  Local optimization techniques may improve performance locally, 

but may lower overall system life cycle performance. 

 

System dynamics can help to bring about a greater sharing of information by allowing all 

decision-makers involved in the technology creation process to view a mathematical 

simulation of the entire life cycle of the technology.  This can lead to being able to 

quickly identify cost or performance problems.  System dynamics allows the decision-

making team to focus on the management of the process and to explore possible changes 

to this process that may have impact on the on the performance characteristics of the new 

technology.  
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System dynamics is also a policy planning and evaluation tool that enables the decision-

maker to investigate the effect of real world policies in a simulated world.  This allows 

decision-makers to foresee how changes in a real world system may impact the future 

performance of the system. 

 

1.2.2 Performance Drivers / Dynamic Hypotheses 

The shipbuilder tracks the following performance metrics for the operations, support 

(maintenance) and disposal of technologies on ship systems: cost, schedule, and technical 

performance.  The shipbuilder designs, builds, and maintains nuclear powered aircraft 

carriers and submarines and also builds commercial cruise liners.  They also provide 

maintenance and repair services for a wide variety of military and commercial ships.  

 

1.2.3 Dynamic Behavior 

System dynamics models have three distinct modes of behaviors: exponential growth, 

goal seeking and oscillation (Sterman 2000).  Sterman (2000) discusses these modes of 

behavior in detail in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.1 through 4.1.3.  Each of these behaviors is 

due to the interactions of feedback.  There are two types of feedback loops within a 

systems dynamics model; self-reinforcing (positive) and balancing (negative) feedback 

loops.  The occurrence of each of the different modes of behavior is due to interaction 

among multiple feedback loops. 

 

Exponential growth behavior occurs due to positive reinforcement.  The change in a 

measured quantity within the system is reinforced, so that the greater its net change 
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(either positive or negative) the more its net change is amplified causing the total quantity 

to increase.  This behavior arises because of positive feedback loops.  Goal seeking 

behavior seeks to counteract any net change within a system.  It can also be thought of as 

self-correcting or balancing and is due to negative feedback loops.  Negative feedback 

loops tend to restore equilibrium and bring a system back to some desired goal or state of 

the system.  There are also other types of behaviors that can occur with the interaction of 

different types of fundamental modes (or feedback loops) such as Oscillation behavior 

described as the state of the system overshooting and undershooting a desired goal or 

equilibrium state.  Other behaviors also can occur due to interactions among the three 

fundamental modes of behavior such as overshooting.  Overshooting occurs due to 

negative feedback loops with time delays.   The time delay causes the system to correct 

for previous actions even though the system has reached its desired state and over shoots 

the goal.  After overshooting occurs the system revaluates and adjusts its previous 

behavior negatively and undershoots the desired goal.   

 

These behaviors will be explored as part of the first objective of this research effort.  

Discovering the dynamic cost performance of cost and performance during the 

operations/support and disposal process is one of the fundamental contributions of this 

research.  The other is the development of the actual model that allows for effective 

decision-making before any critical decisions are made. 
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1.3 Motivation for Research 

One of the motivating factors on of this research is to provide a modeling framework by 

which the total cost of operations, support and disposal can be assessed when introducing 

new technologies.  Also different policies can be tested using this framework.  The model 

will be used as a predictive and decision support tool for a scientist, engineer, program 

manager or shipbuilder to systematically consider different policy issues such as 

maintenance policies, disposal choices and operational policies that impact to compute 

the operations, support and disposal costs involved with the introduction of a new 

technologies.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the implementation of the traditional system engineering process 

fails to address the dynamic and long-term nature of operations, support and disposal of 

new technologies.  Previous research and work using a system dynamics approach in this 

context is sorely lacking. 

 

The second motivating factor for this research was the impact system dynamics could 

have on end users.  The Office of Naval Research funded this research to create an over-

all cost estimating model for the evaluation of the introduction of new technologies onto 

existing ship systems.   According to experts from the Government’s Cost Estimating 

Group, the Shipbuilder, and the Office of Naval Research (all of who have taken part 

during the group modeling process described later in this Chapter), the Navy has 

repeatedly experienced cost and schedule overruns of large new technology 

implementation projects on ship systems.   Given the current needs of the Navy to 
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provide better war-fighting capabilities at a lower cost, weapons and support systems are 

constantly being upgraded and/or replaced to meet Mission Preparedness and Condition 

Readiness (see Glossary, Appendix A).  

 

A prime focus is for the Navy to better manage the new technology implementation 

projects in terms of achieving reduced cost and schedule overruns.  A certain degree of 

buy-in to the concept of System Dynamics exists in the Navy.  The System Dynamics 

modeling methodology has been used earlier by Cooper (1980) to model the management 

of a large ship design and construction program so as to describe its dynamic structure, 

and as a result it quantified the causes for cost overruns in that program.  Additionally 

since 1996, the Navy has funded the development of the Operations and Support Cost 

Analysis Model (OSCAM) for its operations and support activities, which also uses a 

system dynamics model. 

 

OSCAM is a joint UK/US program to develop a tool that can provide rapid assessments 

of the Operation and Support (O&S) costs of high cost capital assets and their component 

systems.  The objective of the program is to assess the impact of alternative maintenance 

strategies and operating policies on the cost and availability of these assets.   Developed 

initially to address naval platforms and component systems, a suite of models has been 

developed for land, sea and air environments (OSCAM Website, 2002).  OSCAM 

performs much of the same functions as does the model created in this research, here, but 

is more focused on to analyzing e alternative maintenance strategies (requiring more 

intimate and detailed knowledge of a technology) and their costs instead of providing a 
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first estimate of how much new technologies will cost when installed on a ship.  OSCAM 

requires more information than is generally available to early stage research and 

development individuals. 

 

1.4 Methodology Overview 

Effective use of systems dynamics modeling should focus on developing a model to solve 

a particular problem not to model a system under investigation (Sterman (2000)).  The 

model must have a clear purpose and area of concern and more importantly should focus 

on analyzing different policy decisions.  Sterman (2000) lays out the steps for successful 

modeling in his book.  

 

Creating a mathematical model based upon the inputs of many people can be a challenge. 

The process is intensely iterative with multiple assumptions being made and time 

consuming while also being a creative process testing both the knowledge of the modeler 

and of the modeling team.  Meetings are held, assumptions are generated and distinctions 

are made for what the model will and will not cover.  The steps Sterman (2000) lays out 

below are also mirrored in the system engineering process: Need  Conception  

Design  Construction  Operations, Support & Disposal. 
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Steps in the SD Modeling Process 

 

1.4.1 Problem Articulation 

The most important step in the beginning any project is defining the problem that will is 

to be solved as clearly and succinctly as possible.  Questions such as what is the purpose 

of the model and what is the domain the problem needs to be answered.  Also throughout 

the modeling process the problem statement may be modified or completely changed as 

new information or new insights into the system become available.  Once again it is an 

iterative process.  For a model to be effective it must address a specific policy issue of 

concern. 

 

In order to elicit the problem definition the two helpful concepts of reference modes and 

the time horizon are used.  A reference mode is a set of graphs or descriptive data that 

depict the development of the problem over time.  For example, historical cost for system 

maintenance increases over time at an accelerating, decelerating or constant rate. 

  

The time horizon is defined as the length of time it takes to observe the interesting 

behavior of the system under of investigation taking into account all system behaviors 

and symptoms.  One of the deficiencies in an individual’s mental model s is the inability 

to recognize the long time impacts between cause and effect.  For this reason the time 

horizon chosen for the model must be long (or short) enough to adequately capture all 

system behaviors.  
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1.4.2 Formulation of Dynamic Hypotheses 

With the problem definition in is hand coupled with the definitions of appropriate time 

horizon and reference modes, the SD modeler can move toward developing a theory to 

explain the behaviors of the system, also called a dynamic hypothesis.  The hypothesis is 

always provisional and will change as the more information is brought to light.  The 

hypotheses must explain the underlying dynamics of the system under investigation as 

represented in the model.  

 

The dynamic hypothesis is a provisional road map for investigation into the system 

focusing the efforts of the modeler and the group toward defining the mathematical 

structure of the system.  

 

In the process of defining the dynamics hypotheses the modeler will begin to delineate 

among what concepts are exogenous to the system and what are endogenous.  These 

concepts are represented by variables.  Exogenous variables are defined as arising from 

out side the model (sometimes referred to as user inputs) and every attempt should be 

made to keep these to a minimum whereas, endogenous variables are variables that are 

used within the model. 

 

Systems dynamics seeks endogenous explanations of dynamic phenomena (Sterman 

(2000, p. 95).  Endogenous means arising from within and an endogenous theory 

generates the dynamics of the system through the interactions of the variables within the 

model.  
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The boundary between exogenous and endogenous variables helps to define the model 

boundary in concert with model boundary charts and diagrams, subsystem diagrams, 

causal loop diagrams and stock & flow diagrams.  Causal loop and stock and flow 

diagrams will be explained in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

 

A model boundary chart further defines the problem statement by creating a clear 

distinction between the variables that will be included within the model (endogenous), 

those that will be excluded (exogenous) from dynamic interactions and the variables that 

are being excluded from the model totally.  Using a model boundary diagram to 

graphically delineate the concepts and assumptions that have been excluded and included 

in the model can add further clarification to the problem statement.  

 

A subsystem diagram portrays the overall architecture of the model.  Each major 

subsystem is represented as a block with flows such as information, money and goods, 

coupling each one together.  Subsystems should be big enough to exhibit interesting 

behavior and can be such concepts as organizations, customers, even countries.  The 

subsystem diagram begins to give shape to the problem by showing where and how the 

exogenous and endogenous variables fit within the model. 

 

After the creation of a notional system and subsystem architecture, detail can be given to 

the model by using causal loop diagrams to show the relationship between each of the 

individual variables within a subsystem.  Causal diagrams depict the causal linkages 
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between system variables with arrows delineating a cause to an effect.  They also help the 

modeler to understand the feedback structures within the model. 

 

Causal loop diagrams are used to tease the relationships out of a modeling group and lead 

to the creation of stock and flow diagrams that include the equations that describe the 

mathematical relationships between variables.  Stock and flow diagrams represent the 

underlying physical structure of the system being modeled where each relationship and 

variable can be directly traced back to a physical world.  Stocks allow the model to track 

accumulations of level variables such as money, hours worked or inventories, while flows 

allow the model to increase or decrease the accumulations within the stocks.  Flows can 

be thought of as birth versus death rates or work to be done versus work completed.  

Stocks provide the system with memory upon which decisions are made and flows are 

changed. 

 

Policy structure diagrams are a formulation of causal diagrams reflecting information 

inputs to a focused decision rule or policy.  These diagrams focus the attention on the 

information cues the modeler uses to approximate the decisions a decision maker makes 

to control the flow of the system of investigation.  They portray the causal structure and 

time delays inherent within the system for decisions rather than showing the entire 

feedback structure.  Policy structure diagrams are a method to explain to decision makers 

the effect of policy changes within the system. 
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1.4.3 Formulation a Simulation Model 

A simulation model is created to test the dynamic hypothesis. A dynamic hypothesis can 

sometimes be tested directly through data collection or experiments using the real system. 

This serves the purpose of validating that the modeler has correctly incorporated the 

dynamics of the real worked into the SD model.  The SD model should correctly map 

simulated behavior to real world behavior.  The most common method for validation is 

historical data gathered on the system.   

 

1.4.4 Testing and Validation 

While going through each step the modeler is constantly testing the system to ensure the 

end product correctly corresponds to the real world.  Testing includes ensuring that all 

model-world characteristics have a physical world component and that variables aren’t 

being created to over or under simplify the real world.  Units checking should also occur 

at every step in the modeling process to ensure that the variables are not off by large 

factors.  Extreme variable testing should also occur enabling the modeler to examine 

what happens when variables are taken to minimum and maximum values.  Sensitivity 

analysis of various input variables should also be undertaken to examine how sensitive 

the model is to fluctuations in exogenous variables.  

 

1.4.5 Policy Design and Evaluation 

Once validation and testing is complete the model should be viewed as tool to help to test 

and evaluate policies for improvement. Policy decisions shouldn’t be entirely limited to 

only changes in sets of variables, but may include the addition of new subsystems or 
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model structures within the model.  New structures can take advantage of the feedback 

structures present within the model and cause large or small changes in the outcome 

parameters.  

 

Policies should be clearly laid out in ‘black-box’ style where the modeling team 

determines what types of input policies would produce the desired output.  An example 

could be the desire to lower the number of replacement pumps by introducing a policy of 

preventative maintenance to lower maintenance costs.  

 

1.5 Overview of the Results 

 

The system dynamics Operations, Support and Disposal (OS&D) model was simulated 

for a specific technology with user-input parameters being provided by NNS and 

NAVSEA experts. For other technologies different sets of values could be entered for the 

parameters. The results obtained on running the simulation were discussed in detail in the 

last chapter.  The simulation was run for fifty years (2600 weeks), the time horizon of the 

operations, support and disposal process.  The simulation runs showed four main modes 

of dynamic behavior.  

 

Overshoot & Collapse 

Overshoot and collapse occurs due to the presence of oscillatory structures within the 

causal loop and stock and flow diagrams. One dynamics behavior was overshoot and 
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collapse for the variables Deferred Maintenance and System Degradation. These are 

characterized as a series of combined negative feedback loops as seen in Section 4.2.1.3. 

 

Goal Seeking 

Goal seeking behavior seeks to counteract any net change within a system. The variables 

showing this behavior were all of the level variables representing percentage maintenance 

activity budget allocation (% SM (Material) Level, etc.) and the level variable Reliability 

and Risk. 

 

Exponential Growth 

Exponential growth behavior occurs due to positive feedback loops. The variables 

portraying this behavior include Total OS&D Cost as well as the individual level 

variables for each maintenance activity. The exponential growth behavior was almost 

straight line, but there is the ability for exponential growth. 

 

S-shaped Growth with Overshoot Behavior 

S-shaped growth with overshoot behavior is almost goal seeking behavior with the 

overshooting of the goal and then overcorrecting, resulting in a seesaw motion with a 

slowing frequency until the goal of the system is reached. The variables portraying this 

behavior were the auxiliary average variables for the co-flow structures dollars per hour 

(these include Shipboard, PIA, DPIA and RCOH) as well as the co-flow structure for 

deferred maintenance (both shipboard and shipyard) as presented in Section 4.2.1.4. 
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis 

 

The thesis is organized in five chapters, including the first chapter, which is an 

introduction to the research.  Chapter 2 is the literature review of the fields of Systems 

Theory, System Dynamics, Knowledge Elicitation & Group Modeling and New 

Technology Operations, Support and Disposal.  The System Dynamics model and the 

modeling process are presented in Chapter 3.  The results obtained from the model and 

the testing, sensitivity analysis, validation and verification completed are presented in 

Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 concludes with an overview of the results, some policy suggestions, 

and a discussion on the future research areas. 
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2 Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Systems dynamics was an outgrowth of a branch of science called general systems 

theory, which focused on the understanding and solution of problems by looking into the 

entire system under investigation.  General systems theory was developed in the 1950’s 

when complex machinery was becoming more and more prevalent (especially in 

electronics) as well as instrumentation that allowed scientist to gather large amounts of 

data and complete observations on many different cellular phenomena.  There was 

growing realization that the world was made up of systems and that complex phenomena 

and behaviors could not be reduced and predicted by independently investigating 

elementary units of systems.  A holistic or “organism-as-a-whole” (Bertalanffy 1973) 

approach was required. 

 

The evolution of systems theory spawned systems dynamics as a practical set of tools to 

easily model, understand and predict behaviors of systems within the real world.  The 

creation of General Systems Theory has also led to the creation of systems engineering as 

a way to manage large complex systems and to achieve the same goal. 

 

2.1.1 Definition of a System 

A system is any inter-connected set of parts performing some function. Systems can be 

either natural or artificially created by man, (Rosen 1985). Another definition of a system 
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is: an assemblage or combination of elements or parts forming a complex or unitary 

whole (Blanchard & Fabrycky, 1998). 

 

2.2 General Systems Theory 

 

2.2.1 The Origins of Systems Theory 

Systems theory is a reaction to the limitations of analytical procedures in science.  

‘Classical science’ first defined by Galileo and Descartes has been highly successful in 

helping us to understand the world, but it does have limitations. Within a ‘whole’ the 

interactions between the constituent parts must be weak or non-existent so as to be 

neglected and secondly the relations describing the behavior of the parts within the whole 

must be linear; only then does the sum of the behavior of the parts equal the behavior of 

the whole.  

 

The biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy provides a good understanding of the evolution of 

systems theory in his book “General Systems Theory,” where he also claims to be the 

first to have described a general systems theory during his lectures in 1937 at the 

University of Chicago (Bertalanffy p. 90).  The systems concept can be traced back many 

years to the concept of “natural philosophy,” discussed by Leibniz, Nicholas of Cusa, to 

Vicos’s and ibn-Khaldun’s vision of history as a sequence of cultural entities or 

“systems,” (Bertalanffy, p. 11) all the way up to Whitehead and his ‘organic mechanism’ 

(Bertalanffy. p 135).   
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In a sense systems theory negate the statement: a whole is equal to the sum of its parts, 

instead it is now: the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. It is only when 

interactions between the constituent parts does not equal the whole do we then begin to 

think of these as interconnected ‘systems,’ and that the classical analytical approach of 

scientific investigation breaks down.  This may one of the reasons the first mention of 

systems theory is in the biological and dismal (i.e., economics) sciences. 

 

The prevailing approach to understanding biology at the turn of the century was the 

notion of simple causation, A affects B, which has been referred to as the analytic, 

summative and machine theoretical viewpoints (Bertalanffy, pp. 134).  There was an 

early scientific fixation on unidirectionality (Rapoport, pp. 11) of causation with a one-

to-one correspondence of cause and effect.  Previously, there was no effective way of 

incorporating feedback.  Simply the world was a simple place; cause and effect were 

easily observed.  Bertalanffy stated: 

“Necessity resulted from the fact that the mechanistic scheme 

of isolable causal trains and meristic treatment had proved 

insufficient to deal with theoretical problems, especially in the 

biosocial sciences, and with the practical problems posed by 

modern technology” (Bertalanffy pp. 11). 

 

Bertalanffy recognized that current biological science was shunning concepts essential in 

the phenomena of describing life.  He sought to use an organismic conception in biology 

emphasizing the understanding and investigation of the organism as a whole or an 
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interconnected system. While expressed in the biological field, these ideas spread into 

other fields.  The concept of viewing systems of investigation, as a “whole” was further 

developed by Anatol Rappaport in his book “ General System Theory.”   

 

Other branches of social sciences (namely economics) also began to realize that the 

mechanistic approach of systems could not explain behavior present within them. In a 

letter, the economist K. Boulding wrote to Bertalanffy in 1953 to agree “that there is a 

body of what I have been calling “general empirical,” or “general system theory” … 

which is of wide applicability in many different disciplines” (Bertalanffy pp. 14). 

Boulding later goes onto state that he is sure many other people around the world have 

come to the same conclusion, but due to the fact academics were widely scattered and in 

different branches of science it was difficult to cross the boundaries of academic 

disciplines and share ideas.  Later during the next year Bertalanffy along with 

biomathematician Anatol Rappaport and physiologist Ralph Gerard founded the Society 

for General System Theory (later renamed the Society for General Systems Research). 

 

In short general systems theory in concerned with understanding ‘systems’ not readily 

understandable by the investigation of the elementary units of a system.  General systems 

theory is concerned with what is somewhat vaguely been termed as “wholeness,” 

(Bertalanffy pp. 37).  

 

Since the formalization of general systems theory there have been many facets added, as 

listed below, (Bertalanffy pp. 90): 
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1. Cybernetics, based upon the principle of feedback or causal trains providing 

mechanics for goal-seeking and self-correcting behavior.  

2. Information theory, information as a quantity measurable by an expression 

isomorphic to negative entropy in physics. 

3. Game theory analyzing, in a novel mathematical framework, rational competition 

between two or more antagonists for maximum gain and minimum loss. 

4. Decision theory, similarly analyzing rational choices, within human organization, 

based upon examination of a given situation. 

5. Topology or relational mathematics, including non-metrical fields such as 

network and graph theory. 

6. Factor analysis, i.e., isolation, by way of mathematical analysis, of factors in 

multivariate phenomena in psychology and other fields. 

 

General system theory in the narrower sense, is trying to derive, from a general definition 

of a “system” as a complex of interacting components, concepts characteristic of 

organized wholes such as interaction, sum, mechanization, centralization, competition, 

finality, etc, and apply them to concrete phenomena. 
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General systems theory has also given birth to new branches of disciplines such as (from 

Bertalanffy 1973): 

• Systems Engineering, the study of the management of planning, design, and 

construction of man-machine systems.  

• Operations Research, which is the scientific control and investigation of the better 

allocation of existing systems of men, machines, materials and capital that are 

achieving a goal. 

 

2.2.2 The Systems Approach 

The previous approach of scientific investigation was based on analytic or outside in 

thinking (Blanchard & Fabrycky pp. 12) where the object of investigation (OoI) was 

divided and sub-divided into components to discern behaviors or relationships. The new 

method of viewing OoI is synthetic thinking or inside out to gain understanding of 

collective behavior of the system. In the analytic approach behaviors can be lost when 

sub-systems are studied in isolation as opposed to synthetic thinking where the OoI is 

studied as a whole.  The systems approach takes the viewpoint of synthetic thinking to 

the further understanding of the OoI. 

 

2.3 System Dynamics 

 

2.3.1 Origins of Systems Dynamics 

The inventor of systems dynamics (SD) is Jay Forrester.  He created the initial ontologies 

and epistemological structures for SD by building upon works from the past of other 
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disciplines, such as biology and economics.  In reading an article of his (McKinsey 

Quarterly, pp. 4) he describes the natural evolution of SD from basic scientific principles 

toward new sets of tools for solving problems.  While at the newly formed Sloan School 

of Business at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1956 he was 

approached by people working for GE who were having difficulty determining why their 

household appliance plants were sometimes working full 24-hour shifts and then in a few 

years having to lay-off half the staff.  Their initial thoughts blamed the phenomena on the 

fluctuations of the business cycle, but Forrester had inklings that it could be something 

else. 

 

Forrester gathered information about production schedules, hiring and inventory 

decisions for the last couple of years and was able to discern relationships between the 

policies and decisions made at the plant.  He found as he worked his pencil and paper 

inventory system was that even for a stable demand of product the internal decisions 

within the plant cause oscillatory behavior within the hiring process.  He continued to 

formalize systems dynamics for management of corporations even going so far as to 

collaborate with a computer programmer to create a compiler for SD, which had the 

positive feedback of allowing for greater numbers of simulations and different types of 

models to be created rapidly and efficiently. 

 

Later in 1968 Forrester broadened the discipline of SD to include socioeconomic policy 

decisions while collaborating with the ex-Mayor of Boston John F. Collins to develop a 

model (later a book - “Urban Dynamics”), which portrayed how the policy decisions of 
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allocated public funding to solve social issues could actually aggravate the problem. The 

most notable case result was public housing. 

 

Initial reasoning was that cities needed more public housing to revive the inner cities. 

What Forrester found was that by increasing the funding of subsidized (i.e., lower rent) 

housing, unemployment would actually increase, the land where the housing was on 

would be unavailable for other uses that would negatively impact job creation and further 

low income housing would draw more low income people into an area that was already 

lacking employment. In his own words “our work [was] not easily accepted,” this was 

due to the inherent nature of people’s mental models at the time. He goes on to state 

“building low-cost housing was a powerful process for producing poverty, not alleviating 

it,” (Forrester, 1975).  

 

From this point forward the applications of SD into other disciplines increased rapidly, 

with the realization that some of the wicked problems they were dealing with could be 

explained and investigated more fully using SD.  SD has also moved in the academic 

disciplines of economics, corporate management, biology, ecology, government 

planning, and even is being taught in some middle and high schools (MIT Website 2002). 

 

Counterintuitive Behavior 

One of the biggest contributions to helping understand systems has been the recognition 

of counterintuitive behavior in social systems.  The human mind is not adapted to how 

social systems behave (Forrester, 1975, pp. 211) this is due to human evolution where it 
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was not necessary to understand nonlinear feedback systems in order to survive or make 

sense out of the world.  

 

Counterintuitive behavior is defined as when a system behaves in a manner that is 

counter to what the prevailing assumptions are.  For instance, in the housing example 

previously it was believed there was not enough housing in the inner cities for people and 

that more housing was needed to alleviate the chronic problems of housing and poverty. 

Instead more housing increased poverty and produced more poverty, due to a decrease in 

the amount of land for employment (the land was being used for housing) and an increase 

in the total amount of people looking for jobs.  Two powerful feedbacks that helped to 

proved false the prevailing beliefs on inner city housing. 

 

2.3.2 Fundamentals of SD 

System dynamics (SD) is a methodology for evaluating the effects of policy changes 

within a feedback-rich environment.  The world we inhabit currently is rich in change, 

which has lead to increasing relationships and dependencies within it. The industrial age 

brought about many transformations in society chief among them being change and 

acceleration of change due to technological innovation.  

 

Policy decisions  

When confronted with a new technology there is a need to evaluate its impact.  The 

advent of technology and change ever compressing the cycle of information flow through 

a system has accelerated the need for processing of information.  Policies are the 
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expression of strategic ideas or philosophies. Forester stated, “policies are those rules by 

which the input information streams are converted into decisions to control activity,” 

(Forrester, 1975, pp 65). 

 

Feedback 

The most important concept in SD is the concept of feedback.  Feedback occurs when a 

change in state of an element causes the change in state of another element, which in turn 

may lead to change in other elements, but these changes may lead to a change in state of 

the initial element leading the disturbance to feedback into the system.  A simplified 

feedback structure occurs where a receptor picks up a stimulus and forwards that 

information to a control apparatus, which causes a change in control.  The functioning of 

the effector is monitored back to the receptor providing information on the response and 

allowing the system to be self-regulating. 

 

RECEPTOR EFFECTORCONTROL
APPARATUS

MESSAGE RESPONSESTIMULUS
MESSAGE

FEEDBACK
 

Figure 2-1- Simple Feedback Scheme (Bertalanffy 1968, pp. 43) 

 

There are two basic types of feedback, the first is reinforcing where a change from the 

initial state of an element is amplified through time increasing the measured state of the 

element.  The second type of feedback is self-correcting where a change introduced into 
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an element is corrected or opposed until the system reaches the previous steady state. 

Multiple interactions between system elements with different types of feedbacks can lead 

interesting system behavior. 

 

2.3.3 Causal Loop Diagrams 

The basic building block of SD is the causal loop diagram.  A causal loop diagram (CLD) 

denotes the cause and effect relationship (using an ‘arrow’) between two variables via a 

causal linkage. Causal linkages can only have two states of polarity: positive (+) or 

negative (-).  A positive polarity indicates that an increase (or a decrease) in the cause-

variable will increase (or decrease) the effect-variable, both variables either increase or 

decrease in concert. For an arrow with negative polarity there is an inverse relationship, 

an increase (or decrease) in the cause-variable will decrease (or increase) the effect-

variable.  The example below depict each relation and the cause and effects of changes in 

the variables. 

 

+

POSITIVE CAUSAL
LINKAGE

X Y
All else being equal, if X 
increases (decreases) then Y
increase (decreases) above
(below) what it would have been.

-

NEGATIVE CAUSAL
LINKAGE

X Y
All else being equal, if X 
increases (decreases) then Y
decreases (increases) below
(above) what it would have been.  

Figure 2-2 - Example of Causal Linkages 
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causal linkages can have multiple causes and effects; it is desirable in the model process 

to simplify as much as possible and not have a great number of variables feeding into or 

out of a variable.   A causal loop diagram is constructed out of many of these 

relationships as in the example below: 

 

Birth 
Rate

+

+

R

Fractional  
Birth Rate

+

Death
Rate

+
B -

-
Population

R = Reinforcing Loop, where changes in the Birth Rate increase Population grow
B = Balancing Loop, Where changes in the Death Rate reduce Population growth

Average
Lifetime

Example:  Of population dynamics where changes in the Fractional Birth Rate 

and Average Liftime expectancy influences the outcome of Population

-+

 

Figure 2-3 - Example of a Causal Loop Diagram 
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2.3.4 SD Behaviors 

 
Fundamental Modes of Behaviors of SD 

There are three modes of behaviors in SD caused by three feedback structures, positive 

feedback, negative feedback and negative feedback with delays.  Combining both 

positive and negative causal linkages form these structures. The three fundamental modes 

of system behavior are:  

Exponential growth behavior occurs due to positive reinforcement.  The change in a 

measured quantity within the system is reinforced, so that the greater its net change either 

increasing or decreasing is amplified causing the quantity to increase.  This behavior 

arises entirely out of positive feedback loops.  

Goal seeking behavior seeks to counteract any net change within a system.  It can also be 

thought of as self-correcting or balancing behavior and is comprised of negative feedback 

loops. Negative feedback loops tend to restore equilibrium and bring a system back to 

some desired goal or state.  

Oscillation behavior is described as the state of the system overshooting and 

undershooting a desired goal or equilibrium state and continuing until the desired goal is 

met.  
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Figure 2-4 - Systems Dynamics Behaviors 
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Interactions of the Fundamental Modes  

There are also other nonlinear and complex patterns of behaviors that can arise due to 

interactions within an SD model superimposed by the fundamental behaviors.  The three 

most common behaviors are S-shaped growth, Overshoot and Overshoot & Collapse. 

S-shaped growth curves are characteristic of systems that have limited amounts of 

resources to grow and no system can grow or diminish forever.  The behavior is 

characterized by an accelerating (or decelerating) period growth gradually followed by a 

deceleration (or acceleration) in the rate of growth.  The end result is a graph depicting an 

‘S’ with it reaching an upper or lower bound. S-shaped growth occurs due to the limited 

availability of resources within the system. 

Overshooting behavior (or S-shaped growth with overshoot) can be described as almost 

like goal seeking behavior with one important caveat; the system overshoots the goal and 

then overcorrects, resulting in a seesaw motion with a slowing frequency until the goal of 

the system is reached.  It occurs due to time delays within the system and is comprised of 

negative feedback loops with time delays.  Overshooting primarily occurs from the 

presence of significant time delays in negative loops.  The time delays cause the system 

to correct for previous actions even though the system has reached its desired state.  After 

overshooting the system revaluates and performs the same behavior, but this time in a 

negative or reversing behavior.  

The third behavior is Overshoot & Collapse, this behavior occurs in the real world with 

rapid increases in population growth beyond the sustainability of the environment 

resulting in rapid negative feedback, killing off most of the population.  Overshoot & 

Collapse is affiliated with S-shaped curve behavior except that instead of having a set 
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amount of resources, the resources within the model can be affected by other variables 

within the model.  
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Figure 2-5 - Other SD Behaviors 
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Other Behaviors of SD Models  

SD models also display other types of behaviors due to the interactions of some or many 

of the behaviors described previously.  These can include stasis or equilibrium 

behavior where observed behavior does not vary much if at all, this behavior typically 

occurs in systems with extremely long time horizons or with great delays that damp any 

or all disturbances within the system.  Random (or seemingly random) behaviors can 

also be present with no pattern being discernable within the model. Chaotic behavior also 

can be present within the system where large (or small) disturbances can cause (small) or 

large changes in the system behavior.  

 

2.3.5 Stock and Flow Diagrams 

Causal loop diagrams provide the modeler with a set of tools that easily map the physical 

world into the virtual one, but they do not provide enough structure or information (in the 

form of levels) for decisions to be made.  Once CLD’s have been created they are 

converted into stocks and flow diagrams.  Stocks and flows and feedback are the two 

cornerstones of SD.  Stocks are accumulations due to differences in the inflow and 

outflow rates of a process.  Stocks characterize the state of the system and provide 

information to base decisions or actions upon. 

 

Besides providing information, stocks also are a source of inertia or delay and weighting 

or priorities within a model, informing the model where to spend (or not spend) 

resources.  For example, a stock could be the amount of product available to be sold, 

while the outflow rate would be the sales rate and the inflow rate would be the rate at 
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which product is produced. Stocks and flows also have their own nomenclature and 

model ontology that closely maps the model ontology of causal loop diagrams. 

 

Diagramming Notation for Stocks & Flows 

Stocks are represented by rectangles, while rates into or out of a stock are depicted as 

valves.  The ‘clouds’ on either side are sources or sinks that are outside the model 

boundary.  

 

Stock

Stock Inflow
Rate

Stock Outflow
Rate

 

Figure 2-6 - General SD Stock and Flow Structure 

 
Stocks can only be affected by inflow and outflow rates.  Inflow and outflow rates are 

influenced by other rate or auxiliary variables (these can be endogenous or exogenous). 
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Mathematical Representation of Stocks & Flows 

The stock and flow metaphors of SD were developed by Forrester based on the metaphor 

or a bathtub where water flows in and water flows out.  The difference in the flow rates 

over a set period of time is the total amount of water in the bathtub.  The mathematical 

formulation of this is: 

Integral Equation 

Stock(t) = [Inflow(s) −Outflow(s)]ds+
t0

t

∫ Stock(t0)     - Equation 1 

Differential Equation 

d(Stock)
dt

= Net Change in Stock = Inflow(t) −Otflow(t)    - Equation 2 

When we speak of variables having certain types of behaviors we are referring to the 

stock variables, which are also the called the state variables of the system.  Stocks 

accumulate or integrate across time. Rates are their derivatives. 

 

Auxiliary Variables 

Also present within any SD model are other variables called auxiliary variables, which 

use the information about state provided by levels and rates to make decisions about how 

to affect other variables. These variables can either be exogenous or endogenous to the 

system. Endogenous auxiliary variables are derived from information within the model 

and exogenous auxiliary variables are set by the user of the model and are not affected by 

the inner workings of the model. 
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Co-flow Structures 

Sterman (2000) identifies an interesting stock and flow structure where the determination 

of the levels within one stock is determined by the inflow, outflow and level of another 

stock. This structure is present within the SD model with the general structure portrayed 

below in figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2-7 – General Co-flow Structure (Sterman, 2000, pp. 503) 
The premise for the structure is simple; some stocks have relationships and influence 

each other. A typical stock (above) tracks only the stock, but not attributes that may be 

influenced by it. For instance a stock may track the number of employees, but not 

attributes like how productive they are, average age or compensation levels or other 

characteristics that may be important to the model. These are named co-flow structures 

due to the inherent relationship between the two level variables.  

 

Sterman (2000) walks through a typical example where a company is interested in how 

fast a new manufacturing technology can be deployed and what the potential change in 

labor requirements will be. The premise is that over time, as the technology improves, the 
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production process will grow more automated thus reducing the number of workers 

required to operate the machinery. The diagram below relates the setup of the co-flow 

structure.  
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Figure 2-8 – Co-flow of Labor & Capital Requirements (Sterman, 2000, p. 499) 

The exogenous variables re defined as follows: 

• Exogenous Capital Acquisition Rate sets the rate at which new capital equipment 

is purchased and installed.  

• Average Life of Capital defines the rate at which the equipment wears out. 

• Labor Requirements of New Capital determines the additional labor required for 

the new equipment. 

The endogenous variables are determined as follows: 

• Capital Acquisition rate is set by the Exogenous Capital Acquisition Rate and 

flow into the Capital Stock per time period. 

• Capital Stock tracks the overall the amount of capital invested in equipment.  

• Capital Discards is set by dividing the Capital Stock level by the Average Life of 

Capital. 
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• Increase in Labor Requirements is defined by multiplying the variables Capital 

Acquisition by Labor Requirements of New Capital. 

• Labor Requirements tracks the overall amount of labor needed for the new capital 

(equipment) installed. 

• Decrease in Labor Requirements is defined by multiplying the variables Capital 

Discards by Average Labor Requirements. 

• Average Labor Requirements is defined by dividing the Labor Requirements by 

the Capital Stock. 

In the example above the variables follow various prescribed behaviors. Changes in 

capital acquisition or discards have no effect on average labor requirements as long as the 

labor requirements of new capital remain constant. When a change is introduced into the 

system (when initially at equilibrium) of an increase or decrease in labor requirements the 

average labor requirements will portray goal-seeking behavior to eventually meet the new 

labor requirement.  

 

The advantage of using a co-flow structure is that changes in macro relationships (say 

between old machinery and new machinery) where attributes are changing over time can 

be modeled without having to model each individual piece of machinery. Other 

advantages of using a co-flow structure are that it enables stock attributes to be tracked 

separately operating as function of time. Co-flows also have an important function in the 

role of simulation allowing firms to simulate various investing decisions and the effect 

they would have over time.  
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2.3.6 Military Applications of System Dynamics  

Besides the private sector (as described previously) uses of SD there have also been 

applications of systems dynamics within the public sector also.  

 

Within the military many scenarios and uses have been modeled using SD. In the UK 

Wolstenholme (1988) describes a scenario to create model to simulate the operational 

characteristics of an army supply chain. The objectives for this model were to show how 

the feedback structures which are present within the complex interactions between 

personnel and equipment. Their conclusions were that systems dynamics would help to 

formalize the link between games and models. This conclusion is especially important 

due to the amount of war gaming and simulation that occurs through the armed forces. 

 

Further work has been completed in 1991 on the interaction of submarine operations and 

maintenance schedules. The objective described was to investigate the decisions (both 

short medium and long term) required to keep a submarine program at a level of 

operational readiness. Activities modeled include political decisions (i.e., war), retrofit 

and modernization programs and schedule of fleet operations. The model described 

correctly simulated submarine scheduling activities and allowed the evaluation of 

scenarios of operational activities (Coyle, 1991). 

 

Ayik (1992) describes research into aircraft carriers deployment and depot level 

maintenance scheduling using system dynamics as the modeling tool. The impact of 

maximizing aircraft carriers deployments while minimizing costs (i.e. maintenance times) 
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was investigated also. The outcome of the model process was policies that enable cost 

saving sand greater operational readiness (up to 15 % more coverage of area of 

operations) due to the synchronous planning of deployment and major maintenance 

activities (Ayik 1992). 

 

Coyle (1985) describes several aircraft carrier operational profiles where an enemy can 

deploy strong air forces and the chances of completing a mission. By considering the 

commanders actions, options for technological improvement are made such as how many 

carrier could be lost during certain battle scenarios or how many planes could be required 

for carrier operations (Coyle, 1985). 

 

2.4 Group Modeling & Knowledge Elicitation 

Elicitation of knowledge for the purpose of model building, from a group of experts 

needs to be accomplished in an organized manner. Ford and Sterman (1998) provide a 

structured method for knowledge elicitation from the decision-makers.  They are as 

follows: 

• The first step involves the creating of an environment in which elicitation will 

occur.  This is achieved by a brief description of the model purpose, the major 

subsystems, the roles of each subsystem and the relationships to be characterized.   

• The next step requires meetings to become more detailed by focusing on the 

relationships between variables within the model. The facilitator describes the 

relationship by identifying the input and output variables (with units of measure), 

which the relationship describes.   
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• The next step is a visual description whereby the experts visualize and imagine 

the flow of inputs and outputs in the relationship.  The purpose of this step is to 

activate, bound, and clarify the experts’ mental images of the relationship (Ford 

and Sterman, 1998).   

• The next step is to create a graphical description of the relationship by means of 

graphical plots of the output variables versus the input variables in the 

relationship.   

• The next step is a group discussion on the relationships as characterized by 

different experts.  The aim of such a discussion is to better understand the 

relationships among variables and to resolve the differences in the different 

characterizations.  

 

Further help in organizing modeling sessions is provided by Andersen and Richardson 

(1997) whom propose set of ‘scripts’ for group model building.  The term “scripts” 

means small descriptions of facilitated group exercises that move a group forward in a 

systems thinking process or activity.  The expected results at the end of a modeling group 

activity are:  

1. A precise description of the problem to be solved; 

2. A stakeholder analysis in which the key players (both the top management 

personnel and the modeling team who will execute the model) of the target 

organization are identified;  

3. A sketch of the model structure.   
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Nominal Group Technique (NGT) helps idea generation around a goal within a group is 

described in Turban and Aronson (1998).  NGT was first developed by Delbec and Van 

de Ven (Lindstone and Turroff (1975)) and dictates steps to be used during sessions 

where there idea generation is important. These steps are: 

1. Silent generation of ideas in writing, 

2. Round-robin listing of ideas on a flip-chart, 

3. Serial discussion of ideas, 

4. Silent listing and ranking of ideas, 

5. Discussion of ideas,  

6. Silent re-ranking and rating until the group accepts the outcomes. 

The nominal group technique has been found to produce ideas or results of greater 

quality, quantity and improved the dissemination of information within a group (Turban 

and Aronson (1998)).  
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2.5 Systems Engineering 

 

2.5.1 Origins of Systems Engineering 

Systems engineering (SE) is the application of general system theory (GST) for the 

management of technological projects. GST teaches that all systems be they natural or 

manmade be thought of in a holistic sense, that is each element should be 

designed/evaluated based upon its impact to the entire system.  Engineering is the 

application of science, people, and resources in a given time period toward the 

completion of a goal. Systems engineering provides a methodology to create 

technological systems while using the systems approach. 

 

Systems engineering has its roots back in the 1950’s with the NASA space program and 

Defense Departments’ weapons projects.  Both projects were concerned with the 

application of science toward a goal, building large and complex interconnected webs of 

people and resources over long periods of time.   A management methodology was 

needed to keep track of these huge amounts of capital (billions of dollars) and large 

numbers of people (over 100,000 in the case of the space program). 

 

Besides just being a management methodology, systems engineering is also an 

interdisciplinary approach that solves problems needing multitudes of individuals with 

different backgrounds to investigate and solve problems. These individuals are required 

at various stages in the system-engineering life cycle, from researchers to maintenance 

personnel. 
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2.5.2 Phases of Systems Engineering 

The process of designing and developing technological systems requires an integrated 

approach considering all factors that will influence the creation, operation and disposal of 

the new system.  In the initial phase of an engineering effort the design team needs to 

design and be aware of the following distinct SE life cycle phases, listed below. 

• Definition of Need. Before any work begins on a technological project a 

definition of system need is required.  The questions of: who needs this 

technology, why is it needed, what problem does it solve and most importantly 

who is willing to pay, must be answered. 

• Conceptual/Preliminary Design. This phase includes addressing questions such as 

is it possible to meet the need with existing technology or will new research and 

development be required.  Feasibility studies, advanced planning and initial 

system requirements are formalized in this stage.  Decisions are also made in this 

phase such as the go or no-go decision upon whether to fully continue the project. 

• Detail Design & Development. In this phase the detail design of the technological 

system is developed from the initial system requirements defined previously. 

• Production &/or Construction. The system design is passed forward to 

construction or production.  

• Use, Phase-out and Disposal. In this phase the system is completed and turned 

over to the operating and maintenance personnel.  At the end of the system life a 

disposal plan also needs to be created. 
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Within SE the concept, designing for the life cycle is paramount.  There is also the 

concept of multiple different life cycles within the SE life cycle, which overlap each 

other. 
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Figure 2-9 - System Engineering Lifecycle (Blanchard & Fabrycky, p. 22) 

 

As the figure above shows systems engineering organizes the many concurrent activities 

that can go into the creation of a new system or technology. The potential to influence 

cost lessens as the system moves through its’ life cycle. Lamb (1986) quantifies the 

influence early decisions in the life cycle of a shipboard technology can have in the 

following figure. 
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Figure 2-10 - Potential Cost Influences as Construction Phase Progresses (Lamb 
1986) 
It is interesting to note that the inverse of this diagram would be the cost impact of 

imposing changes within the production life cycle; i.e., the system being built would 

become more expensive if changes are made further and throughout the life cycle. Liu 

and Yip (1998) describe this phenomenon and urge the building and use of cost 

prediction tools and processes early into the design process of new technologies. 

 

2.6 The Modeling Relation 

 
“The modeling relation is based on the universally 

accepted belief that the world has some sort of 

order associated with it; it is not a hodge-podge of 

seemingly random happenings.” - D.C. Mikulecky 

(http://views.vcu.edu/~mikuleck/modrelisss.html) 
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This quote illustrates the view held by modelers wishing to make sense of the outside 

world. The understanding of the real world and finding its patterns is a uniquely human 

characteristic and as such we have developed various languages to describe the real 

world. The relations between the real world, simulations, mathematics and mental models 

can be complicated. 

 

2.6.1 Mental Models 

Mental models arise from individuals’ interactions with the world and enable us to 

project an understanding into a system. Models arise from perceptions of the real world, 

in fact Forrester (1961) stresses that all decisions are based on mental models. It is a 

widely held belief that individuals perceive the world as it actually is, instead within the 

brain there is a good deal of active modeling that occurs before our higher level reasoning 

is even allowed to make sense of our perceptions. In Hoffman’s (1998) book “Visual 

Intelligence” he describes several instances is the field of visual perception where 

individuals perceived patterns that were not present within simple drawings due to the 

brains’ ability to infer pattern or order where none was present, among these were the 

neon worm, red disk and color shuffle. 

 

Since mental models are constructed out of human experiences, they can oftentimes be 

wrong. In Sterman (Sterman 2000, pp 18) an experiment is described where individuals 

from a company were asked to describe the length of time of activities within a supply 

chain. The executives’ mental models were such that it was believed that the order 
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fulfillment times for the supply chain were quadruple what they actually were. This was 

due to the fact most of the executives focus and control was in the order fulfillment arena. 

 

Rosen (1985, pp. 45) collectively defines sensory impressions, collectively as percepts 

upon which qualities belonging to the external world are mapped onto. Percepts are one 

of the fundamental units of experience. One of the primary functions of the human mind 

is to then organize these percepts or make some sense out of them.  The organization of 

percepts leads directly to the establishment of relations between them, the mind behaves 

as if a relation it has established between percepts were itself a percept. The mind 

reinforces the relation’s and at least some extent; these creations of the mind are imputed 

into the external world. These are sometimes called mental models or “working 

hypotheses” of the outside world.  

 

The communication of mental models from shipyard personnel to ship designers was also 

recommended by Bankes (1991) as one way of reducing maintenance and modernization 

costs of implementing new technologies on ships. 

 

2.6.2 The Modeling Relation 

Rosen (1985, pp. 73) states that there is a modeling relation that relates the concepts of 

natural systems, which belong primarily to science, to formal systems, which belong to 

mathematics. The interactions between these two are of interest to SD because of the 

simplification, assumption and simulation processes that goes into the creation of a 
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model.  There is however a difficulty in establishing relations between the two due 

because both are inherently different in kind.  

 

A natural (or external or real world) system is a bundle of qualities or observables, coded 

or named for a set of percepts, which they generate and by the relations which the mind 

uses to organize them (Rosen 1985, pp. 73).  A natural system is always incompletely 

known, more can be learned by continued examination, but oftentimes that can lead to 

more questions and the desire of further research.  A formal system on the other hand is 

entirely the creation of the mind, possessing no further properties than is entered into it. 

Between these two concepts (formal and natural systems) there is a synonymy or a 

relation that can be constructed between the two, relating experiment to theory. 

 

There are a few simple rules to be accomplished a solid modeling relation, first there is 

the forcing of naming; relations between two percepts in the natural world are to be 

named by the same relation in the formal one.   An encoding takes place between natural 

systems and formal ones, which if successful the inferences or theorems derived in the 

formal system will then be verified when decoded into the natural systems.   See the 

diagram below for details. 
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Figure 2-11 - Encoding of Natural System into Formal System (Rosen, 1985, p. 74) 
 

After decoding the rules of inference can be verified for the percepts to determine 

causality within the natural system.  States contain information about the natural system 

and are encoded into the formal system for a prediction to be made about the natural 

system.  There are three different types of prediction which can be made: prediction 

which are time dependent, predictions which relate different qualities of the system at the 

same instant of time and predictions which relate qualities at different instances of time.  

It is interesting to note the iterative process of above and how it maps cleanly into the SD 

modeling process of recursive checking and rechecking to ensure the SD model relates to 

the real world. 

 

An effort to model the real world should have the goal of establishing policies or 

procedures that can be implemented in the real world; however, many modeling teams 

often lose sight of the real world implementation and use of the model.  It is important for 

everyone involved with this research to understand the relationship between the real and 
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virtual worlds and the strengths and weaknesses of each.  Figure 2.10 shows the 

interactions between the real world, formal world, decision makers and individual 

polices. 
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Figure 2-12 - Interaction of the Virtual & Real World (Triantis & Vaneman, 2000) 

 

2.7 Cost Modeling and Prediction 

The importance of cost modeling for the life cycle of new technologies in the design of 

Navy ships stressed in Bankes (1991). Specifically one of their recommendations was to 

establish methods of cost-benefit analysis to judge the economical merit of design-related 

maintenance and modernization [i.e., new technology] cost-savings ideas.  

 

Current methods of cost modeling for operations, support and disposal activities on an 

aircraft carrier (or any other ship platform) can be classified as either top down or 

bottoms up.  Top down cost estimating for aircraft carriers has typically uses a macro 
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estimating relationship, for instance, estimating costs based on dollars per weight per type 

of component and multiplying through ending up with an estimate.  The advantage of 

using this method is that quick results can be generated using little data. See equation 

below: 

Total OS&D Cost = iW
1

i

∑ iC
Where : iW = Dollars / Weight per Component i

iC =Weight per Component i

    - Equation 3 

 

Bottoms up cost estimating involve estimating each property of interest of each 

component on the aircraft carrier and summing up for a total cost.  The advantage of 

using this method is that very high quality results can be generated. See equation below: 

Total OS&D Cost = iC
1

i

∑ iCP
1

i

∑
Where : iCP = Dollars per Component i Property i

iC = Component i

   - Equation 4 

Both types of estimating also have weak points; top down estimating can only provide 

solid results if enough of a macro relationship has been researched and developed, 

bottoms up can only provide good results if there is enough know about the componentry. 

The Parametric Estimating Handbook (International Society of Parametric Analysis, 

Parametric Estimating Initiative (PEI), 2002) provides more information about various 

methods of estimating life cycle costs of new technologies. 

 

System dynamics has been used by the Navy for cost estimating through the creation of a 

model named OSCAM. The Operations and Support Cost Analysis Model (OSCAM) is a 
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joint UK/US program to develop a tool that can provide rapid assessments of the 

Operation and Support (O&S) costs of high cost capital assets and their component 

systems The objective of the program is to assess the impact of alternative maintenance 

strategies and operating policies on the cost and availability of these assets.  Developed 

initially to address naval platforms and component systems, a suite of models has been 

developed for land, sea and air environments (OSCAM Website, 2002). OSCAM 

performs much of the same functions as does the model created here, but is more focused 

to analyze alternative maintenance strategies (requiring more intimate and detailed 

knowledge of a technology) and their costs instead of providing a first estimate of how 

much new technologies will cost when installed on a ship. OSCAM requires more 

information than is generally available to early stage research and development 

individuals. 

 

2.7.1 Operations, Support & Disposal Modeling 

Within the Department of Defense (DoD) Sterling (2002) describes the various tools 

available to determine the life cycle costs (LCC) for military systems. Design to Life 

Cycle Cost (LCC) has been mandated since the 1970's by the U.S. Department of 

Defense (DOD), but essentially ignored by the Services or implemented on a selective 

basis. The alternative, Design-to-Production Cost, ignores the effects of Operating and 

Support (O&S) costs, which can often be from 60% to 75% of the total Life Cycle Cost 

(LCC) of a system, and also ignores the LCC of various alternative Level of Repair 

(LOR) options (i.e., the intended support policy) for each repairable item, which can vary 

widely depending on the repair/discard-at-failure policy selected. (Sterling, 2002) 
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2.8 Performance Metrics  

There are three key performance metrics used within the model: cost, reliability and 

system degradation.  

 

Cost:  Cost is viewed as the overall amount of money needed for OS&D throughout the 

life cycle of the new technology.  Cost includes all material, labor and fees needed to 

meet the OS&D requirements.  Cost is typically thought of in dollars, but can also be 

interchanged with notions such as man-hour (for labor work) or fee based services for the 

disposal of materials. 

 

Reliability: Reliability is a measure of the health of the system in terms of likelihood of 

breakdown.  It includes the effect of system degradation, risk that the system may not 

operate and the effects of aging on the system. 

 
System Degradation: System degradation is a measure of degradation of the technology 

over time. Zero percent degradation means the system is operating at peak efficiency. 
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3 The Model 

 

The modeling process described here is detailed by Sterman in his book “Business 

Dynamics: Systems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World” (2000). 

 

3.1 Problem Articulation 

 

The most important step in beginning any project is to define the problem that needs to be 

solved as clearly and succinctly as possible.  Questions such as what is the purpose of the 

model and what is the domain the problem needs to be answered.  Also throughout the 

modeling process the problem statement may be modified or completely changed as new 

information or new insights into the system become available.  It is an iterative process.  

For a model to be effective it must address a specific policy issue.  

 

3.1.1 The Problem  

When dealing with military programs cost overruns seem to be the rule not the exception, 

especially with the operations and support of new technologies.  This problem is further 

exacerbated due to the requirement of new technologies having long operational 

lifecycles on ship systems (e.g., aircraft carriers).  Cost overruns develop during the 

operations, support (maintenance) and disposal phases due to poor planning and/or 

limited knowledge of the requirements.  For this research we consider a new technology 
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that spans a long time horizon that requires a large number of technical personnel and 

multiple types of maintenance, operations and disposal requirements. 

3.1.2 Characterization of the Problem 

In order to elicit the problem definition two helpful concepts of reference modes and the 

time horizon are used.  A reference mode is a set of graphs or descriptive data that depict 

the development of the problem over time.  For example, historical cost for system 

maintenance increases over time at an accelerating, decelerating or constant rate. 

 

The time horizon is defined as the length of time it takes to observe the interesting 

behavior of the system of investigation taking into account all system behaviors and 

symptoms.  One of the deficiencies in an individual’s mental models is the inability to 

recognize the long time impacts between cause and effect.  For this reason the time 

horizon chosen for the model must be long (or short) enough to adequately capture all 

system behaviors.  Reference modes and time horizon for this research are as follows. 

 

3.1.3 Reference Modes 

There were three reference modes developed during this project with respect to cost and 

performance. 

 

Cost: It is defined as the total life cycle cost (LCC) of operations, support and disposal 

for the newly inserted technology.  Cost is a total dollar figure encompassing all of the 

labor, material and other fees (such as disposal) needed for the operations, support and 

disposal of new technologies.  Cost is measured in current year dollars.   
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Performance: Performance has two reference modes associated with it: reliability and 

system degradation.  Reliability represents the likelihood of the system being operational 

and reliability’s complement represents the probability of a breakdown of the technology.  

Reliability fluctuates between 0 and 1.  System degradation represents how well the 

technology has degraded in terms of its performance as a function of how it is being 

maintained over its life cycle and is measured on a scale of zero to one, with one being 

total system degradation meaning that the system is totally non-operational. Examples of 

three reference modes for these variables are depicted in Figure 3.1 below. 

COST

Time ( 50 Years )

RELIABILITY

SYSTEM
DEGRADATION

1

0
 

Figure 3-1 - Reference Modes for Key Variables 
 

3.1.4 Time Horizon 

The time horizon is a unique concept in systems dynamics because it stresses and utilizes 

the concept of time within which the problem is being studied.  A majority of the 
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conventional approaches to problem solving stress the here and now as opposed to the 

here and future, which is really what problem solving should be about: how do actions 

today possibly affect the future. 

 

The time horizon must be long enough for interesting behavior to be observed.  In the 

case of OS&D the time horizon is set to coincide with the life-span of the ship, which is 

fifty years or twenty-six hundred (2,600) weeks. The ship is normally only deployed to 

operational status for a rolling six month time frame with time in between for 

maintenance and training of the crew.  A typical deployment would have the ship in port 

for maintenance/training for sixteen weeks then deployed for six months. After that the 

ship would be back in port for a set period of time. The amount of time the ship is in port 

for maintenance/training varies depending upon how much maintenance/training is 

required. For instance in the middle of the carriers life-cycle the nuclear reactor must be 

refueled so the ship is in port for up to thirty-three months.  

 

3.1.5 Context of the Problem 

No project occurs within a vacuum.  Evaluation of technology for operations, support and 

disposal costs is just one subsystem created and used in the larger system of evaluating 

the introduction of new technologies, as the figure 3.2 depicts.  The system is the system 

engineering process that is responsible for the development, implementation, 

maintenance, upgrade, and retirement of new technologies.  
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Figure 3-2 – Lifecycle Activities Associated with the Introduction of New 
Technologies 

 

There are a multiple number of different activities associated the introduction of new 

technologies as described in Figure 3.2.  The arrows between the subsystems denote the 

transfer of information on the state of the system.  The activities within each of the 

subsystems occur over time with the system being developed, then integrated and placed 

into operation. 

 

Subsystem #1: Program Management 

Program Management is responsible for managing the technology implementation in 

response to validated operational requirements.  It provides the coordination and direction 

of activities required to develop, integrate, operate, maintain, and dispose the new 
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technology.  It oversees cost and secures funds for the technology implementation 

activities.  

 

Testing & Performance System is responsible for the testing and evaluation of how each 

system is meeting the project requirements and is typically included within the Program 

Management subsystem. 

 

Subsystem #2: Technology Development 

In the Technology Development phase, new technologies are developed and/or assessed. 

The various activities for this subsystem include R&D technology development activities 

(technology research, requirements definition, specification development, engineering, 

modeling and simulation, drawing development, hardware and software development, 

system architecture development, and project management), Project Management 

activities, and Testing activities. 

 

Subsystem #3: Technology Integration 

This subsystem is primarily responsible for the integration of the new technology into the 

ship operations.  The various activities for this subsystem include Engineering and 

Design (feasibility evaluation of new designs, design, development and implementation 

of design specifications, development of drawings, and managing engineering changes), 

Procurement and Fabrication (Purchasing of parts, components, hardware, and 

software), Assembly, Installation and Integration (Integration of new technologies with 
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existing technologies and operations, and technology installation), Project Management 

activities, and Testing activities 

 

Subsystem #4: Operations, Support & Disposal 

This subsystem is primarily responsible for all the activities necessary for the operations, 

support and disposal of the new technology.  The various activities for this subsystem 

include Shipboard Maintenance (operation and maintenance of the systems onboard the 

ship), Organizational and Intermediate Maintenance  (preventive and corrective actions 

requiring calibration, repair, and replacement of parts, components, and assemblies), 

Depot Maintenance (performing major overhauls or maintenance on a ship and 

associated equipment at centralized repair depots, or at contractor repair facilities), 

Other/Indirect/Sustaining Support (course training for the ships crew to enable them to 

perform assigned maintenance and operational tasks), and Operations and Support 

Disposal (compliance with Environmental/HAZAMAT laws and regulations and with 

handling and disposal of hazardous material during the operating life of the ship). 

 

For this thesis, OS&D is modeled and simulated.  The first two subsystems i.e., design 

and development of the new technology and the integration of the technology into 

another technology platform are presented by Monga (2001) and Damle (2002) 

respectively.  In the real world there are other activities involved such as management 

and testing & performance evaluation that can be modeled separately if they are shown to 

have important impacts on the three main subsystems.  Portion of the management (such 
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as how much new funding is received) and testing and performance evaluation activities 

are included within each of the three subsystems. 

 

3.2 Dynamic Hypotheses 

The following dynamic hypotheses are proposed: 

1. Degradation of the technology though out its life cycle increases operating costs. 

This hypothesis proposes that as a technology degrades (for whatever reason) it 

will impact negatively the operations of the technology resulting in additional 

costs. 

2. A lack of training for maintenance labor increases operating costs. This 

hypothesis proposes if training is not adequately funded, individuals who 

maintain the technology will need more time for maintenance, which will result in 

additional costs. 

3. As technological systems grow older – they become more expensive to maintain. 

This hypothesis proposes that as a technology grows older the requirements for 

maintenance will increase resulting in additional costs. 

4. An increase in the system Risk increases the cost of maintenance.  This 

hypothesis proposes that if a technology has a high likelihood of not performing it 

will impact negatively the operations of the technology resulting in additional 

costs. 

5. Budgeting delays increase cost of maintenance.  This hypothesis proposes that if 

funding is not provided in a timely fashion the result will be to drive up the total 

maintenance costs. 
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6. Material maintenance costs increase as risk and degradation increase.  This 

hypothesis proposes is risk and/or technology degradation is high, there will be an 

increase in the use of materials for maintenance.  

7. A mismatch between the budget and the requirements can increase costs.  This 

hypothesis proposes that if there isn’t enough overall funding or if there is not 

enough funding in specific areas, overall total costs for the system will increase. 
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3.3 The System 

 
The system was defined as the process that is responsible for the operations, support and 

disposal (OS&D) of new technologies on ship systems.  Within this process the system 

OS&D requirements need to be met as well as the budgeting process needs to be adhered 

to.  Please see Appendix B for system/subsystem diagrams and descriptions of the 

various subsystems. 

 

Within the OS&D system there are four separate individual subsystems, these include: 

1. OS&D Requirements and Activities Subsystem.  This subsystem model includes:  

a.  All maintenance activities, 

b. Operations activities, 

c. Disposal of new technologies. 

2. Funding & Budget Subsystem.  This subsystem involves all activities having to 

do with funding and budget requirements as well as asking and receiving new 

funding. 

3. Performance Subsystem:  This subsystem evaluates system performance by 

providing performance metrics such as actual cost, reliability, risk and system 

degradation.   

4. Scheduling Subsystem:  This subsystem sets the schedule for the rest of the 

system, informing which activities to turn on and off. 
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All the subsystems are integrated in the model and drawing a simple boundary between 

sub-systems is not reasonable.  These subsystem concepts are meant to make the 

discussion of the entire OS&D model easier. 

 

In the operations, support and disposal (OS&D) phase the new technology is put into 

service and used aboard a ship system.  The separate activities that occur during this life 

cycle include: 

1. Budgeting, defined as the amount of money provided for OS&D and includes 

both existing and new funding. 

2. Requirements definition that includes the following: 

a. Watchstanding: Defined as the number of hours per week it takes to 

operate the equipment. This is the only variable used to model operations. 

b. Support:  Each maintenance component has a number of hours and 

materials used per week. 

c. Shipboard maintenance:   Defined as any maintenance that occurs on the 

ship. 

d. Training:  Defined as training for on board personnel. 

e. Contractor support: Defined as work that is contracted out for shipboard 

maintenance. 

f. Public/Private Shipyard Maintenance: Defined as any maintenance that 

occurs at the shipyard. These include:  
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i. Planned Incremental Availability (PIA):  This maintenance activity 

occurs typically sixteen (16) times throughout the lifecycle of the 

ship system for a set number of weeks. 

ii. Depot Planned Incremental Availability (DPIA):  This 

maintenance activity occurs typically six (6) times throughout the 

lifecycle of the ship system for a set number of weeks. 

iii. Retrofit Complex Overhaul (RCOH):  This maintenance activity 

occurs typically once at the midpoint of the ship system’s life cycle 

for a set number of weeks. 

g. Disposal:  There is a requirement for disposing of material items both 

while maintenance occurs at sea (note: items are not simply thrown 

overboard, but properly disposed of) and in the shipyard. Also, at the end 

of the effective service life of the new technology there is a cost (or a 

profit) to be made when properly disposing of the technology. 

 

In general the OS&D system can be thought of reconciling the differences between the 

system requirements and the budgeting process.  In real life this occurs frequently 

especially in the case of a new technology where the overall life cycle cost for the 

technology is not known as well as how the allocation of o allocate budget monies for 

that technology is uncertain. 
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3.3.1 Variable Definitions 

Within the OS&D many key variable were defined during the group modeling sessions.  

All of these variables are exogenous to the model, some are user-defined while some are 

given default values, as delineated in Section 4.1.2 and Appendix C. 

Table 3-1 - Definitions of Causal Loop Variables in the OS&D Model 

 Name Definition 
1 Disposal % (of OS&D Budget) % of Historical OS&D Budget 
2 Training % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
3 Contractor Support % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
4 Watchstanding %  % of Historical OS&D Budget 
5 Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) %  % of Historical OS&D Budget 
6 Shipboard Maintenance (Material) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
7 PIA (Labor) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
8 PIA (Material) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
9 DPIA (Labor) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
10 DPIA (Material) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
11 RCOH (Labor) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
12 RCOH (Material) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 
13 Historical Cost Total $ amount of OS&D for system being 

replaced 
14 % Desired Savings % Savings Desired off of historical # 
15 Disposal Final Cost Final disposal cost of the technology 
16 % Maintenance Performed shipboard Total amount of maintenance performed on the 

ship 
 17 Training Hours Rate per hour of Shipboard 

Maintenance (Weekly) 
Weekly rate at which training is completed per 
hour of shipboard maintenance labor. 

18 Watchstanding Operations (WO) Labor Rate 
(Weekly) 

Weekly rate at which watchstanding is required 

19 Contractor Hours Rate (Weekly) Weekly rate at which contractor support on the 
ship is required 

20 Watchstanding Labor Costs Labor costs for watchstanding 
21 Public/Private Shipyards labor Costs Public/Private shipyards average labor costs 
22 Shipboard Labor Costs Shipboard maintenance labor costs (Navy) 
23 Shipboard Disposal Costs Per $ of Material used, how much does 

disposal cost 
24 P/P Disposal Cost Per $ of Material used, how much does 

disposal cost 
25 PIA Length of Time Number of weeks for the PIA 
26 Number of PIA’s Number of PIA’s 
27 DPIA Length of Time Number of weeks for the DPIA 
28 Number of DPIA’s Number of DPIA’s 
29 RCOH Length of Time Number of weeks for the RCOH 
30 Number of RCOH’s Number of RCOH’s 
31 P/P Delay Amount of delay for ALL P/P systems 
32 Shipboard Delay Amount of delay for ALL shipboard systems 
33 OS&D Start Time Time for OS&D to start  
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Variables 1 – 12 deal with how much money has been spent historically for the various 

OS&D activities.  Variables 13 and 14 define how much money is allocated to OS&D for 

the new technology. Variables 15 – 19 define the OS&D requirements of the system.  

Variables 20 –24 have been assigned default values that are typical across the Navy.  

Variables 25 – 33 are scheduling variables that provide the model with the operations and 

maintenance schedule of the ship system.  Values used in the model are included in 

Section 4.1.2 and Appendix C. 

 

Other important variables used within the model include: 

1) OS&D Risk – Risk associated with the introduction of new technologies is 

defined as the likelihood that a specific outcome will occur.  Outcomes usually 

refer to cost, schedule and performance.  Risk is a function of the technology 

maturity and complexity (Monga (2001)).  Increased technology maturity implies 

reduced risk, because the technology is better defined.  Whereas, increased 

complexity implies higher risk.  The OS&D risk is a function of the technology 

development and integration risks.  It is a dimensionless variable measured using 

a relative scale (varying from 1 to 10). 

2) OS&D Cost – This variable provides the value of the total OS&D cost for the 

technology in dollars (in current dollars). 

3) System Degradation – This variable is a measure of how much the system has 

degraded on a scale of zero to one, zero being none and one being total 

degradation. For instance, depending upon the system being modeled (i.e., radar, 

electro-mechanical) a 10% degradation of performance may or may not be 
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acceptable.  System degradation is comprised of degradation that occurs due to 

lack of shipboard and shipyard maintenance. 

4) Reliability – Reliability is a measure of how reliable the system is able to function 

at any point in time and is measured on a scale of one to zero, zero being unusable 

and one being perfect operation. 

 

3.3.2 Assumptions Incorporated in the Model 

Many different assumptions were generated in the course of developing the model, these 

include: 

 As the technology degrades it will increase the material maintenance requirements 

impacting performance and cost of the system. 

 The budgeting process and the definition of requirements are independent of each 

other. 

 Modernization of the system is not included due the difficulty of predicting what 

a new system may look like in the out years. 

 Labor and material are separated for each maintenance activity. 

 Labor maintenance drives how much material is used for each maintenance 

activity. 

Scheduling Assumptions: 

 The maintenance schedule for the ship system is provided by the shipbuilder and 

is located in Section 3.4.1.4. 
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Risk Assumptions: 

 Risk increases maintenance requirements due to the probability of unknown 

maintenance that may be required.  

Funding Assumptions: 

 Additional funding is received annually for deferred maintenance.  Deferred 

maintenance is defined as maintenance (either labor or material) that has not been 

completed, but must be completed in the future.  An increase in deferred 

maintenance indicates an insufficient amount of funding. 

 Funding can be increased every two years for the next five years.  Currently the 

Navy reallocates all budgets on a five year schedule, so there is an opportunity for 

individual program offices to lobby to receive additional funding. 
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3.4 The Model Causal Loop Diagram: A Qualitative Description of OS&D 

 
The basic building block of the SD model is the causal loop diagram.  A causal loop 

diagram (CLD) denotes the cause and effect relationship (using an ‘arrow’) between two 

variables via a causal linkage.  Causal linkages can only have two states of polarity: 

positive (+) or negative (-).  A positive polarity indicates that an increase (or a decrease) 

in the cause-variable will increase (or decrease) the effect-variable, both variables either 

increase or decrease in concert.  For an arrow with negative polarity there is an inverse 

relationship, an increase (or decrease) in the cause-variable will decrease (or increase) the 

effect-variable.  The example below depicts each relation and the cause and effects of 

changes in the variables. 

+

POSITIVE CAUSAL
LINKAGE

X Y
All else being equal, if X 
increases (decreases) then Y
increase (decreases) above
(below) what it would have been.

-

NEGATIVE CAUSAL
LINKAGE

X Y
All else being equal, if X 
increases (decreases) then Y
decreases (increases) below
(above) what it would have been.  

Figure 3-3 - Examples of Causal Linkages 
 
A good CLD diagram portrays the overall architecture of the model.  Each major 

subsystem is represented as a block with flows such as information, money and goods, 

coupling each one together.  Subsystems should be big enough to have some interesting 

behavior and can be such concepts as organizations, customers, even countries.  The 

subsystem begins to give shape to the problem by showing where and how the exogenous 

and endogenous variables fit within the model.  
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3.4.1 The Operations, Support and Disposal Causal Loop Diagram 

Figure 3.5 details the core interactions within the OS&D model. 

 

Requirement # 1
Requirement # 2
Requirement # 3
...

OS&D 
Requirements

Budget for Requirement # 1
Budget for Requirement # 2
Budget for Requirement # 3
...

OS&D Budget

Work to be 
Performed

+ Work 
Completed

Work not
Completed

+

+

+ -

Request New 
Funding

+
+

 

Figure 3-4 - OS&D Basic Structure - Requirements versus Budget 
 
Due to the complexity of OS&D system the four major subsystems will be presented and 

then aggregated into one CLD.  Some of the boundaries between the subsystems may 

seem arbitrary due to the fact that strict subsystem definitions were not possible, but 

instead are used to provide the central concepts to discuss.  

 

It should be noted that the requirement for operating the technology is defined as 

watchstanding and is a set amount of time per week.  These requirements are dependant 

on the technology and do not vary for the purposes of this model.  Hence there was no 

need to build a causal loop diagram for it.  
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3.4.1.1 OS&D Requirements Subsystem 

This subsystem models all activities that occur in the process of maintaining, operating 

and disposing of the new technologies.  

B
-

Figure 3-5 - OS&D Requirements Subsystem 
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The model working maintenance requirements, portrayed by the variable Working 

Maintenance Requirements (hrs or$ per week), then drive the maintenance workload for 

system.  The maintenance workload can then be divided in to “Maintenance Completed” 

and “Deferred Maintenance” depending upon how much funding is available.  Summing 

deferred and completed maintenance together provides the total amount of maintenance 

completed for the system.  Other requirements such as disposal, contractor support and 

training are factors directly linked to maintenance workload and are determined as a 

factor, i.e., if there are so many dollars spent on X then spend so much on Y. 

 

The main feedback loops include: 

 

Training Feedback Loop (Balancing Feedback Loop): 

This loop increases the maintenance requirements if training is not completed.  Training 

only impacts the maintenance requirements in a negatively by increasing maintenance 

requirements if training is not completed.  

 

Deferred Feedback Loop (Balancing Loop): 

Deferred maintenance represents an increase the amount of maintenance completed while 

the more maintenance that has been completed means that there is less deferred 

maintenance to be completed. 
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3.4.1.2 Funding & Budget Subsystem 

This subsystem involves all activities having to do with funding and establishing budget 

requirements as well as requesting and receiving new funding.   

 

Figure 3-6 - OS&D Budgeting Subsystem 
 

The funding and budgeting subsystem provides funding to the system to meet the 

requirements and request for new funding. In order to determine the initial Maintenance 

Budget for the technology the OS&D Historical Amount [spent on OS&D] is used 

coupled with the Desired Amount to Save (which is a percent reduction from the total 

amount spent on a previous older technology, the idea is that typically new technology 

insertion is performed to save money), this overall maintenance budget is then allocated 
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based upon historical % basis against the maintenance requirements in determining what 

maintenance requirements are completed and which ones are deferred. 

The main feedback loops that operate in this subsystem are: 

 

% Reallocation Feedback Loop (Reinforcing Loop) 

% Allocated Budget  Maintenance Workload  Maintenance Completed  Model 

Cost  % Comparison  % Allocated Budget 

This loop reinforces the percentage reallocation (% Allocated Budget) value and 

ultimately leads to an increase in the amount of Maintenance Completed due to the fact  

there is more funding available to complete maintenance.  The general idea is that as 

money is actually spent on completing maintenance this will drive the Model cost up (for 

each individual maintenance activity) leading to a comparison between the Allocated 

Budget to Spend and the Model Cost. From this comparison a percentage is derived (% 

Comparison) which is then compared to the Historical Maintenance %’s ultimately 

changing the percentage of how much of the budget is provided to that individual 

maintenance activity. The value for % Allocated Budget can either stay the same, 

increase or decrease depending upon how much Maintenance has been completed.  

 

New Funding #1 (Reinforcing Loop) 

Excess Funds  Unscheduled Maintenance  Total Maintenance Needed  New 

Funding  Excess Funds 

Unscheduled maintenance is created by a function in the performance subsystem; it uses 

excess funds to complete the maintenance present within it. If in the event there is not 
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enough funding to complete unscheduled maintenance then new funding will be 

requested.  Deferred maintenance operates in the same manner except it is created by a 

deficit in funding a maintenance requirement, but the actions to complete the 

maintenance are identical.   

 

New Funding #2 (Balancing Loop) 

New Funding  Excess Funds  Deferred Maintenance  Maintenance Completed  

Model Cost  % Comparison  % Allocated Budget  Allocated Budget to Spend   

New Funding 

The feedback loop above, requests new funding with the realization that there is not 

enough funding to complete the requirements and can be thought of as predictive 

funding.  This feedback loop is like the % Reallocation FL except it takes the path though 

new funding and then increases the total maintenance budget providing a boost to the 

overall task of meeting project requirements.  

 

New Funding #3 (Balancing Loop) 

Excess Funds  Deferred Maintenance  Maintenance Completed  Model Cost  % 

Comparison  % Allocated Budget  Allocated Budget to Spend   Excess Funds  

As Allocated Budget to Spend decrease there is less funding available for Excess 

Funding to complete Deferred Maintenance. So Deferred Maintenance will increase 

leading to more maintenance to complete and increasing Model Cost. As Model Cost 

increase for this maintenance each activity the percentages are changed, which leads to 

either an increase or a decrease in the Allocated Budget to Spend. 
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Maintenance Balance Feedback Loop (Balancing Loop)  

Deferred Maintenance  Maintenance Completed  Deferred Maintenance  

This loop balances the amount of deferred maintenance and Maintenance Completed that 

occurs and leads to an increase in the amount of Maintenance Completed as Deferred 

Maintenance increase.  As Maintenance Completed increases it will decrease the amount 

of Deferred Maintenance left to complete. 

 

Funding Balance Feedback Loop (Balancing Loop)  

Maintenance Budget  New Funding  Maintenance Budget  

This loop balances the amount of new funding that is requested due to the needs of the 

Maintenance Budget.  It can act as a brake to slow down the requesting of additional 

funding. 

 

Cost/Excess Funds Feedback Loop (Reinforcing Loop)  

Model Cost  Excess Funds  Deferred Maintenance  Maintenance Completed  

Model Cost 

This loop reinforces the amount of deferred maintenance that occurs within the model.  

As Model Cost increases there will be less Excess Funds available to spend on Deferred 

Maintenance, which will lead to an ultimate increase in both Maintenance Completed and 

Model Cost.  
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3.4.1.3 Performance Subsystem 

This subsystem provides performance metrics for how the model system is operating and 

has metrics such as reliability, risk and system degradation.  

-

Figure 3-7 - OS&D Performance Subsystem 
The performance subsystem provides feedback to the us

system is being maintained.  An initial factor for risk is p

OS&D risk in turn increases the maintenance requirement

the system.  

 

Degradation/Unscheduled Maintenance Feedback Loop

Unscheduled Maintenance  System Degradation  Unsc

System degradation is increased (or decreased) by the inc

maintenance.  As system degradation increases the am

completed increases.  System degradation also creates un

maintenance is completed system degradation decreases.  
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3.4.1.4 Schedule Subsystem 

 
This subsystem sets the schedule for the rest of the system, informing which operations 

and maintenance activities to turn on and off.  It was determined not to diagram the 

scheduling sub-system since it only determines when activities should turn on and off, 

but it was segmented as a separate subsystem due to the complexity and number of 

activities to coordinate throughout the model. 

A notional schedule for the ship system is depicted below.   

 

Figure 3-8 - OS&D Schedule Subsystem1 

                                                 
1 Figure provided by General Dynamics, Newport News Shipbuilding, reprinted with permission 
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3.4.1.5 Overall Causal Loop Diagram 

 
Figure 3.9, details the final overall causal loop diagram for OS&D with indications of the 

five separate subsystems. Appendix C has previous versions of the diagram as it evolved 

through group modeling sessions.  Positive linkages are presented with blue arrows and 

negative linkages are presented with red arrows. Currently within the model there are an 

estimated 120 feedback loops present, only the major feedback loops have been 

designated and defined.  

 

Figure 3-9 – OS&D Overall Causal Loop Diagram 
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3.4.2 Main Causal Loops 

Beyond the causal loops discussed previously the following causal loops are noted in 

Figure 3-9: 

 

Maintenance-Training Loop (MTL) (Balancing Loop): 

Maintenance Requirements (hrs or $ per week)  Maintenance Workload  Training  

Maintenance Requirements (hrs or $ per week) 

This loop causes the shipboard maintenance requirements to increase if training is 

neglected. 

 

Maintenance-Budget-Reallocation Loop (MBRL) (Balancing Loop): 

Maintenance Req's  Maintenance Requirements (hrs or $ per week)  Maintenance 

Workload  Maintenance Completed  Model Cost  % Comparison  Historical 

Maintenance %'s   Maintenance Req's  

This loop causes the percentages to be reallocated based upon the amount of money that 

has been spent within each type of OS&D activity, ultimately changing the monies 

available for each activity. 

 

New Funding Loop (NFL) (Balancing Loop): 

Maintenance Workload  Maintenance Completed  Total Maintenance Needed  

New Funding  Maintenance Budget  Maintenance Workload 

This loop allows the model to request additional funding based upon the amount of 

maintenance not completed.  
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3.5 The OS&D Simulation Model 

 
3.5.1 Stocks and Flows 

Causal loop diagrams provide the modeler with a tool that easily maps the physical world 

into the virtual one, but do not provide enough information about the system’s physical 

structure (in the form of levels and flows) for decisions to be made.  Once CLD’s have 

been created they are converted into stocks and flow diagrams.  Stocks and flows and 

feedback are the two cornerstones of SD.  Stocks are accumulations due to differences in 

the inflow and outflow rates of a process.  Stocks characterize the state of the system and 

provide information to base decisions or actions upon. 

 

Besides providing information, stocks also are a source of inertia or delays and weighting 

or priorities within a model, informing the model where to spend (or not spend) 

resources.  A stock could be the amount of product available to be sold, while the outflow 

rate would be the sales rate and the inflow rate would be the rate at which product is 

produced.  Stocks and flows also have their own nomenclature and model ontology that 

closely maps to the causal loop diagrams. 

 

Diagramming Notation for Stocks & Flows 

Stocks are represented by rectangles, while rates into or out of a stock are depicted as 

valves. The ‘clouds’ on either side are sources or sinks that are outside the model 

boundary.  
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Figure 3-10 - General SD Stock and Flow Structure 
 
Stocks can only be affected by inflow and outflow rates. Inflow and outflow rates are 

influenced by other rate or auxiliary variables (these can be endogenous or exogenous to 

the system). 

 

Mathematical Representation of Stocks & Flows 

The stock and flow metaphors of SD were developed by Forrester (1958) based on the 

metaphor or a bathtub, water flows in and water flows out. The difference in the flow 

rates over a set period of time is the total amount of water in the bathtub. The 

mathematical formulation of this is: 

Integral Equation: 

Stock(t) = [Inflow(s) −Outflow(s)]ds+
t0

t

∫ Stock(t0)     -  Equation 5 

Differential Equation: 

d(Stock)
dt

= Net Change in Stock = Inflow(t) −Otflow(t)     - Equation 6 

When we speak of variables having certain types of behaviors we are referring to the 

stock variables, which are also the called the state variables of the system.  Stocks 

accumulate or integrate across time. Rates are their derivatives. 
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Auxiliary Variables 

Also present within any SD model are other variables called auxiliary variables, which 

use the information about state provided by levels and rates to make decisions about how 

to affect other variables.  These variables can either be exogenous to the system to 

endogenous. Endogenous auxiliary variables are derived from information within the 

model and exogenous auxiliary variables are set by the user of the model and are not 

affected by the inner workings of the model. 

 

3.5.2 The Operations, Support and Disposal Stock & Flow Diagram 

Translating the causal loop diagram into a simulation model is a challenge.  The stock 

and flow diagram has a one-to-one correspondence with the causal loop diagram in terms 

of concepts.  The caveat to this is that for the term called ‘Maintenance Requirements’ 

there are eight separate maintenance activities, which have their own accounting system 

as well as funding streams.   

 

These activities also occur either on the ship or in the shipyard. Due to the large number 

(thirteen) of OS&D activities to track throughout the model the first step in developing 

the stock and flow diagram was to create an accounting model that would track what 

money has and has not been spent. 

 

The second step was to integrate the maintenance requirements system into that structure 

followed by creating the schedule.  The funding and budgeting subsystem came next 
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followed by the performance subsystem.  In the following sections each subsystem will 

be described. 

 

3.5.3 OS&D Maintenance Requirements Subsystem  

 
General Notes: 

• Terminology for the equations are in the format that the computer-modeling 

program VENSIM utilizes in orders to perform simulations. 

• The auxiliary variable Weekly Conversion Factor (units dimensionless per week) 

is used throughout the model and converts values that are lump sum (i.e., dollars 

or hours) into continuous variables, i.e., dollars per week and hours per week. 

 

3.5.3.1 Initial Maintenance Requirements Creation 

Material Cost $
(from TI)

Assembly
Installation Cost

(from TI)

% of Maint
performed on

Ship

Ship
Material/Labor

P/P
Material/Labor

Material
Maintenance Factor

Material Maint.
Total

Labor Maint.
Total

Shipboard
Material Maint.

Shipboard Labor
Maint.

P/P Material
Maint.

P/P Labor Maint.
Labor Maintenance

Factor

 

Figure 3-11 - Structure for the Creation of the Initial Maintenance Requirements 

Assumptions made: 

1. Conceptually the assumption made is that there is a direct relationship 

between how much a technology costs (both to install/integrate and 
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purchase) and how much it will cost to maintain it.  These numbers also 

provide the initial numbers to determine the co-flow Ratios in the 

equations for both shipboard and shipyard (PIA, DPIA and RCOH) 

calculations. 

2. Assumed a co-flow relationship between labor and material throughout the 

model.  This assumption makes sense due to the fact that any material 

used in maintenance must be accomplished by some labor, so labor drives 

material usage. 

 

Creation of the overall maintenance requirements for the technology begins with an 

aggregate number for both number of labor-hours of work and the total dollar amount of 

material required for the acceptable level of maintenance.  These two numbers (Material 

Maintenance Total (hours) and Labor Maintenance Total (dollars)) are created by 

multiplying a factor (Material Maintenance Factor and Labor Maintenance factor (both 

dimensionless variables)) for the type of technology, i.e., mechanical, radar, weapons, 

etc., times the amount of work that went into installing and purchasing (Assembly 

Installation Cost (from Technology Integration) (labor hours) and Material Cost $ (from 

Technology Integration) (dollars)) the equipment during the technology integration phase 

of the systems engineering life cycle.  

 

It should be noted that all of these variables are classified as auxiliary variables for 

modeling purposes. 
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The next step is to allocate the maintenance requirements (both dollars and hours) 

between the two types of maintenance: shipboard and P/P (for maintenance that occurs in 

the public/private shipyards).  This occurs with a user input (% of Maintenance 

performed Shipboard (Individual variables denoted with a box around them are 

exogenous and user entered, whereas level variables have ‘valves’ attached to them) 

dictating where to allocate the amounts.  From here the amounts are divided using the 

variable % of Maintenance performed on Ship amongst the four maintenance variables 

(Shipboard Material Maintenance (dollars), Shipboard Labor Maintenance (hours), P/P 

Material Maintenance (dollars) and P/P Labor Maintenance (hours)).  The relationship 

between the two variables of hours and dollars is also created for both shipboard and 

shipyard maintenance activities.  The reason for this is an assumption that for every labor 

hour spent on maintenance there is a corresponding amount of material dollars used for 

that activity.  These two variables (Ship Material/Labor and P/P Material/Labor) are 

defined as material (dollars) divided by labor (hours) and are used later in the 

maintenance workload calculations.  The calculations are straight forward and listed 

below with units after each equation: 

"Labor Maint. Total"= 
 "Assembly Installation Cost (from TI)"*Labor Maintenance Factor  
 ~ hours 
"Material Maint. Total"= 
 Material Maintenance Factor*"Material Cost $ (from TI)"  
 ~ Dollars 
"P/P Labor Maint."= 
 (1-"% of Maint performed on Ship")*"Labor Maint. Total" 
 ~ hours 
"P/P Material Maint."= 
 (1-"% of Maint performed on Ship")*"Material Maint. Total" 
 ~ Dollars 
"P/P Material/Labor"= 
 "P/P Material Maint."/"P/P Labor Maint." 
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 ~ Dollars/Hour 
"Shipboard Labor Maint."= 
 "% of Maint performed on Ship"*"Labor Maint. Total" 
 ~ hours 
"Shipboard Material Maint."= 
 "% of Maint performed on Ship"*"Material Maint. Total" 
 ~ Dollars 
"Ship Material/Labor"= 
 "Shipboard Material Maint."/"Shipboard Labor Maint." 
 ~Dollars/Hour 
 

3.5.3.2 Detailed Maintenance Requirements Creation Structure 

 
3.5.3.2.1 OS&D and Budget Requirements 

 

WO Labor Req's
Training Hours

Rate
Contactor

Hours Rate
+

OS&D Desired
Budget

 

WO Labor rate
(Weekly)

Contractor Hours Rate
per SM Hour (Weekly)

Training Hours Rate
per SM Hour

(Weekly)

Final Disposal
Cost

OS&D Historical
Cost for 50 Years

Desired OS&D
Savings (%)

Figure 3-12 - Structure for the Creation of the Initial Budget 
 
 
The variables in the boxes (OS&D Historical Cost for 50 Years, Desired OS&D Savings, 

Final Disposal Costs) are user-entered parameters.  OS&D Historical Cost for 50 Years is 

a number entered by the user for how much the previous technology system cost over the 

fifty-year life span.  Desired OS&D Savings is a percent savings the user would like to 
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see saved from the previous cost number.  Multiplying OS&D Historical Cost determines 

OS&D Desired Budget for 50 Years by one minus Desired OS&D Savings.   If the 

technology being evaluated is new, OS&D Historical Cost for 50 Years could be a rough 

estimate of the cost of the new technology and the Desired OS&D Savings could be set to 

zero.   

 

Final Disposal Cost is a user-entered parameter that defines how much the technology 

will cost to dispose of. 

 

The variable Watchstanding (WO) Labor Rate (Weekly) is a user-entered variable that 

defines how many hours per week are needed for operations of the equipment.  The 

variable Watchstanding (WO) Labor Req’s takes that variable and passes through to the 

model.  

 

Contractor Hours rate per Shipboard Maintenance (SM) Hour (Weekly) is a user-entered 

variable that defines how many hours of contractor work is needed per shipboard 

maintenance labor hour.  The variable Contractor Hours Rate takes that variable and 

passes through to the model. 

 

Training Hours Rate per shipboard Maintenance (SM) Hour (Weekly) is a user-entered 

variable that defines how many hours of training is required per shipboard maintenance 

labor hour.  The variable Training Hours Rate takes that variable and passes through to 

the model.  
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Assumptions made: 

1. The OS&D Historical Budget coupled with Desired OS&D Savings determines 

the OS&D budget provided to the model. 

 

3.5.3.2.2 Shipboard Labor Requirements 

 

Shipboard
PM LevelShipboard PM

Input
Shipboard PM

Output

Shipboard CM
Input

OS&D Total
Number of Weeks

SD &
Impact

Shipboard Labor
Maint.

Training Impact
Input

Total Weekly
SM Hours

g

PM/CM Ratio

Figure 3-13 - Structure for the Creation of Ship
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aintenance (CM); this is due to the fact, 



that historically there have been different levels of support required for different types of 

technologies.  This ratio (PM/CM Ratio) is chosen depending on the type of technology 

and is a user-defined parameter. 

Assumptions made: 

1. That shipboard maintenance is comprised of two different maintenance actions: 

preventative and corrective. Preventative maintenance is concerned with all things 

that prevent breaks downs in the system.  Corrective maintenance concerns fixing 

unplanned breakdowns in equipment. The relationship is set between the two by a 

predefined ratio for certain types of technologies (i.e., electrical, mechanical, 

etc.). 

2. Training, system degradation and risk all impact the amount of maintenance work 

that is required weekly shipboard by a constant percentage denoted by these 

variables.  The assumption is that each impacts the maintenance requirements in 

the same proportional amount. 

 

Shipboard PM Input and Shipboard CM Input are affected by the auxiliary variables 

System Degradation (SD) & Risk Impact Inflow and Training Impact, both auxiliary 

variables cause increases in the rate variable due to lack of training, increase in risk or 

system degradation.2 The equations for both are below as follows: 

Shipboard CM Input= 
 (Training Impact Input +"SD & Risk Impact Inflow")* 
 Total Weekly SM Hours*(1-"PM/CM Ratio") 
 ~ hours/Week 
Shipboard PM Input= 
 (Training Impact Input +"SD & Risk Impact Inflow")* 
 Total Weekly SM Hours*"PM/CM Ratio" 
                                                 
2 Equations were generated from personal experience working within a Navy Ship Executive Office 
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 ~ hours/Week 
 
The equations for outflow (Shipboard CM Output and Shipboard PM Output) multiply 

the level variables by the auxiliary variable System Degradation & Risk Requirement 

Impact Outflow.  System Degradation and Risk impact the inflows and outflows of the 

shipboard maintenance requirements separately due to the fact that there are separate 

dynamic structures determining the inflow and outflow structures of System Degradation 

and Risk.  These separate structures introduce a delay into the shipboard labor level 

variables, which requires changes in level to reside until system degradation and risk 

changes.   The structures for System Degradation and Risk are explained in full later in 

this chapter.  The equations are denoted below: 

Shipboard CM Output= 
 Shipboard CM Level*(1- "SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow") 
 ~ hours/Week 
Shipboard PM Output= 
  Shipboard PM Level*("SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow") 
 ~hours/Week 
 
Equations for the level variables are listed below with the initial values as determined by 

the previous section where the initial shipboard requirements were set.  The modeling 

team made the determination that System Degradation and Risk impact would impact 

both Corrective and Preventative Maintenance in the same manner since an increase in 

degradation or risk could lead to an increase the amounts of known and unknown 

maintenance.  

Shipboard CM Level= INTEG ( 
 Shipboard CM Input-Shipboard CM Output, 
 Initial Value ~~ Total Weekly SM Hours*(1-"PM/CM Ratio") ) 
 ~ hours 
Shipboard PM Level= INTEG ( 
 Shipboard PM Input-Shipboard PM Output, 
 Initial Value ~~ Total Weekly SM Hours*"PM/CM Ratio") 
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 ~ hours 
 
SD & Risk Inflow and SD & Risk Outflow impact both the Shipboard CM and PM 

Levels. 

 

The equations for System Degradation & Risk Impact Inflow and Outflow are auxiliary 

variables that sum the variables inflow and outflow variables for System Degradation and 

Risk.  Risk is variable that is allowed to change over time.  Initially it is a set figure but 

then changes over time.  The risk calculations are described further in this chapter. 

"SD & Risk Impact Inflow"= 
 OSD Initial Risk Inflow +SD Inflow 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow"= 
 Risk Drops Over time +SD Outflow 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
Training presents a unique impact on maintenance labor requirements; it only impacts the 

labor requirements in a negative fashion.  For instance if training is not accomplished 

labor maintenance requirements will increase, but if more training is accomplished over 

and above the training requirements, maintenance labor will not decrease below their 

original level.  The impact of training on labor maintenance requirements is noted in the 

variable Training Impact Input (an auxiliary variable).  Training impacts the PM and CM 

level variables only through their corresponding input rate variables.  The equation uses 

the “If Then Else” statement to ensure that the impact on Shipboard CM & PM only 

occurs when there is a decrement in training.  PM and CM maintenance were broken into 

two variables because in the future training may impact one more that the other.  Training 

is discussed fully later in this chapter.  The equations for training are below: 

Training Impact Input= 
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 IF THEN ELSE (Training Completion Rate  
 + Training Excess Funds-Training Initiation Rate >=0,  
 Training Degradation Rate, 0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
Both CM and PM are linearly affected by the training degradation rate, which is a 

constant. Training is discussed fully later in this chapter. This assumes that both CM and 

PM are affected in the same fashion. 

 

The variable Shipboard Maintenance Requirements is a shortcut allowing the summation 

of Shipboard PM & CM Level variables into an overall variable for use within the model.  

The variable Start Pulse (not shown in this figure, but discussed later in this chapter) 

keeps this variable at zero until it is time for OS&D to start and the variable Weekly 

Conversion Factor (Not shown in the figure) converts the calculation into hours per week.  

Weekly Conversion Factor is a auxiliary variable with the units dimensionless over 

weeks and helps to convert stocks, which can be hours or dollars into hours per week or 

dollars per week. 

The equation is below: 

Working Shipboard Maintenance Req's= 
 Start Pulse*(Shipboard CM Level + Shipboard PM Level) /  
 Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ hours/Week 
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3.5.3.2.3 Shipyard Labor Requirements 
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Figure 3-14 - Structure for the Creation of Shipyard Labor Requirements 
 

It was decided for simplicity that shipyard labor requirements would be evenly 

distributed among the three different shipyard maintenance activities: PIA Labor Req’s, 

DPIA Labor Req’s and RCOH Labor Req’s.  This was deemed to be a reasonable based 

upon the teams’ operations experience.   

Assumptions made: 

1. Shipyard maintenance is divided evenly among the three types of shipyard 

maintenance, i.e.,; PIA, DPIA and RCOH. 
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2. Risk and system degradation increase the amount of maintenance required for 

each type of shipyard maintenance. 

The equations for dividing Public/Private (P/P) Labor Maint are below:  

PIA Hours Total= 
 "P/P Labor Maint."/3 
 ~ hours  
 
DPIA Hours Total= 
 "P/P Labor Maint."/3 
 ~ hours  
 
RCOH Hours Total= 
 "P/P Labor Maint."/3 
 ~ hours 
 
The inputs, outputs and level variables for the three activities are affected the same as 

shipboard labor activities (except currently there is no training component) by system 

degradation and risk (the same issues addressed for shipboard maintenance hold for P/P). 

Equations below with initial values for the level variables: 

PIA Input= 
 PIA Hours Total *"SD & Risk Impact Inflow" 
 ~ hours/Week 
PIA Output= 
  Total PIA Labor*"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow" 
 ~ hours/Week 
Total PIA Labor= INTEG ( 
 PIA Input-PIA Output, 
 Initial value ~~ PIA Hours Total) 
 ~ hours 
DPIA Input= 
 DPIA Hours Total*"SD & Risk Impact Inflow" 
 ~ hours/Week 
DPIA Output= 
 Total DPIA Labor*"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow" 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
Total DPIA Labor= INTEG ( 
 DPIA Input-DPIA Output, 
 Initial value ~~ DPIA Hours Total) 
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 ~hours 
 
RCOH Input= 
 RCOH Hours Total*"SD & Risk Impact Inflow" 
 ~ hours/Week 
RCOH Output= 
 Total RCOH Labor*"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow" 
 ~ hours/Week 
Total RCOH Labor= INTEG ( 
 RCOH Input-RCOH Output, 
 Initial value ~~ RCOH Hours Total) 
 ~ hours 
 

Initial values are preset due from the initial requirements generation.  From the level 

variables the overall individual weekly shipyard requirements for a can be generated, but 

since they are an aggregate number they must first be divided by the number of weeks 

each activity occurs.  The equations are provided below for each availability. 

Working DPIA Labor Req's= 
 Total DPIA Labor/(DPIA Length of time*"#'s of DPIA's") 
 ~ hours/Week 
Working PIA Labor Req's= 
 Total PIA Labor/(PIA Length of time*"#'s of PIA's") 
 ~ hours/Week 
Working RCOH Labor Req's= 
 Total RCOH Labor/RCOH Length of time 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
 

Each of the shipyard Labor Requirements will feed into the maintenance workload 

calculations.    
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3.5.3.3 Schedule & Time Structure 
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Figure 3-15 - Structure for the Creation of Scheduling Functions 
 

Time and schedule are two important elements within the OS&D model.  The variable 

OS&D Start Time informs the variables throughout the model when to turn on and begin 

calculating.  Due to the fact that the shipyard maintenance activities occur at various 

times throughout the life cycle of the technology, there was a need to create a scheduling 

subsystem to turn the activities on and off.  The variables in blue above are user entered 

or default values for the schedule provided Section 3.4.1.1. 
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The variable DPIA Start Time is calculated by using PIA Start Time and PIA Length of 

Time is order to get the correct spacing in between the DPIAs and PIAs. The equation is 

as follows:  

DPIA Start time= 
 2*PIA Length of time+3*PIA Start time 
 ~ Weeks 
 
DPIAs are not allowed to start until two PIAs have been completed.  The two pulse trains 

in the schedule tell the DPIA and PIA activities when to turn on and off.  There are two 

separate equations with each variable; the first part of the equation is the part that occurs 

before the RCOH (since the RCOH occurs only once within the life cycle of the 

technology), the second part of the equation occurs after the RCOH.  Each equation is 

balanced to emulate the schedule provided.  In order to create the schedule two functions 

were used: PULSETRAIN and IF THEN ELSE. 

A PULSETRAIN function provides a binary output (either 0 or 1) depending upon the 

inputs given with respect to time.  The format for the PULSETRAIN is as follow:  

PULSETRAIN (Start Time, Duration of Time for Pulse,  
 Length of Time between Pulses, End Time) 
 
The IF THEN ELSE function provides a function that allows the variable to change 

between two different values.   The format for IF THEN ELSE is:  

If Then Else (Variable Statement, Statement if true, Statement if false) 
 
Equations below for the PIA and DPIA PULSETRAIN: 

DPIA PULSETRAIN= 
 IF THEN ELSE (RCOH Pulse>0, 0, 1)* 
 (PULSE TRAIN ("OS&D Start Time" + DPIA Start time,  

DPIA Length of time, DPIA Start time,  
“OS&D Start Time” +3*(DPIA Length of time + DPIA Start time))  
+  
PULSE TRAIN ("OS&D Start Time" + RCOH Start time +  
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RCOH Length of time + DPIA Start time, 
 DPIA Length of time, DPIA Start time, 2700)) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
PIA PULSETRAIN= 
 IF THEN ELSE (DPIA PULSETRAIN>0, 0, 1)*  
 (PULSE TRAIN (OS&D Start Time" +PIA Start time,  
 PIA Length of time, PIA Start time + PIA Length of time, 
 RCOH Start time + "OS&D Start Time")  
 +  
 PULSE TRAIN ("OS&D Start Time" +RCOH Start time +  
 RCOH Length of time + PIA Start time, 
 PIA Length of time, PIA Start time + PIA Length of time, 2850))  
 * IF THEN ELSE (RCOH Pulse>0, 0, 1) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
The PIA and DPIA Pulsetrain equations inform the model when to turn the PIA and 

DPIA on and off within the model. The equations have two parts the first part is for the 

availabilities that occur before the RCOH and the second the ones that occur after. 

Details below for PIA, but the DPIA equation is the same also (comments in italics): 

 PIA PULSETRAIN= 
 IF THEN ELSE (DPIA PULSETRAIN>0, 0, 1)*  
{ensures the RCOH is not occurring} 
 
 (PULSE TRAIN (OS&D Start Time" +PIA Start time,  
 PIA Length of time, PIA Start time + PIA Length of time, 
 RCOH Start time + "OS&D Start Time")  
{initiates the Pulsetrain to start at the OS&D start time plus the PIA start time, for 
the PIA Length of time, repeating for the PIA start time plus the PIA Length of 
time and finally the last part ceases the repletion at the RCOH start time pus the 
OS&D Start time} 
+  
 PULSE TRAIN ("OS&D Start Time" +RCOH Start time +  
 RCOH Length of time + PIA Start time, 
 PIA Length of time, PIA Start time + PIA Length of time, 2850))  
 * IF THEN ELSE (RCOH Pulse>0, 0, 1) 
{this part of the equation repeats the same logic as above, but occurs after the 
RCOH has occurred} 
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The RCOH Pulse variable informs the RCOH maintenance activities to turn on. The 

Equation is provided below: 

RCOH Pulse= 
 PULSE (RCOH Start time + "OS&D Start Time",  
 RCOH Length of time) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 

Given these three variables (PIA & DPIA PULSETRAIN and RCOH Pulse) there was a 

need for the budgeting section in the model to create counters, which keep track of the 

number of PIAs, DPIAs and RCOHs that have occurred, the inflow and level equations 

are below:  

PIA Counter Inflow= 
 PIA PULSETRAIN/PIA Length of time 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
DPIA Counter Inflow= 
 DPIA PULSETRAIN/DPIA Length of time 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
RCOH Counter Inflow= 
 RCOH Pulse/RCOH Length of time 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
By dividing each of the availabilities’ pulses by the lengths of time, the model is able to 

count in discrete units to one, two, three, etc., keeping track of how many of each type of 

availabilities have gone by at any point in time. The counter is used when determining 

how much of the budget should be spent at any point in time. 

 

The level variables are below: 

PIA Counter= INTEG (  
 PIA Counter Inflow, 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
DPIA Counter= INTEG (  
 DPIA Counter Inflow, 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
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RCOH Counter= INTEG ( 
 RCOH Counter Inflow, 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
 
3.5.4 Operations, Support & Disposal Workload Calculations 

 
The calculations that describe how maintenance is accomplished are described below.  

All four (shipboard, PIA, DPIA, RCOH) maintenance activities have the same structure 

with minor differences.  Each maintenance activity is broken into two distant parts; 

material (in dollars) and labor (in labor hours).  Together these two form a relationship 

called a co-flow structure in the literature, where each one is dependent on the other.  In 

this case the labor part of the relationship drives the amount of material used in the 

maintenance activity hence the need to create for a co-flow structure.  The amount of 

material maintenance can also increase due to realized unscheduled maintenance 

requirements.   
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3.5.4.1 Shipboard Maintenance Workload 

 

 

Figure 3-16 - Structure for Shipboard Workload 
 

Assumptions made: 

1. All maintenance work has two components; materials (measured in dollars) for 

use in maintenance (spare parts, etc.) and labor (measured in hours) for actually 

performing maintenance by individuals.  There is a relationship between the two, 

defined by the Shipboard Ratio $/Hour which can changes dynamically.  This 

relationship occurs throughout this subsystem and is conceptualized by the co-

flow structure  

2. Shipboard material for maintenance use is driven by how many hours are required 

used by the labor initiation rate. 
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3. Any maintenance that is left undone is deferred maintenance, denoted by Deferred 

Shipboard (Material and Labor) maintenance. 

4. System degradation leads to the creation of new unscheduled maintenance 

directly.  Indirectly shipboard maintenance labor hours are increased due to 

changes in working labor requirements, which may occur due to risk and system 

degradation.   

5. There is a delay (DM Shipyard Delay) in terms of how quickly deferred 

maintenance can be worked off. 

6. Deferred maintenance (both material and labor) is worked off by excess funds. 

 

The beginning point of this diagram is the Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate, where the 

shipboard maintenance requirements are imputed.  The equation is depicted below: 

"Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate"= 
 Working Shipboard Maintenance Req's 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
The level variable Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance refers to the fact that any 

maintenance not completed by either of the two outflow variables (Shipboard (Labor) 

Completion rate and DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate) results in deferred maintenance. 

Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate compares the Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate to 

the amount of budget money available (Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate, 

description later in this chapter (Section 3.5.2.1)and chooses the least of the two, so that 

money is not over spent on maintenance.  If the equation chooses the budget variable then 

there is maintenance left over in the form of deferred maintenance.  The equation is 

depicted below:   
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"Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate"
 /"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour"  
 -"Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate">0,  
 "Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate",  
 "Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 /"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour") 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate is the variable responsible for completing whatever 

deferred labor maintenance is left over. This variable first checks to see if there is enough 

funding (through funds for UM & DM (unscheduled maintenance & deferred 

maintenance)) available for both the shipboard labor and material (with a shipboard 

delay) to be completed.  If there is money available, then work is accomplished by setting 

the rate at the level variable divided by the delay, if not then no deferred maintenance is 

completed.  

"DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate"= 

IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM"/Weekly Conversion Factor- 
("Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance" 

 + ("Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance" 
 *"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour") )/DM Shipboard Delay > 0,  
 "Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance" 
 /DM Shipboard Delay,  
 0) 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
Shipboard (Labor) Total portrays the total amount in dollars of shipboard maintenance 

that has occurred.  Currently deferred maintenance can only be worked off in full if there 

is enough funding available. 

 

Auxiliary variables equations present within this block include; Shipboard Ratio $/Hour, 

DM Shipboard Ratio $/Hour and Shipboard delay.  The Shipboard Ratio $/Hour variable 
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depicts the relationship between the Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate and the 

Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate in order to determine the Shipboard (Material) 

Initiation Rate.  

 

Since initially the shipboard material and labor level variables are equal to zero an initial 

relationship must be developed, to keep the model from throwing an error trying to divide 

by zero, this default relationship is developed and provided during the requirements 

generation phase. The equation is depicted below: 

"Shipboard Ratio $/Hour"= 
 IF THEN ELSE("Shipboard (Labor) Total" = 0,  
 "Ship Material/Labor", 
  ("Shipboard (Material) Total"  
 + "Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance")  
 /("Shipboard (Labor) Total" 
 +"Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance") ) 
 ~Dollars/Hour 
 

The default value for Shipboard Ratio $/Hour when Deferred Shipyard (Labor) 

Maintenance equals or Shipboard (Labor) total equals zero is Ship/Material Labor from 

Section 3.5.2.1.  

 

The equation DM Shipboard Ratio $/Hour operates in the same fashion (but defaulting to 

Shipboard Ratio $/Hour), providing the link between labor and material DM completion 

rates, equation below: 

"DM Shipboard Ratio $/Hour"= 
IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance">0, 
"Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance"\ 

 /"Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance", 
 "Shipboard Ratio $/Hour") 
 ~Dollars/Hour 
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DM Shipboard Delay is a delay variable that informs the model of the delay in weeks it 

takes to recognize there is work that needs to be completed and the time to actually 

complete the work. 

 

The equation for Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate multiplies the Shipboard (Labor) 

Initiation Rate by the Shipboard Ratio $/Hour (this is where the co-flow structure is 

realized). 

"Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate"= 
 "Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate"*"Shipboard Ratio $/Hour" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The other initiation rate for shipboard material, which shipboard labor does not have is 

Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate (for Shipboard (Material) Material).  The team made an 

important assumption: that resulting unscheduled maintenance will lead to a direct 

increase in material but not labor costs, labor requirements are increased elsewhere in the 

model by system degradation.  The reasoning behind this variable is that as deferred 

maintenance increases this will lead to system degradation, which will lead to more 

breakdowns and an increase in the amount of material needed for repairs.  The amount of 

unscheduled material maintenance depends upon the amount of system degradation and 

unscheduled maintenance.  Input variables include: SD Ship Delay Outflow (the label of 

this variable is extremely confusing) (which represents the delay in completing deferred 

maintenance work), Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance and a lookup table (SD 

to UM Lookup), which translates the amount of system degradation into a percent to 

multiply against the amount of deferred material maintenance present.  The lookup table 
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operates on dimensionless basis so Ship Delay Outflow must be multiplied with Weekly 

Conversion Factor for a dimensionless figure.  Equations as follows: 

"Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate"= 
 SD to UM Lookup (SD Ship Delay Outflow * Weekly Conversion 
Factor) * 
 "Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance" 
 ~Dollars/Week 
 
The SD to UM Lookup table is below: 

SD to UM Lookup Table

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

SD Input
Output 0 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5 2

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5

 

% UM 
Creation 

Figure 3-17 - System Degradation to Unscheduled Maintenance Lookup Table 
The SD to UM Lookup table was created by asking the inquiring experts as to how 

degradation of the system would create unscheduled maintenance.  It takes the value of 

System Degradation Outflow and converts it into an unscheduled maintenance factor, 

which is multiplied by the Deferred (Material) Maintenance to increase the amount of 

maintenance needed to be completed. 
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The Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate operated the same as the Shipboard (Labor) 

Completion Rate, comparing the requirements against the budget and taken the least of 

the two. 

"Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate"= 
IF THEN ELSE ("Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate"-
"Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate" > 0,  

 "Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate",  
 "Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate") 
 ~ Dollars/Week  
 

DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate performs the same check on available funding that 

DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate does and if there is enough funding it multiplies that 

variable by the DM Shipboard Ratio $/Hour. 

"DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate"= 
IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM"/Weekly Conversion Factor- 
("Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance" 

 + ("Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance"* 
 "Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour") )/DM Shipboard Delay > 0,  
 "Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance" 
 /DM Shipboard Delay,  
 0) 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
Shipboard (Material) Total sums the completion rates providing one variable for how 

much shipboard material maintenance has been accomplished.  
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3.5.4.2 Shipyard Maintenance Workload 

 
There are three separate shipyard workload diagrams, PIA, DPIA and RCOH. The 

diagram is the exact same as the Shipboard maintenance diagram and description, the 

only difference is that shipyard activities are discontinuous and happen at various points 

in time where the shipboard activities are continuous (even during the shipyard 

activities).  Please see Appendices B for the diagrams and equations associated with PIA, 

DPIA and RCOH. Below is the diagram of the PIA maintenance activity. 

 

Figure 3-18 - Structure for PIA (Shipyard) Workload  

The major difference between the shipyard and shipboard is that shipyard maintenance 

work can only be done in the shipyard.  This means that any maintenance not completed 

and deferred can only be worked on in the next period when the ship is in the shipyard. 

The major difference between the shipyard and shipboard is that shipyard maintenance 
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work can only be done in the shipyard.  This means that any maintenance not completed 

and deferred can only by worked on in the next period when the ship is in the shipyard. 

Any work deferred in any shipyard maintenance activity can be completed during some 

other shipyard maintenance activity.  The PIA (and DPIA and RCOH) maintenance 

requirements are derived in Section 3.5.2.1.  There are no user-defined parameters within 

this structure. 

Assumptions made: 

1. There are three types of shipyard maintenance, i.e.,; PIA, DPIA and RCOH. 

2. All maintenance work has two components; materials (measured in dollars) for 

use in maintenance (spare parts, etc.) and labor (measured in hours) for actually 

performing maintenance by individuals.  There is a relationship between the two, 

defined by the PIA (or DPIA or RCOH) Ratio $/Hour which can change.  This 

relationship occurs throughout this subsystem and is conceptualized by the co 

flow structure. 

3. Shipyard (DPIA, PIA, RCOH) material for maintenance use is driven by how 

many hours are required used by the labor initiation rate. 

4. Any maintenance that is left undone is deferred maintenance, denoted by Deferred 

PIA (or DPIA, RCOH) (Material and Labor) Maintenance. 

5. System degradation leads to the creation of new unscheduled maintenance 

directly. Indirectly DPIA, PIA and RCOH maintenance labor hours are increased 

due to changes in requirements. 

6. There is a delay (Availability Delay) in terms of how quickly deferred 

maintenance can be worked off. 
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7. Deferred maintenance (both material and labor) is worked off by excess funds. 

The typical equation for both the labor and material DM completion rates is as follow: 

"DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate"= 
 IF THEN ELSE (Maint Schedule>0,  
 IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM"/Weekly Conversion Factor –  
 (("Deferred PIA (Labor)"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour")  
 +  "Deferred PIA (Material) Maint") / Availability Delay  > 0,  
 "Deferred PIA (Labor)"/Availability Delay, 
  0), 0) 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
"DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate"= 
 "DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate"*"DM PIA Ratio $/Hour" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
In the equation DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate the variable Maint Schedule varies and 

can either be zero or one.  When it is one then the ship is in the shipyard and deferred 

maintenance can be worked off, if there are funds available. Otherwise it is zero. 
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3.5.4.3 Training Workload 

 
The impact of training on the shipboard maintenance requirements is documented below. 

Training

Training Initiation
Training

Completion

Training
TotalTraining Excess

Funds

Training Delay

Training
Degradation Rate

Training Impact
Input

 

Figure 3-19 - Structure for Training Workload 
Assumptions made: 

1. Training is tied to shipboard labor maintenance.  The Training Initiation rate is a 

derived by multiplying Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate by a set factor – 

Training Hours Rate, set forth by the user in Section 3.5.2.2. 

2. Uncompleted training can build up (in the level variable Training) and can be 

worked off by Training Excess Funds if there are excess funds available. 

Training Initiation= 
  Training Hours Rate*"Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
Training Completion rate performs the same calculation as does shipboard maintenance 

and compares the budget to the initiation rate and chooses the least of the two. 

Training Completion= 
 IF THEN ELSE (Training Budget Rate/ 
 "P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"-Training Initiation>0, 
 Training Initiation,  
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 Training Budget Rate/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour") 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
The cost of training per hour is defined by P/P Labor Costs $/Hour.  The Training Budget 

Rate is divided by P/P Labor Costs $/Hour to end up with the dimensions of dollars per 

week. 

The Training level variable allows for a build up of training that has not occurred, while 

the variable Training Excess Funds checks for additional monies that may be available to 

complete the required training and adds in a delay.  The delay (Training Delay, constant 

variable) represents the time it takes to recognize a deficiency in training and then the 

time to rectify it. 

Training Excess Funds= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM">0, 
 Training/Training Delay, 0) 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
Training Total= INTEG ( 
 Training Completion + Training Excess Funds, 
 Initial value = 0) 
 ~ hours 
 
The equation for the impact of training on Shipboard Requirements first requires there to 

be a buildup of training not completed.  This is accomplished by summing the input and 

output rates together, if they are positive then training is occurring, but it is working off a 

deficit and the Training Degradation Rate (a factor) increases the shipboard maintenance 

requirements3.   

Training Impact Input= 
IF THEN ELSE (Training Completion + Training Excess Funds-
Training Initiation >=0, 

 Training Degradation Rate,  
 0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
                                                 
3 Training factor provided by experts. 
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3.5.4.4 Contractor Support Workload  

 
 

Contractor Support

Contractor
Initiation Rate

Contractor
Completion Rate

Shipboard (Labor)
Completion Rate

+

+

Contractor Support
TotalContractor Excess

Funds Outflow

 

Figure 3-20 - Structure for Contractor Workload 
Assumptions made: 

1. Contractor Support is tied to shipboard labor maintenance.  The Contractor 

Initiation rate is a derived by multiplying Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate by 

a set factor – Contractor Hours Rate, set forth by the user in Section 3.5.2.2., 

which indicates how much contractor support we need for each unit of shipboard 

labor completion rate. 

2. Uncompleted contractor work can build up (in the level variable Contractor 

Support) and can be worked off by Contractor Excess Funds Outflow if there are 

excess funds available. 

 

Contractor support operates in the same manner as training except there is no impact on 

the performance of the system. The Contractor Completion Rate performs a check 

between the allocated budget and the requirements, if there is not enough funding to 
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complete the requirements then Contractor Excess Funds Outflow completes the work.  

The assumption is that there is a correspondence between the Shipboard (Labor) 

Completion Rate and the Contactor Initiation Rate by a factor provided by the user in 

Section 3.5.2.2. 

Equations are depicted as follows: 

Contractor Initiation Rate= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate">0,  
 Contactor Hours Rate*"Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 ,0) 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
Contractor Excess Funds Outflow= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM">0, 
 Contractor Support/DM Shipboard Delay 
 , 0) 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
The delay in the contractor completing the work is provided by the DM Shipboard Delay, 

which is the general delay for outside workers working on or in the ship. 

 
3.5.4.5 Disposal 

 
There are three types of disposal in this model; shipboard, shipyard and final disposal 

cost. Shipyard and shipboard both reflect the cost of disposing of material used in the 

maintenance of the technology.  Final Disposal cost reflects the cost of final disposal of 

the technology and is provided by the user in Section 3.5.2.2. 
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Disposal Shipboard

Average Cost of
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Figure 3-21 - Structure for Disposal Calculation 
Assumptions made: 

1. Both Disposal Inflow Shipboard rate and the Disposal Inflow P/P rate are 

multiplied by the material completion rates for shipboard and shipyard material 

maintenance activities by set factor, which are default values, for the cost of 

properly disposing of material at sea and at the shipyard. 

Disposal Inflow Shipboard Rate= 
 Ratio Cost of Disposal Shipboard* 
 ("DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate" +  
 "Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate") 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"Disposal Inflow P/P"= 
 "Ratio Cost of Disposal P/P"* 
 ("DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate" +  
 "DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate" + DPIA Material Outflow 
 +PIA Material Outflow + RCOH Material Outflow) 
 +Final Disposal Cost Pulse 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
Ideally, the outflow rate should be the same as the inflow rates (which means that there 

would be no accumulation), but due to differences in the budget they may not so deferred 
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disposal costs may build up the stock variable - Disposal Level (this is an awkward 

sentence.  Re-state please). 

Disposal Outflow rate= 

 IF THEN ELSE (Disposal Budget Rate –  
 Disposal Inflow Shipboard Rate>0, Disposal Inflow Shipboard Rate,  
 Disposal Budget Rate) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
In turn additional funding may be needed to work off this build up of disposal in the 

variable Disposal Extra, which checks for additional funding and if it is available allows 

the money to be spent. 

Disposal Extra= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( "Funds for DM & UM">0,  
 Disposal Level/Weekly Conversion Factor, 
 0) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The variable Weekly Conversion Factor converts the Disposal Level from dollars into 

dollars per week.   

 

3.5.4.6 Watchstanding 

 
Watchstanding is the operational portion of OS&D where the technology is used or 

checked on to make sure it is in the required operational condition. 

Assumptions made: 

1. It was decided that watchstanding could only be affected by the budget, i.e., if 

there wasn’t enough money initially then eventually watchstanding could be 

worked off by excess funds.  
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Figure 3-22 - Structure for Watchstanding Calculation 
The WO Outflow rate performs a check between the allocated budget and the 

requirements, if there is not enough funding to complete the requirements then WO 

Excess Funds completes the work.  The watchstanding rate is provided by the user and is 

located in Section 3.5.2.2. 

Equations are depicted below: 

WO Initiation Rate= 
 WO Labor Req's 
 ~ hours/Week 
 
WO Outflow Rate= 
 IF THEN ELSE (Watchstanding Budget Rate 
 /"Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour"-WO Initiation Rate > 0,  
 WO Initiation Rate,   
 Watchstanding Budget Rate/"Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour") 
 ~ hours/Week 
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3.5.5 Performance Subsystem Calculations 

3.5.5.1 % Of Uncompleted Maintenance 

 
There is a need to keep track of all the uncompleted material maintenances for the entire 

technology for the purposes of calculating the impact system degradation has on 

unscheduled maintenance. 

Total
Maintenance to
be Completed -

MaterialTMm Inflow
TMm Outflow

% of Uncompleted
Material Maint

 

Figure 3-23 - Structure for Uncompleted Maintenance 
The stock and flow diagram above keeps track of all uncompleted material maintenance 

by using all of the initiation and completion rates for material maintenance. TMm stands 

for Total Maintenance material.  The % of Uncompleted Material Maint variable 

provides a running total of how much maintenance has not been completed. These 

variables are used in determining System Degradation. Equations below: 

TMm Inflow= 
 +DPIA Material Inflow + PIA Material Inflow + RCOH Material Inflow 
 +"Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate" 
 +"Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate" + "UM PIA (M) Inflow" 
 +"UM DPIA (M) Inflow" + "UM RCOH (M) Inflow" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
TMm Outflow= 
 "Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate" + DPIA Material Outflow 
 +PIA Material Outflow + RCOH Material Outflow 
 +"DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
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 +"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"% of Uncompleted Material Maint"= 
 IF THEN ELSE( Total Material Maintenance Required>0, 
 "Total Maintenance to be Completed”  
 - Material"/Total Material Maintenance Required 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
 
3.5.5.2 System Degradation 

 
System degradation is broken into two categories; shipboard and shipyard.  This is due to 

the fact that both have separate means to deal with work, and scheduling of work that 

needs to be accomplished.  Schedule is also important for when maintenance work can be 

completed.  Maintenance work completed in the shipyard or shipboard are different and 

require different skill sets and/or equipment so deferred shipyard maintenance can only 

happen in the shipyard and shipboard maintenance can only occur aboard the ship.  It is 

assumed that neither deferred shipyard nor shipboard maintenance can be swapped and 

worked of by each other.  

 

The stock and flow diagrams for determining the effect of deferred material maintenance 

from both the shipboard and shipyard are similar; the only difference is that there are 

more inputs for the shipyard. 

Assumptions made: 

1. Uncompleted material maintenance (both shipboard and shipyard (PIA, DPIA, 

RCOH)) is deferred maintenance, which leads to system degradation. System 
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degradation and deferred maintenance are thus tied together, with system 

degradation being worked off as deferred maintenance is completed. 

2. The history of uncompleted maintenance (as measured as a percentage) influences 

the amount of system degradation that is created due to new deferred 

maintenance. 

 

3.5.5.2.1 Shipboard System Degradation 
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Shipboard Delay
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Figure 3-24 - Structure for Shipboard System Degradation 

The system degradation stock and flow diagram has two distinct parts: a holding area 

(level variable – SD Shipboard) and the effect area (System Degradation Shipboard).  SD 

Shipboard delays the impact of degradation due to deferred maintenance for a set period 

of time (defined by experts and released by DM Shipboard PULSETRAIN).  The 

modeling Team stated that there is a delay because the impact of deferring maintenance 

would not affect the system immediately (this was provided by the modeling Team).  The 

delay can be thought of a queuing system that builds up stock and then only opens for an 

instant (as denoted by the DM Shipboard Pulsetrain), occurring for a repeated duration.  
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The delay also allows for deferred maintenance to be worked off immediately (during the 

delay) without causing system degradation.  The delay is a pulse function and empties the 

level of SD Shipboard completely whenever SD Ship Delay Outflow is activated. Once 

the delay has occurred the System Degradation Shipboard receives the system 

degradation. 

 

System degradation is worked off by tying the system degradation outflow rate to the rate 

of completion of Deferred Maintenance Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate.  This 

assumption makes sense since system degradation is created by deferred maintenance so 

too must it be worked off by it.  

 

Shipboard System Degradation Inflow 

The two input equations for SD Shipboard operate in the same fashion; except one is 

concerned with a build up of deferred maintenance due to a variance in the shipboard 

material initiation and completion rates and the other is concerned with degradation due 

to unscheduled maintenance.  

 

System Degradation Inflow Requirements vs. Budget (Shipboard) 

The inflow equation takes into account the history of uncompleted maintenance (as 

measured as a total percentage of material maintenance) as well as the new deferred 

maintenance when calculating the impact on system degradation.  This enables the inflow 

equation to be influenced by two factors: one, the TOTAL SYSTEM percent-
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uncompleted maintenance and the percent of new deferred material maintenance.  This 

enables the history of uncompleted maintenance to influence the present amount of 

system degradation. Conceptually this makes sense also, if a technology has not been 

maintained then, as new maintenance is not completed the impact will be greater (since 

degradation is already present) than if the technology is new with no history of deferred 

maintenance.  The first two IF THEN ELSE statements ensure that there is deferred 

maintenance present to impact system degradation. 

"Degradation Inflow R vs. B (Shipboard)"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)  >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE ( "Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate" 
 -"Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate"> 0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint" 
 *Bounding of System Degradation*( 
 ("Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate" 
 -"Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate")  
 /(TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)) 
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 

R Vs B mean requirements verses budget. 

The stock and flow diagram for determining the effect deferred shipboard material 

maintenance is determined by a couple of factors; how much total deferred maintenance 

there currently is in this time period, how much is there from the past and a bounding 

factor.  The bounding factor (Bounding of System Degradation) sets a limit for how 

much system degradation there can actually be due to deferred maintenance, otherwise 

system degradation could grow out of control.  The bounding factor is defined as if the 

system was not maintained how many times the entire system would need to be to be 
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replaced4.  In this model, if the system was not maintained the system would need to be 

entirely replaced in the middle (25 years) of its life cycle.  

 

There are two main factors that determine the how big the impact of deferred 

maintenance on system degradation will be: amount of deferred material maintenance 

and uncompleted material maintenance.  The reasoning behind this is that if there is 

already uncompleted maintenance present within the system then the impact on system 

degradation will be larger then if there was none.  This is due to the fact that if the system 

is already not being maintained properly then the likelihood of more damage occurring 

do to more deferred maintenance is greater.  The variable, Bounding of System 

Degradation is a factor that is multiplied by the total amount of uncompleted maintenance 

to end up with a figure for shipboard degradation.  

 
The other input into SD Shipboard is the effect of unscheduled maintenance, which has 

the same setup as the previous equation. 

"Degradation Inflow - Ship Material Unscheduled M."= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE ( "Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate">0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint"* 
 Bounding of System Degradation * ( 
 ("Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate") 
  /(TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)) 
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
The SD Ship Outflow rate is set by how much system degradation is present within SD 

Shipboard and the delay, which turns it on.  This delay allows the deferred maintenance 

to be worked off before it degrades the system.   

                                                 
4 Provided by experts 
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SD Ship Delay Outflow= 
 DM Shipboard PULSETRAIN*SD Shipboard 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
DM Shipboard PULSETRAIN= 
 PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time",1 ,  
 DM SD Shipboard Delay, “OS&D End Time”) 
 ~ 1/Week 
 
The PULSETRAIN function turns on the variable SD Ship Delay Outflow, this enables 

the impact of system degradation to be delayed before being moved into System 

Degradation Shipboard.  The delays can be thought of as how much time it takes for a 

deferred maintenance to be recognized and get completed. 

 

Shipboard System Degradation Outflow 

The system degradation outflow variable is tied to the DM Ship (Material) Completion 

rate, since if the system degradation was created by deferred maintenance then as it is 

completed so too shall the system degradation. The equation is provided below: 

"SD Ratio % / $ - Shipboard"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance" >0,  
 System Degradation Shipboard 
 / ("Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance") 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Dollar 
 
SD Outflow Shipboard= 
 "SD Ratio % / $ - Shipboard" 
 *("DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate") 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
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3.5.5.2.2 Shipyard System Degradation 

 
The relationships for system degradation due to shipyard deferred material maintenance 

are exactly the same as the shipboard, except the shipyard has more inputs and variables, 

as seen below: 

Degradation Inflow
PIA R vs B

DM P/P Delay

SD Average % /
$ - P/P

DM P/P
Pulsetrain

System Degradation P/P
SD Delay P/P

UM PIA Material
U-Maint.

Degradation Inflow
DPIA R vs B

UM DPIA
Material U-Maint.

Degradation Inflow
RCOH R vs B

UM RCOH
Material U-Maint.

System
Degradation - P/PSD Outflow P/P

 

Figure 3-25 - Structure for Shipboard System Degradation 
Equations for the above diagram are provided below: 

Degradation Inflow DPIA R vs. B= 
 IF THEN ELSE ((TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)>=1,  
 IF THEN ELSE ( DPIA Material Inflow-DPIA Material Outflow>0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint"* 
 Bounding of System Degradation* (  
 ( DPIA Material Inflow-DPIA Material Outflow)/ 
 (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)) 
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
Degradation Inflow PIA R vs. B= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow  >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE ( PIA Material Inflow-PIA Material Outflow>0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint" 
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 *Bounding of System Degradation*( 
  ( PIA Material Inflow-PIA Material Outflow)/ 
 (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)) 
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
Degradation Inflow RCOH R vs. B= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE (  RCOH Material Inflow- 
 RCOH Material Outflow >0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint" 
 *Bounding of System Degradation* (  
 ( RCOH Material Inflow-RCOH Material Outflow )/ 
 (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)) 
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
"UM PIA Material U-Maint."= 
 IF THEN ELSE ((TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)  >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE ("UM PIA (M) Inflow">0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint" 
 *Bounding of System Degradation* (  
 ("UM PIA (M) Inflow") / 
 (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow))  
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
"UM DPIA Material U-Maint."= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)  >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE ( "UM DPIA (M) Inflow">0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint"* 
 Bounding of System Degradation* (  
 ("UM DPIA (M) Inflow") 
  /(TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)) 
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
"UM RCOH Material U-Maint."= 
 IF THEN ELSE ( TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow   >=1, 
 IF THEN ELSE ("UM RCOH (M) Inflow">0, 
 "% of Uncompleted Material Maint"* 
 Bounding of System Degradation*(  
 ("UM RCOH (M) Inflow") 
  / (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow))  
 ,0),0) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
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"SD Delay P/P"= 
  "DM P/P PULSETRAIN"*"System Degradation P/P" 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
"DM P/P PULSETRAIN"= 
 PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time",1 , "DM P/P Delay"  
 , “OS&D End Time” ) 
 ~ 1/Week 
Again how is the DM P/P value obtained?  And 6000 represents? 
 
"SD Ratio % / $ - P/P"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred DPIA (Material) Maint" 
 +"Deferred PIA (Material) Maintenance" 
 +"Deferred RCOH (Material) Maint">0,  
 "System Degradation - P/P"/( 
 "Deferred DPIA (Material) Maint" 
 +"Deferred PIA (Material) Maintenance" 
 +"Deferred RCOH (Material) Maint" 
 ), 0 ) 
 ~ Dmnl/Dollar 
 
"SD Outflow P/P"= 
 "SD Ratio % / $ - P/P"*( 
 "DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate") 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
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3.5.5.3 Reliability and System Degradation 

 
The performance variables Reliability and SD Total provide feedback into how well the 

system is being maintained, as seen below: 

Reliability
Reliability Inflow Reliability Outflow

SD Total
SD Inflow SD Outflow

 

Figure 3-26 - Structure for Reliability and System Degradation 
Assumptions made: 

1. Reliability is affected by system degradation and risk to provide an overall 

cumulative approximation of how well the technology is being maintained. 

2. Shipboard and shipyard system degradation are measured and treated as being 

equal meaning a one percent degradation via ship maintenance is the same as a 

one percent degradation as an availability. 

 

Since risk is measured on an inverted scale (one being best, zero being worst) the inflows 

and outflows feeding it from SD and Risk are reversed flipped.  Risk is translated from 

the previous one to ten scale into a zero to one scale so the impacts are more easily added  

from system degradation.  Risk impacts reliability negatively through the variable OSD 

Initial Risk Inflow, but since risk drops over time it also impacts the Reliability Inflow.  

The equations are provided below: 
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Reliability Inflow= 
 SD Outflow + Risk Drops Over time 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
Reliability Outflow= 
 SD Inflow + OSD Initial Risk Inflow 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
The initial risk is included due to the fact it directly impacts how reliable the system is. 

SD (System Degradation) Total sums the values from both the shipboard and shipyard 

degradation total. The variables SD Delay P/P and SD Ship Delay Outflow are the delay 

variables for when the degradation actually impacts system degradation5. 

SD Inflow= 

 "SD Delay P/P"+SD Ship Delay Outflow 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
SD Outflow= 
 SD Outflow Shipboard + "SD Outflow P/P" 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 

                                                 
5 Delay values provided by experts. 
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3.5.5.4 Risk Relationship 

 
Broadly speaking, the concept of risk increases maintenance requirements.  Three 

relationships impact risk; an initial risk factor provided by the TI subsystem, time, and 

system degradation. 

Integration Risk
(from TI)

OS&D Risk Level
Impact

OSD Initial Risk
Inflow

OSD Risk
Outflow

OS&D Risk
Lookup Table

Risk Drops
Over time

System Risk
Inflow SD to Risk

Lookup

 

Figure 3-27 - Structure for Risk 
 

Assumptions made: 

1. Risk is impacted by the risk factor from the technology integration subsystem. 

2.  Risk increases and decrease as system degradation rises and falls. 

Risk has two things that impact it: an exogenous Risk variable and system degradation. 

The first variable to have an impact on OS&D Risk Level Impact is Integration Risk 

(exogenous - from TI), which is measured on a scale of one to ten, with ten being the 

highest risk (this value is translated to a scale from zero to one).  The value passed to 

OS&D from TI is converted into an impact (from zero to one) using a Lookup Table.   

OSD Initial Risk Inflow uses this Lookup Value as the input into the risk equations.  
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OS&D Risk Level Impact is measured from zero to one, with one being hugely risky.  

The equations are provided below. 

OSD Initial Risk Inflow= 
 "OS&D Start Pulse" 
 *"OS&D Risk Lookup Table"("Integration Risk (from TI)"  
 * Weekly Conversion Factor)  
 / Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 

OS&D Risk Lookup Table

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

.9

1

TI Risk Factor Input
Output 0 0.01 0.1 0.5 0.9

0 2.5 5 7.5 10

 

0Translated 
Risk  
Value 
(%) 

Figure 3-28 - OS&D Risk Lookup Table 
The OS&D Risk Lookup Table translates the risk number provided (from one to ten) into 

a percent impact (from zero to one) that risk of a technology can have on the system. The 

table was created with the help of the Modeling Team and experts who were asked to 

quantify the impact risk would have on OS&D. 

 

As the technology matures it was also assume that it would mature over time, hence the 

risk would also drop via the outflow variable Risk Drops Over time. It was decided that 

over time the overall risk impact of implementing a technology would lessen due to 

learning curves and break-in of the technology into a stable and functional piece of 
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equipment. It was decided that over the fifty-year life cycle of the technology the impact 

of the initial risk would be cut in half, equation below. 

Risk Drops Over time= 
 "OS&D Risk Level Impact"/ ("OS&D Total Number of Weeks"*2) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
 

System Degradation (SD) and Risk 

The SD Risk Inflow and SD Risk outflow captures incorporates the impact of system 

degradation into risk via a look up table also.  It is assumed that a technology that 

experiences system degradation will increase the risk (and hence the operating costs) of 

that technology. 

System Risk Inflow= 
 SD to Risk Lookup (SD Inflow * Weekly Conversion Factor) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
OSD Risk Outflow= 
 SD to Risk Lookup (SD Outflow* Weekly Conversion Factor) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week  
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SD to Risk Lookup Table

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

SD Input
Output 0 0.01 0.5

0 0.1 1

 

Risk  
Number 

Figure 3-29 - System Degradation to Risk Lookup Table 
The table was developed with help of experts who quantified and translated the impact 

that system degradation could have on risk input and outputs rates. For instance if the rate 

of system degradation is one hundred percent then this translates into a fifty percent 

impact on the risk rate equations. 

 

OS&D Risk Level Impact is a variable measured zero to one, with one being highest risk, 

which portrays the impact that risk can have on the system. 

"OS&D Risk Level Impact"= INTEG ( 
 +OSD Initial Risk Inflow 
 -OSD Risk Outflow 
 -Risk Drops Over time 
 +System Risk Inflow, 
 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
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3.5.6 Budgeting and Funding Subsystem Calculations 

3.5.6.1 Budget Allocation 

 
For this model there is a need to allocate a budget over the thirteen different activities that 

occur during OS&D.  The first step in this is to create a budgeting subsystem that keeps 

track on a percentage basis of where the budget should be going.  The diagram below 

portrays this.  

% Watchstanding
Budget Input

% Training
Budget Input

% SM
(Material) Input

Total (except
RCOH)

% SM (Material)
Change

% SM
(Material)

Level% SM (Material)
Change2

% SM (Material)
Output

% WS Change

%
Watchstanding

Level% WS
Change2

% WS Output

% Training Change

% Training
Level% Training

Change2 % Training Output

 

Figure 3-30 - Structure for Reallocation of Budget 

Assumptions made: 

1. The amounts (in percentages) for where the overall budget may be allocated can 

be changed with time. 

For each of the OS&D activities an initial percentage value is provided (using the 

Shipboard Material maintenance as an example - % SM (Material) Input) this value is 

based upon a historical number or a best guess for where the budget should be allocated 

at the beginning of the technology’s life cycle (Note: for this example all the activities 

have their budget reallocated by the same method).  After an initial value is given, the 
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level variables denoting the % of the funds that are allocated to each activity will change 

depending upon how much money is spent within each OS&D activity. 

 

As the technology evolves rolls through the fifty-year life cycle these level variables are 

is updated as information about how and where the money is being spent within the 

various activities is obtained.  This information is updated by using the % Budget Recalc 

Pulse (not shown) that which turns on every two years6 allowing the level variable to 

change.  The % Budget Recalc Pulse is a Pulsetrain auxiliary variable which informs the 

system when to reallocate and change the percentages.  The equation is provided below: 

"% SM (Material) Change2"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time" 
 +Budget Recalculate >= Time,  "% SM (Material) Input", 
 "% SM (Material) Change" 
 *"% Budget Recalc Pulse") 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
The Budget Recalculate Pulse turns of this variable every two years. 

In this example the input variable: 

"% SM (Material) Input"= 
 (10.8/100)/Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
The value 10.8/100 provides the level with an initial value of 10.8 %, the Weekly 

Conversion Factor variable converts this into a weekly figure.  The variable that evaluates 

how money is spent is % SM (Material) Change that takes the amount of money that has 

been spent on shipboard material maintenance and allocates the percentage accordingly.  

Note: the variable Total (except RCOH) only reallocates the portion of money not 

allocated to RCOH until after the RCOH has occurred, otherwise there would not be any 

funding available for RCOH. After the RCOH has occurred all activities are treated and 
                                                 
6 Every two years, additional budget monies can be provided for a time period of five years. 
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change the same.  As a result of having to calculate and reallocate the percentages the 

auxiliary variable % Total (except RCOH) is created.  This variable is used to reallocate 

the budget before the RCOH occurs. After the RCOH has occurred all of the percent 

reallocation variables are allowed to change using the full budget (or 100%). 

Equations are provided below: 

"% SM (Material) Change"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0,  
 ("% Total (except RCOH)"*("Shipboard (Material) Total")  
 /"Total (except RCOH)") 
 ,0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
"Total (except RCOH)"= 
 IF THEN ELSE (RCOH Start time 
 +Budget Recalculate 
 +RCOH Length of time >= Time,  
 "OS&D Completed Cost"-"RCOH (Material) Total" 
 -("RCOH (Labor) Total"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"),  
 "OS&D Completed Cost") 
 ~ Dollars 
 
The output and level variables are provided below: 

"% SM (Material) Level"= INTEG ( 
 "% SM (Material) Change2"-"% SM (Material) Output" 
 ,0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
"% SM (Material) Output"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time" 
 +Budget Recalculate >= Time, "% SM (Material) Level 
 /Weekly Conversion Factor, 
 IF THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1, 
 "% SM (Material) Level"/Weekly Conversion Factor, 0) ) 
 ~ Dmnl/Week 
 
Below is the diagram and equations for estimating the RCOH percentages, which are not 

allowed to change until after the RCOH, has occurred (since the RCOH only occurs 

once). The setup and equations are the same as described previously. 
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Figure 3-31 - Structure for RCOH Reallocation Percentages 

 
"% RCOH (Material) Change"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Completed Cost">0,  
 "RCOH (Material) Total"/"OS&D Completed Cost" 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
"% RCOH (Labor) Change"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Completed Cost">0,  
 ("RCOH (Labor) Total"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour") 
 /"OS&D Completed Cost", 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
Every OS&D activity has a budget allocation level, as listed below; these values are 

provided in Chapter 4: 

1. % Training Level 2. % PIA (Material) Level 

3. % Watchstanding Level 4. % PIA (Labor) Level 

5. % Contractor Level 6. % DPIA (Material) Level 

7. % Disposal Level 8. % DPIA (Labor) Level 

9. % SM (Shipboard Maintenance) 

(Material) Level 

10. % RCOH (Material) Level 

11. % SM (Shipboard Maintenance) 

(Labor) Level 

12. % RCOH (Labor) Level 
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3.5.6.2 Allocated Funding 

 
Initial funding for the OS&D is based upon historical data, since most technology 

programs are to improve or replace an existing technology.  If this is not the case then a 

guess or desired cost can be entered.  Values for OS&D Historical Cost for 50 Years and 

the Desired OS&D Savings are user-defined and provide the model with a desired cost 

baseline.  The variable Final Disposal Cost is entered also for final disposal cost for the 

technology, which occurs at the end of its life cycle. 

 

After the overall OS&D Budget has been created then a Funding Factor comes into play. 

This factor is a management factor that is entered when typically upper level 

management may not provide the full amount of funding requested.  The equations are 

depicted below, note, final disposal cost was previously defined. 

OS&D Funding
Initial

OS&D Desired
Budget

 

Final Disposal
Cost

OS&D Historical
Cost for 50 Years

Desired OS&D
Savings (%)

Funding
Factor

Figure 3-32 - Structure for Initial Budget 

"OS&D Desired Budget"= 
 "OS&D Historical Cost for 50 Years"* 
 (1-"Desired OS&D Savings (%)") 
 ~ Dollars 
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"OS&D Funding Initial"= 
 ("OS&D Desired Budget"* Funding Factor)/ Weekly Conversion 
Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 

The value Weekly Conversion Factor converts the OS&D Desired Budget multiplied by 

the Funding Factor into the units of dollars per week. 

 

After the initial funding has been provided it is fed into two places, OS&D Funding Level 

and OS&D Funding.  OS&D Funding Level provides an overall value for how much 

funding has been allocated to the model, including new and initial.  This variable is used 

to allocate the budget among the various OS&D activities is discussed previously in 

Section 3.5.6.1. 

OS&D
Funding Level

Initial Funding

OS&D DM&UM
New Funding

OS&D Predicitve
Funding

Excess Funds2

 

Figure 3-33 - Structure for OS&D Funding Level 
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OS&D Funding Level also has two other inputs OS&D DM&UM New Funding and 

OS&D Predictive Funding.  The former variable provides the model with funding to 

make up any shortfalls due to deferred and unscheduled maintenance, the latter variable 

provides funding for future expenses based upon past information.  Both variables are 

discussed further on in this section. 

Initial Funding= 
 "OS&D Start Pulse"*"OS&D Funding Initial"  
 / Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The inflow rate Excess Funding2 provides information back to the model about how 

much excess funds are left over and is described later in this section. 

"Excess Funding2"= 
 Excess Funds Backflow 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The two variables that provide additional can be categorized as: 

• Funding to make up for a previous deficit of funding (i.e., to work off 

uncompleted maintenance), annually and, 

"OS&D DM&UM New Funding"= 
 "NF-UM/DM Outflow" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
This variable cannot become a negative. 

 
• Funding that projects five years ahead what the deficit may be and then requests 

for new funding every two years 

"OS&D Predictive Funding"= 
 "NF-Predict Outflow" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
This variable cannot become a negative. 

The equations for both are discussed later further on in this section. 
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The diagram below details how money is allocated between the various maintenance 

activities. For the purposes of this discussion only part of the diagram is shown.  This 

diagram portrays budget funding inserted into the level variable OS&D Funding where 

each activity draws off the funding as dictated by the corresponding allocation 

percentages. 

OS&D
Funding

OS&D Funding
Initiation Rate

Shipboard
Maintenance (Labor)

Budget Rate

Shipboard Maintenance
(Material) Budget Rate

PIA (Labor)
Budget Rate

PIA (Material)
Budget Rate

OS&D New
Funding - DM&UM

OS&D New
Funding -

Predicitive2
 

Figure 3-34 - Structure for OS&D Activity Funding Allocation 

OS&D Funding has four inputs listed below, the one not shown is Excess Funds 

Backflow, which allows for funds that have not been spent to be inserted back into the 

funding stream and are made available to be spent.  The inflow equations are depicted 

below: 

"OS&D Funding Initiation Rate"= 
 "OS&D Funding Initial"*"OS&D Start Pulse"  
 / Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
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"OS&D New Funding - DM&UM"= 
 "% of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream"7 
 *"NF-UM/DM Outflow" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
 
"OS&D New Funding - Predicitive2"= 
 "NF-Predict Outflow" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
Excess Funds Backflow= 
 (1-"% Deferred Maint")*Excess Funding 
 *Excess Funding PULSETRAIN/Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The variable Excess Funding is derived by comparing what has been spent by the budget. 

The level variable is depicted below.  There are a total of thirteen outflows and four 

inputs. 

"OS&D Funding"= INTEG ( 
 "OS&D New Funding - DM&UM" + Excess Funds Backflow 
 +"OS&D Funding Initiation Rate" 
 -Contractor Budget Rate-Disposal Budget Rate 
 -"DPIA (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 -"DPIA (Material) Budget Rate"-"PIA (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 -"PIA (Material) Budget Rate"-"RCOH (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 -"RCOH (Material) Budget Rate" 
 -"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 -"Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate" 
 -Training Budget Rate-Watchstanding Budget Rate 
 +"OS&D New Funding - Predicitive2", 
 0) 
 ~ Dollars 
 
Examples of two of the outflows are provided below.  The Shipboard Maintenance 

(Labor) Budget Rate first makes sure there is funding available and then calculates a rate 

based upon the % allocated to SM (Labor) which is the % SM (Labor) Level (not shown 

in diagram) and then divides it by the total number of weeks. 

                                                 
7 % of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream is a user generated number. 
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"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, 
 "OD&D Funding Level"*"% SM (Labor) Level" 
 /"OS&D Total Number of Weeks" ) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The second variable, PIA (Labor) Budget Rate, operates in much the same manner as the 

variable above except that it must operate in a non-continuous manner throughout the life 

cycle of the technology.  This variable uses the PIA and DPIA counters from the 

scheduling Section 3.5.3.3, previously. The equations are the same for DPIA. 

"PIA (Labor) Budget Rate"= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, 
 IF THEN ELSE (PIA PULSETRAIN>0,  
 IF THEN ELSE (16-PIA Counter>0,  
 "OD&D Funding Level"*"% PIA (Labor) Level" 
 /(PIA Length of time*16), 
 ,0) ) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The value ”16-PIA Counter” represents sixteen (the number of PIAs) minus the number 

of PIAS that have occurred. 

Total OS&D Budgeted Cost is the level variable of the entire outflow variable that flow 

into the Final Disposal Cost (Budget).  This variable keeps track of how much allocated 

funding has been spent.  

Total
OS&D

Budgeted
Cost

Final Disposal
Cost (Budget)

 

Figure 3-35 - Structure for OS&D Budget Spent 
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The figure above and equations below sum how much of the allocated budget has been 

spent. 

"Total OS&D Budgeted Cost"= INTEG ( 
 Contractor Budget Rate+ Disposal Budget Rate 
 +"DPIA (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 +"DPIA (Material) Budget Rate"+ "Final Disposal Cost (Budget)" 
 +"PIA (Labor) Budget Rate" + "PIA (Material) Budget Rate" 
 +"RCOH (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 +"RCOH (Material) Budget Rate" 
 +"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate" 
 +"Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate" 
 +Training Budget Rate + Watchstanding Budget Rate 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dollars 
 
"Final Disposal Cost (Budget)"= 
 Final Disposal Cost Pulse 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
This equation provides the final value for disposal to the model. 
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3.5.6.3 Excess & New Funding Allocation  

 
Within the model a concept is developed where excess funding and new funding is 

allocated for uncompleted work, which can include deferred maintenance and 

unscheduled maintenance. 

Funds for
DM &
UM

Excess Funds
Inflow Rate

DM Completed
Outflow

New Funding
Inflow for DM

Excess
Funding

Excess Funding
for DM

Funding Outflow
Misc.

 

Figure 3-36 - Structure for Excess funding Allocation 
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Assumptions made: 

1. Excess funding is allocated either back into the beginning funding stream or 

allocated toward deferred maintenance, based upon how much total deferred 

maintenance is present. 

Comparing the budget to what has been spent creates excess funding.  If money is 

available then it is added to the level variable Excess Funding. 

Excess Funds Inflow Rate= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Budgeted OS&D Funding Inflow" 
 -Completed Maint Initiation Rate>0,  
 "Budgeted OS&D Funding Inflow" 
 -Completed Maint Initiation Rate 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The level variable Excess Funding has one input and two outputs; one output (Excess 

Funding for DM) provides funding for the OS&D activities, the other variable (not 

shown) Excess Funding Backflow funnels unspent budget money back into the budget to 

be reallocated.  The variable that informs both variables where money should be allocated 

(either back into the budget or for OS&D activities) is % Deferred Maintenance (which is 

a running total of all deferred maintenance activities (both labor and material)).  The 

amount of excess funds available for deferred maintenance is proportional to the amount 

of deferred maintenance; the rest of the funding is funneled back to the general budget for 

use within the activities.  This includes both new and existing funding. 

Excess Funding= INTEG ( 
 Excess Funds Inflow Rate-Excess Funds Backflow 
 -Excess Funding for DM 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dollars 
 
Excess Funding for DM= 
 ("% Deferred Maint")*Excess Funding 
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 *Excess Funding PULSETRAIN 
 /Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
Excess Funds Backflow= 
 (1-"% Deferred Maint")*Excess Funding 
 *Excess Funding PULSETRAIN/Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The level variable Funds for DM & UM collects funding for unscheduled and deferred 

maintenance activities, with the inflows of New Funding for DM and Excess Funding for 

DM.  As money is being spent it populates two variables; DM Completed Outflow and 

Funding Outflow Misc.  The equations are provided below. 

New Funding Inflow for DM= 
 ("% of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream"8) 
 *"NF-UM/DM Outflow" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"Funds for DM & UM"= INTEG ( 
 Excess Funding for DM + New Funding Inflow for DM 
 -DM Completed Outflow-"Funding Outflow Misc." 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dollars 
 
% of New Funds is proportional to the percent amount of deferred maintenance and what 

is defined below. 

"Funding Outflow Misc."= 
 Disposal Extra 
 +(Training Excess Funds + Contractor Excess Funds Outflow) 
 *"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"  
 + WO Excess Funds Outflow*"Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
DM Completed Outflow= 
 IF THEN ELSE( "Funds for DM & UM">0,  
 "DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 *"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 +"DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +("DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate" 
                                                 
8 % of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream is a set value provided by experts. 
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 +"DM DPIA (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM RCOH (Labor) Completion Rate") 
 *"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 +"DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate" 
 ,0) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 

The diagram for how the variable Excess Funds Backflow is defined is shown below.  

The rate is determined by how much deferred maintenance is present.  

% Deferred Maint

% of New Funds into
Existing Funding

Stream

Excess Funds
Backflow

 

Figure 3-37 - Structure for Excess Funds Backflow 

 
Excess Funds Backflow= 
 (1-"% Deferred Maint")*Excess Funding 
 *Excess Funding PULSETRAIN/Weekly Conversion Factor 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"% Deferred Maint"= 
 IF THEN ELSE( "Total OS&D Required Work">0,  
 Deferred Maintenance Not Completed 
 /"Total OS&D Required Work" 
 , 0) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 
"% of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream"= 
 (1-"% Deferred Maint") 
 ~ Dmnl 
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3.5.6.4 Funds Spent 

 
Maintenance costs are summed as follows.  

Total
Maintenance
Completed

Total Maint
Completed Inflow
+

+
+

 

Figure 3-38 - Structure for Total Maintenance Completed 

Total Maint Completed Inflow= 
 Start Pulse* 
 ( "P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"*(DPIA Labor Outflow 
 +PIA Labor Outflow + RCOH Labor Outflow) 
 + "Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +DPIA Material Outflow + PIA Material Outflow 
 +RCOH Material Outflow 
 +"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 *("Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate")) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 

The “Start Pulse” variable, initiatives when the OS&D model should begin to function. 
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3.5.6.5 Total Cost  

In order to properly evaluate the model a level variable that informs the user about how 

much money has been spent on the operations, support and maintenance must be present. 

This variable OS&D Completed Cost is listed below with all of it’s’ inputs. 

OS&D Completed
Cost

Completed Maint
Initiation Rate

DM Completed
Outflow

Funding Outflow
Misc.

Completed Misc.
Model Cost

 

Figure 3-39 - Structure for Total OS&D Cost 

 
Equations are provided below: 

Completed Maint Initiation Rate= 
 Total Maint Completed Inflow 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"Completed Misc. Model Cost"= 
 +WO Outflow Rate*"Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 +Disposal Outflow rate 
 +Shipboard Misc Rate 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
Shipboard Misc. rate includes training and contractor support. 
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"OS&D Completed Cost"= INTEG ( 
 Completed Maint Initiation Rate+ DM Completed Outflow 
 +"Funding Outflow Misc."+ "Completed Misc. Model Cost"\ 
 ,0) 
 ~ Dollars 
 
"Funding Outflow Misc."= 
 Disposal Extra 
 +(Training Excess Funds + Contractor Excess Funds Outflow) 
 *"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"  
 + WO Excess Funds Outflow*"Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
Funding Outflow Misc. represents the extra funding that was needed by contractor 

support, training and watchstanding to complete their requirements.  

 
DM Completed Outflow= 
 IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM">0,  
 "DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 *"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 +"DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +("DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM DPIA (Labor) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM RCOH (Labor) Completion Rate") 
 *"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" 
 +"DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate" 
 +"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate" 
 ,0) 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
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3.5.6.6 New Funding 

New funding comes in two flavors; new funding to meet existing requirements that were 

not met with the existing funds and predicative funding to meet the maintenance 

requirements in the future. 

OS&D New Funding
Inflow Rate - Existing

% Request for
Existing Funding

Approved

Annual Pulsetrain
How often to

Request Money

Predictive funding
Request (5 years)

% Request for
Predictive Funding

Granted

OS&D New Funding
Infow Rate -
Predicitive

New Funding
UM/DM DelayNF-UM/DM

Inflow
NF-UM/DM

Outflow

Funding
Delay

New Funding
Predict DelayNF-Predict Inflow NF-Predict

Outflow

Ratio for 5/2
 

Figure 3-40 - Structure for OS&D New Funding 
1. There are two types of additional funds available: new unscheduled/deferred 

maintenance (UM/DM) funding and predictive funding. UM/DM funding makes 

up for a deficit of existing funds, annually. Predictive funding requests additional 

funding to cover future deficits in the next five years, biannually. 

2. For both funding requests only a certain percentage may be provided. 

 

New funding to meet existing requirements begins first with a calculation of how much 

additional funding is needed the variable OS&D New Funding Inflow Rate – Existing 
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performs this function on and annual basis.   Funding can also be provided for less or 

more than is asked for via variable % Request for Existing Funding Approved.  The value 

is then passed to NF-UM/DM Inflow rate and then into the level variable.  The outflow 

variables provide the funding with a delay due to t he fact that new funding is not 

provided instantaneously, but instead is portioned out over the year.  The equations are 

depicted below. 

""OS&D New Funding Inflow Rate - Existing"= 
 Annual PULSETRAIN*Deferred Maintenance Not Completed 
 *"% Request for Existing Funding Approved" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The Annual Pulsetrain turns on every year to allow funding to flow into the system. 

 
"NF-UM/DM Inflow"= 
 "OS&D New Funding Inflow Rate - Existing" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
Calling a level variable as a delay causes tremendous confusion. 
 
"NF-UM/DM Outflow"= 
 "New Funding UM/DM Delay"9/ Funding Delay 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
The outflow dividing the level variable “New Funding UM/DM Delay” by a delay, 

Funding Delay, creates the variable NF-UM/DM Outflow.  

 

Predictive funding is different in that every two years a request for additional funding 

needed for the next five can be requested.  The equations for receiving new funding are 

the same as previously discussed except that funding is requested biannually for an 

amount that will cover the deficit for five years.  

"OS&D New Funding Inflow Rate - Predicative"= 
 "Predictive funding Request (5 years)" 
                                                 
9 Note: this is a level variable. 
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 *"% Request for Predictive Funding Granted" 
 *Zero PULSETRAIN Every 2 Years 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"NF-Predict Inflow"= 
 "OS&D New Funding Inflow Rate - Predicative" 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"NF-Predict Outflow"= 
 New Funding Predict Delay/Funding Delay 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
"Predictive funding Request (5 years)"= 
 Predictive Funding Level*"Ratio for 5/2" 
 ~ Dollars 
 
The level variable Predictive Funding Level keeps track of how much additional funding 

was required for the last two years.  This value is then transferred, divided by two years 

and multiplied by five years to arrive at a figure for future deficit funding. Equations are 

provided below, 

Predicitve
Funding Level

PF Inflow PF Outflow

Zero Pulsetrain
Every 2 Years

2 Years in
Weeks

 

Figure 3-41 - Structure for OS&D Predictive Funding Level 

  

PF Inflow= 
 ("Total OS&D (REQ) Inflow"-Total UM Inflow Rate) 
 -(Completed Maint Initiation Rate + "Completed Misc. Model Cost") 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
 
PF Outflow= 
 Predictive Funding Level*Zero PULSETRAIN Every 2 Years 
 ~ Dollars/Week 
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4 Results, Testing, Sensitivity Analysis, Validation & Verification 

 

The model presented in Chapter 3 was programmed in VENSIM Professional 5.0a 

software (www.vensim.com).  The model was simulated for a specific technology chosen 

by the modeling team.  The experts provided values for the input parameters.  These 

included values that would be considered user inputs that would change when a different 

technology is chosen to be evaluated and a set of default values that can be overridden by 

the user of the model that do not have to change when a different technology is chosen to 

be evaluated. 

 

The results obtained from running the simulation are discussed in this chapter.  The 

values for the base case are noted in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.  The base was developed to 

approximate real world average conditions. 

 

The dynamic hypotheses discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 were tested using the model 

developed in VENSIM by varying critical parameters and observing the sensitivity to 

changes in the subsequent results from the simulation.  
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The simulation was tested and run using the following sets of values: 

1. Funding Values 

 High Medium Low 

Funding Factor (The initial % 
budget provided to the model) 

100 % 75 % 50 % 

New Funding Factor (The % 
of new funding received to 
complete  uncompleted work) 

75 % 50 % 20 % 

Predictive Funding Factor 
(The percentage of new 
funding received needed to 
complete work for the next 
five years). 

20 % 15 % 10 % 

2. Shipyard vs. Shipyard Maintenance Work Values 

The % Maintenance Performed Shipboard variable was changed according to the 

following values: 0 %, 50 %, 80 %, and 100 %.  

3. Risk Values 

Risk input variable was varied from 1 to 3 to 8 to 10 on a scale of one to ten with 

ten being the most risky.  

4. Budget Percentages Values 

The model was run once (with unlimited funding) and the ending percentages 

(these determine how funding is initially split among the various activities) were 

recorded and fed back into the model along with the default requirements listed in 

this section (that were determined by the experts).  This was done to see if the 

budget matches requirements maybe overall costs would be lower. 
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In each simulation run all other values (as noted in Tables 4-1 and 4-2) were kept the 

same.  These values listed above were chosen to explore the interactions between time, 

budget and requirements.  The results obtained are presented in this chapter. 
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4.1 Simulation Values 

The simulation was run with the following parameters. 

 
4.1.1 Simulation Control Parameters 

 
FINAL TIME = 2808 Weeks was the end of the Simulation for OS&D 

INITIAL TIME (OS&D START TIME) = 208 Weeks,  

TIME STEP (The time step for the simulation) = 1 Week 

 

The implementation of the OS&D model was for a specific technology with a beginning 

time of 208 weeks and an ending time of 2808 weeks for a total technology life span of 

50 years.  For another technology, a different time horizon would have been used. 

 

A time step of one (1) week was used so as to give smooth time profiles for the different 

variables in the model.  Also a decrease in the time step increases the amount of time the 

simulation needs to complete the FINAL TIME.  A small time step can lead to data files 

that are very large (i.e., fifty megabytes or more), which in turn slows the graphing 

capabilities of many PCs, especially if two or more data sets are being compared. 
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4.1.2 User Defined Parameters 

The user defined parameters that are defined in Chapter 3.0 - Section 3.3.1 are shown 

below. 

Table 4-1 – User Defined Simulation Values (with Base Case values) 

User Inputs  
 Name Definition Base 

Case 
Value 

1 Disposal % (of OS&D 
Budget) 

% of Historical OS&D Budget 1 % 

2 Training % % of Historical OS&D Budget 0.5 % 
3 Contractor Support % % of Historical OS&D Budget 0 % 
4 Watchstanding %  % of Historical OS&D Budget 0 % 
5 Shipboard Maintenance 

(Labor) %  
% of Historical OS&D Budget 12 % 

6 Shipboard Maintenance 
(Material) % 

% of Historical OS&D Budget 10.8 % 

7 PIA (Labor) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 2 % 
8 % of Historical OS&D Budget 2.2 % 
9 DPIA (Labor) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 20 % 
10 DPIA (Material) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 21.1 % 
11 RCOH (Labor) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 15 % 
12 RCOH (Material) % % of Historical OS&D Budget 15.4 % 
13 Historical Cost Total $ amount of OS&D for system being 

replaced 
$ 10 M 

14 % Desired Savings % Savings Desired off of historical # 75 % 
15 Disposal Final Cost Final disposal cost of the technology $25,600 
16 % Maintenance 

Performed shipboard 
Total amount of maintenance performed on the 
ship 

% 80 

 17 Training Hours Rate per 
hour of # 5 - SM 
(Weekly) 

Weekly rate at which training is completed per 
hour of shipboard maintenance labor. 

0.2 
hrs/wk 

18 Watchstanding 
Operations (WO) Labor 
Rate (Weekly) 

Weekly rate at which watchstanding is required 0 
hrs/wk 

19 Contractor Hours Rate 
(Weekly) 

Weekly rate at which contractor support on the 
ship is required 

0 
hrs/wk 

PIA (Material) % 
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Table 4-2 – Default Simulation Values (with Base Case values) 

Default Values (can be changed by User) 
20 Watchstanding Labor 

Costs 
Labor costs for watchstanding 50 $/hr 

21 Public/Private 
Shipyards labor Costs 

Public/Private shipyards average labor costs 62 $/hr 

22 Shipboard Labor Costs Shipboard maintenance labor costs (Navy) 50 $/hr 
23 Shipboard Disposal 

Costs 
Per $ of Material used, the cost of disposing of it 
onboard a ship 

0.01 $ 

24 P/P Disposal Cost Per $ of Material used, the cost of disposing of it 
in a public/private shipyard 

0.01 $ 

25 PIA Length of Time Number of weeks for the PIA 16 
weeks 

26 Number of PIAs Number of PIAs 16 
27 DPIA Length of Time Number of weeks for the DPIA 50 

weeks 
28 Number of DPIAs Number of DPIAs 6 
29 RCOH Length of Time Number of weeks for the RCOH 143 

weeks 
30 Number of RCOHs Number of RCOHs 1 
31 P/P Delay Amount of delay work takes to be realized and 

completed for ALL P/P systems 
12 
weeks 

32 Shipboard Delay Amount of delay for ALL shipboard systems 4 weeks
33 OS&D Start Time Time for OS&D to start  208 

weeks 
34 Funding Factor Amount of Budget Granted 75 % 
35 % Request for  

Existing Funding 
Approved 

Additional funding provided to make up for lack 
of previous funding 

50 % 

36 % Request for 
Predictive Funding 
Approved 

New funding to cover future budget shortfalls 15 % 

37 WO Delay Watchstanding Delay, time it takes to move more 
people to cover a watchstanding deficit 

2 
Weeks 

38 Material Maintenance 
Factor 

A factor that sets the amount of material (dollars) 
maintenance present within the system, used in 
conjunction with a value from TI 

0.125 

39 Labor Maintenance 
Factor 

A factor that sets the amount of Labor (hours) 
maintenance present within the system, used in 
conjunction with a value from TI 

0.25 

40  Budget % Reallocate Time for when the budget % are reallocated 4 years 
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Values from the Technology Integration (TI) subsystem are as follows (for the base 

case): 

• TI Material Total = $ 9.9 million (represents the cost of acquisition of the 

technology) 

• TI Labor Total = 91,400 hours (represents the labor hours required to install the 

technology) 

• Integration Risk (from TI) = 4.9 (a dimensionless variable measured from 1 – 10 

with 10 being the highest risk. 
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4.2 Simulation Runs & Results  

 
4.2.1 Results & Behaviors 

The main variable of interest in the model is cost.  Its behavior can be characterized as 

exponential.  The main interaction that causes costs to increase is the interaction between 

the provided budget (either the initial budget or new monies that are provided throughout 

the lifecycle) and the OS&D requirements. 

 

Due to the high number of feedback loops present within the causal loop diagram (113 in 

total), a precise determination of which loops dominate is sometimes not possible.  The 

results documented in this chapter are determinations made from observing many various 

runs of the stock and flow model and observing how it behaves.  Dominant behaviors 

observed within the model (and listed below) were seen to arise from specific major 

causal structures with influence from other causal structures.  In almost each behavior 

observed, various causal structures become dominant or less dominant as individual 

parameters are changed. 
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4.2.1.1 Exponential Growth 

If there is not enough funding provided, the overall system cost will increase due to an 

increase in system degradation, which in turns creates unscheduled material maintenance 

and increases all maintenance labor requirements.  The causal loop diagram and behavior 

observed are depicted below.  It can be characterized as very slow exponential or having 

limited exponential growth due to the increase in requirements and creation of 

unscheduled maintenance. 

Time -->

State of the 
System

State of the
System

Net Increase
Rate

+

+

R

Exponential Growth: Behavior & Structure  

Figure 4-1 - Exponential Growth Behavior 
 

In the causal loop diagram tracing the various feedback loops leads to a positive 

reinforcing relationship, which increases the cost of the system.  
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Figure 4-2 – OS&D Causal Loop Diagram with Exponential Growth Structure 

The two main loops that reinforce the behavior of positive feedback are outlined in 

Figure 4.2 and listed below, these loops due to the fact that as deferred maintenance 

increases it directly impacts the behavior of the model cost.  

• EG1 - Deferred Maintenance  Maintenance Completed  Model Cost  

Excess Funds  Deferred Maintenance.   

Exponential growth is possible with this loop due to the positive feedback present.  As 

deferred maintenance increases this leads to an increase in the amount of maintenance 
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that is completed leading to an increase in the model cost.  As Model Costs increase this 

lessens the amount of excess funding available to work off deferred maintenance so 

deferred maintenance will tend to increase exponentially unless additional funding is 

provided to Excess Funds (which does happen provided enough funds are present, 

otherwise deferred maintenance continues to grow) from the variable new funding. 

 

• EG2 - Unscheduled Maintenance  Maintenance Completed  Model Cost  

Excess Funds  Unscheduled Maintenance.   

As unscheduled maintenance increases this leads to an increase in the amount of 

maintenance that is completed leading to an increase in the model cost.  As the model 

costs increase this lessens the amount of excess funding available to work off 

unscheduled maintenance so unscheduled maintenance can increase exponentially unless 

additional funding is provided to Excess Funds, which does happen from the variable 

New Funding.  

 

The graph below portrays this behavior for total cost of the system, for the data value set, 

high, medium and low funding. 
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Figure 4-3 – OS&D Total completed Cost (for high, medium and low funding) 
Exponential behavior is kept in check by new funding that becomes available to work off 

both deferred and unscheduled maintenance.  While the graph does not portray typical 

exponential growth behavior, it does exhibit very slow growth.  The low funding option 

shows S shaped growth indicating that early in the life-cycle lower funding options are 

present from reinforcing and balancing loops, but become less dominant as more funding 

is allowed into the model. 
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Figure 4-4 - Effect of Budget Delay on Deferred Maintenance 
 

This same behavior of multiple causal structures is present in the graph above, which 

depicts Deferred Maintenance.  The blue line (New funding factor at 20 years and 

Predictive funding factors at 2 years) shows general exponential growth.  The other two 

simulation runs (with new funding factors lower, 4 and 1 year) portray overshoot and 

collapse behaviors indicating that two balancing and a reinforcing loop becomes 

dominant in these simulations.  

 

4.2.1.2 Goal Seeking Behavior 

 
The second main cause of increasing of OS&D cost is the allocation of funding.  Funding 

allocation has to do with how a large amount of funding is broken down among the 

various OS&D activities by percentage which is based upon historical numbers.  If due to 
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the OS&D requirements there is not enough funding for each requirement then as the 

funding is reallocated on a bi-annual basis more or less funding will become available to 

that activity.  This behavior for the percentage reallocation is called goal seeking.  As the 

simulation runs the budget is reconfigured to more closely match the given OS&D 

requirements.  

An example of Goal seeking behavior is portrayed in Figure 4.5. 

Time -->

State of 
the System

State of the
System

Corrective
Action

-

+

Goal Seeking: Behavior & Structure

Goal

+

Figure 4-5 – Goal Seeking Behavior 

 

 

Figure 4-6 – Goal Seeking Model Structure 
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System)

+

 



Figure 4-6 portrays the portion of the model that shows goal seeking behavior.  The 

feedback loop that accounts for this behavior is:  

• GS: % Allocated Budget  Allocated Budget Spent  % Comparison  

Historical Maintenance %’s  % Allocated Budget 

Goal seeking behavior occurs within the model due to changes in how much is spent on 

each OS&D activity, in this manner the % Allocated Budget variables act as levers 

controlling how much budget is spent on each item.  The goal of the system is to portray 

(in percentages) how much of the budget was consumed by a specific OS&D activity.  

Figure 4.7 portrays this behavior for shipboard (labor) maintenance.  Goal seeking 

behavior for OS&D activities was seen to be increasing or decreasing toward a target. 

The variable Historical Maintenance %’s is the beginning allocation for how to divide the 

budget among the various activities. As more (which leaves a deficit) or less (excess 

funding goes into Excess Funds) is spent (by using Excess Funds) the percent allocation 

of the budget will be modified, as shown below. 
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Figure 4-7 – Goal Seeking Behavior for Shipboard Maintenance 
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4.2.1.3 Overshoot & Collapse Behavior 

Another behavior present within the system is overshoot and collapse for the variable 

Deferred Maintenance.  This behavior is also present for System Degradation, but system 

degradation is basically a translation of deferred maintenance. The two diagrams below 

portray the structure that gives rise to the behavior. 

 

Time -->

State of 
the System

Overshoot & Collapse: 
Behavior & Structure

Carrying 
Capicity

State of the
SystemNet Increase

Rate

+

+

R

Resource
Adequacy

Fractional
Net Increase

Rate

+

+
- Carrying

Capacity+

B

Capacity
Erosion

+

-
B

 

+ 

- 
- 

Figure 4-8  – Overshoot & Collapse Behavior and Structure 
 

Maintenance
Completed

Deferred
Maintenance

Model
Cost

Excess
Funds

New
Funding

System
Degradation

+

-

+

-

-

+

Total Maintenance
Needed

+

+ +

B1

R

B2

B3

 

- 

+ 

- 

- 

Figure 4-9  – OS&D Overshoot & Collapse Structure 
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The causal loop diagram below (Figure 4.8) portrays this basic structure within the 

overall causal loop diagram.  The carrying capacity for the diagram can be thought of as 

the inverse of funding or the lack of money.  As more money becomes available the 

carrying capacity of deferred maintenance decreases because of the abundance of 

funding. 

The following comparisons can be made to Figures 4-8 and 4-9: 

Table 4-3 – Overshoot & Collapse Variable Comparison 

Notional Variables 
(from Figure 4.7) 

OS&D Model Variables 
(from Figure 4.8) 

State of the System Maintenance Completed 

Excess Funds 

Net Increase Rate Model Cost  

Deferred Maintenance 

Capacity Erosion Total Maintenance  Needed 

Carrying Capacity New Funding 

Resource Adequacy Maintenance Completed 

Fractional Net Increase Rate Not Applicable 

 

The structure in the OS&D model does not perfectly match the typical overshoot and 

collapse structure.  
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The behavior of Deferred Maintenance is shown below, with high, medium and low 

funding. 

 

Figure 4-10  – Deferred Maintenance Overshoot & Collapse Behavior 
 

System degradation follows the same behavior (as seen below with high, medium and 

low funding), but this is due to system degradation being dependent on the deferred 

maintenance variable. 

 

Figure 4-11  – System Degradation Overshoot & Collapse Behavior 
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4.2.1.4 Co-flow Structure and Behavior 

Within the model there are six co-flow structures.  The general co-flow structure is 

depicted in Figure 4-11; the determination of the levels within one stock is determined by 

the inflow, outflow and level of another stock.  This structure is present within the SD 

model with the general structure portrayed below.  

 

STOCK

Total
Attribute

Average
Attribute

Increase in
Attribute

Decrease in
Attribute

OutflowInflow

-

-

+
+

+ +

Average Residence 
Time for Outflow

Marginal 
Attribute 
per Unit

+  

Figure 4-12  – General Co-flow Structure 

 

Within the model there are six co-flow structures including: Shipboard maintenance, PIA, 

DPIA, RCOH, Shipyard degradation and shipyard degradation.  Below the figures for 

shipboard maintenance and shipboard degradation portray the setup of the co-flow 

structure.  In , the variable 

Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance is the ‘stock,’ which drives the ‘attribute’ 

Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance.  For further discussion see 3.5.4.1 

Figure 4-13 – Shipboard Maintenance Co-flow Structure
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Shipboard Maintenance Workload. 

 

 

Figure 4-13 – Shipboard Maintenance Co-flow Structure 

 

The average variable (DM Shipboard $/Hour) in general shows behavior consistent to 

what Sterman (2000) predicts; the stock and flow structure absorbs the impact of any 

change in the level variables and then eventually settles down into stable pattern. 

Overshoot and collapse was not predicted however and occurs early on in the life cycle of 

the maintenance activity.  
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Figure 4-14  – Shipboard Average Dollar per Hour 
The behavior for deferred maintenance Labor and Material shipboard displays S-shaped 

Growth with Overshoot Behavior as the figures below portray. 
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Figure 4-15  – Deferred Shipboard Labor & Material Maintenance 
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Figure 4-16  – Shipboard Average Percent System Degradation per Dollar 
There is also a co-flow structure between Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance 

and System Degradation – Shipboard, with the former driving the later. The graph above 

portrays the behavior (for shipboard maintenance) and system degradation.  The behavior 

for system degradation and shipboard material deferred maintenance behaves in the same 

manner; first overshooting its stable average and then eventually becoming stable. For the 

average variable (SD Average %/$ - Shipboard), it is interesting to note that the amount 

of degradation the system can absorb is highly influenced by the amount of additional 

funding that is received.  
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4.2.1.5 Funding Set 

The set of values used for the funding set run were: 

Variable High Medium Low 

Funding Factor 100 % 75 % 25 % 

New Funding Factor 75 % 50 % 20 % 

Predictive Funding Factor 20 % 15 % 10 % 

 

All other variables within the model were kept the same as specified in the user-defined 

parameter table provided in the previous section. 

 

In each case varying the amount of funding (including initial, new and predictive 

funding) from adequate to inadequate increased the overall OS&D life cycle cost while 

also increasing system degradation, system maintenance requirements, risk and lowering 

overall system reliability, as the graphs below portray. This makes sense and validates 

real world behavior that if there is not enough funding provided to a technological system 

for OS&D costs will increase due to components breaking down. 

 

Figure 4-17  – Total OS&D Cost for System and Total Deferred Maintenance 
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This set of graphs portrays the total amount of system cost and the amount of deferred 

maintenance over the systems’ life cycle.   

OS&D Funding
2.517 M

1.888 M

1.258 M

629,464

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

"OS&D Funding" : Low dollars
"OS&D Funding" : Medium dollars
"OS&D Funding" : high dollars

Total New Funding Recieved
1.674 M

1.256 M

837,498

418,749

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Total New Funding Recieved : Low dollars
Total New Funding Recieved : Medium dollars
Total New Funding Recieved : high dollars

 
Figure 4-18  – Total OS&D Funding and Total New Funding Received 

The amount of initial funding is shown on the left and the graph on the left shows how 

much additional is received.  The allocation of New Funding is based upon how much 

deferred maintenance is present within the system and is provided in direct proportion.  

I.e., if there is 20% deferred maintenance then 20% of new funding will go toward 

working off the deferred maintenance deficit. 
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SD Total
0.6

0.45

0.3

0.15

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

SD Total : Low Dmnl
SD Total : Medium Dmnl
SD Total : high Dmnl

Reliability
2

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Reliability : Low Dmnl
Reliability : Medium Dmnl
Reliability : high Dmnl

 

Figure 4-19  – Total System Degradation and System Reliability 
Note how system degradation increases due to an initial lack of funding, also system 

reliability decreases in the same manner due to risk and system degradation. 
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Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's
6

4.5

3

1.5

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : Low hours/Week
Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : Medium hours/Week
Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : high hours/Week

Working PIA Labor Req's
4

3

2

1

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Working PIA Labor Req's : Low hours/Week
Working PIA Labor Req's : Medium hours/Week
Working PIA Labor Req's : high hours/Week

 
Figure 4-20  – Shipboard Maint Req’s (hrs) and PIA Labor Req’s (hrs) 
An example of how maintenance (Labor) requirements can increase for both shipboard 

and shipyard due to lack of initial funding.  It is interesting to note in the LOW funding 

data maintenance requirements are portrayed to drop after a certain point.  The reason 

behind this may be due to increased spending and the fact that after replacing all of the 

technologies components there would be less maintenance requirements.  The models 

increase the outflow rate of the PIA Labor requirements resulting in a lower level of 

maintenance requirements. 
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4.2.2 Shipyard vs. Shipyard Maintenance Work Set 

% Maintenance Performed Shipboard variable changed to: 0 %, 30 %, 60 %, and 100 %. 

This simulation set varied the amount of maintenance to be completed onboard from zero 

to one hundred percent. 

 

 
Figure 4-21  – Shipboard (Labor) Req’s (hrs) and Deferred Shipboard Labor 

 
The first graph portrays the rise in maintenance requirements as maintenance is shifted 

from the shipyard to the ship.  The next graph portrays the increase in deferred 

maintenance due to this shift.  
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Figure 4-22 – Total Completed Shipboard (Labor) and % Ship Reallocate 

The first graph above shows how the total amount of maintenance increases due to the 

shifting of maintenance to the ship.  The graph on the right shows how maintenance labor 

is provided a greater share of the budget as maintenance is shifted shipboard.  

 

 
Figure 4-23 – Total OS&D Cost and Total Deferred Maintenance 
The graph on the left shows that total costs do not increase as maintenance is sifted from 

shipyard to shipboard and on the right, deferred maintenance is within acceptable limits 

(meaning the model is able to complete any deferred maintenance).   The reason why 

costs are close to the same is due to the fact shipyard maintenance and shipboard 

maintenance labor cost are close to the same ($50 for shipboard versus $62 for shipyard). 
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Figure 4-24 –Total System Degradation and Reliability 
Overall the model shows that as maintenance is shifted to the ship, system degradation 

will increase (and reliability decrease).  
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4.2.3 Risk Set 

 Risk input variable was varied from 1 to 4 to 8 to 10 on a scale from one to ten with ten 

being the most risky. 

OS&D Completed Cost
4 M

3 M

2 M

1 M

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

"OS&D Completed Cost" : Risk = 10 dollars
"OS&D Completed Cost" : Risk = 8 dollars
"OS&D Completed Cost" : Risk = 4 dollars
"OS&D Completed Cost" : Risk = 1 dollars

Deferred Maintenance Not Completed
200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Deferred Maintenance Not Completed : Risk = 10 dollars
Deferred Maintenance Not Completed : Risk = 8 dollars
Deferred Maintenance Not Completed : Risk = 4 dollars
Deferred Maintenance Not Completed : Risk = 1 dollars

 
Figure 4-25  – Total OS&D Cost and Total Deferred Maintenance 
Both graphs portray a decrease in both total cost and deferred maintenance as risk is 

decreased. 
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Reliability : Risk = 10 Dmnl
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Figure 4-26  – Total System Degradation (SD) and Reliability 
 
As risk increases system degradation increases while total system reliability decreases. 
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Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's
6

4.5

3

1.5

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : Risk = 10 hours/Week
Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : Risk = 8 hours/Week
Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : Risk = 4 hours/Week
Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's : Risk = 1 hours/Week

 
Figure 4-27  – Shipboard Maintenance Req’s (hrs) 

Risk causes all maintenance requirements to increase as the graph above shows for 

shipboard maintenance-labor (hrs). 
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4.2.4 Budget Percentages Set 

The model was run once (with unlimited funding) and the ending percentages were taken 

and put back into the model and with the default values listed in section 4.1.  The reason 

for doing this is to evaluate how great the influence budget allocation has upon total cost.  

OS&D Completed Cost
2 M

1.5 M

1 M

500,000

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

"OS&D Completed Cost" : Unlimited Funding dollars
"OS&D Completed Cost" : %'s Ending and Used dollars

Deferred Maintenance Not Completed
20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0
0 312 624 936 1248 1560 1872 2184 2496 2808

Time (Month)

Deferred Maintenance Not Completed : Unlimited Funding dollars
Deferred Maintenance Not Completed : %'s Ending and Used dollars

 
Figure 4-28 – Total OS&D Cost and Total Deferred Maintenance 
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Figure 4-29 shows that if the budgeted is allocated perfectly (meaning that there is none 

or very little change is the amount that are allocated to the twelve activities) matching the 

requirements total cost will decrease a little as shown on the left (this is counterintuitive), 

while also decreasing total deferred maintenance on the right. 
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1

0.5
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Reliability : Unlimited Funding Dmnl
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Figure 4-29  – Total System Degradation and Reliability 
 
System degradation is impacted, but not enough to show up on Reliability measures. 
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Figure 4-30  – Shipboard Maintenance Req’s (hrs) 
Matching the budget and the requirements also lessens the overall maintenance 

requirements (but not by much). 
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4.3 Hypotheses Testing 

 

Hypothesis 1: Degradation of the technology though out its life cycle increases operating 

costs.  This hypothesis proposes that as a technology degrades (for whatever reason) it 

will impact negatively the operations of the technology resulting in additional costs. 

 

A number of various scenarios were run as noted above; in each one when system 

degradation was present, the Total OS&D Costs for the system increased.  This is shown 

most notably in the sets of graphs when there is high, medium and low funding for the 

system in the previous section, as portrayed below. 
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Figure 4-31  – System Degradation Total & OS&D Cost (high, medium, low 
funding) 
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Hypothesis 2: A lack of training for maintenance labor increases operating costs.  This 

hypothesis proposes if training is not adequately funded, individuals who maintain the 

technology will need more time for maintenance, which will result in additional costs. 

 

Three experiments were run with the funding simulation set to medium to determine the 

impact if any that training has on the system.  In each case the impact of system 

degradation and risk on the PM (preventive maintenance) Shipboard Maintenance 

requirements was turned off leaving only the Training Impact on.  The end results are 

shown below in the following three figures.  In each case training had an impact, not as 

large an impact as risk or system degradation, but the impact was present.   

 

The different sets that were are: 

Medium-All = Includes the impacts of risk, system degradation and training.  

Medium-Train = Includes the impact of only training on the system. 

Medium-Zero = the impacts of risk, system degradation and training have been removed. 

In the figure below we see the impact of training on The PM Shipboard Maintenance 

Requirements. 
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Figure 4-32  – Shipboard PM Maintenance Req’s & Total OS&D Completed Cost 
In this figure we can observe the impact that training has on the systems PM shipboard 

maintenance labor requirements by examining the line in red compared to the green line. 

The figure below show the impact on total cost, while not large it does total $58,000 or 

2.6 % of the total cost of the system.  
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Hypothesis 3: As technological systems grow older – they become more expensive to 

maintain.  This hypothesis proposes that as a technology grows older the requirements for 

maintenance will increase resulting in additional costs. 

 

For this model the maintenance requirements actually decreased as time progressed.  This 

effect was even more pronounced if early in the life cycle there was system degradation. 

This effect may be due to the fact that as a system grows older and has degradation, the 

parts of the system that were malfunctioning are replaced and require less maintenance.  
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Figure 4-33  – Shipboard Maintenance Req’s & Shipyard PIA Labor Req’s 
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Figure 4-34  – Deferred Maintenance & System Degradation Total 
As the four graphs previous show, with a large amount of system degradation and 

deferred maintenance, maintenance requirements do fall over the life of the technology. 

As Figures (4-36 and 4-37) portray even when the impacts of budget mismatch (the 

system requirements) and risk are taken into account, maintenance requirements drop or 

stay the same over the life of the technology. 

 

Figure 4-35  – Budget Allocation & Requirements Mismatch 
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Figure 4-36  – Impact of Risk on Shipboard Labor Maintenance 
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Hypothesis 4: An increase in the system Risk increases the cost of maintenance.  This 

hypothesis proposes that if a technology has a high likelihood of not performing its 

required task (perhaps due to a lack of maturity or technological complexity) the resulting 

impact on OS&D activities will increase operating costs. 

 

As the following figures show an increase in Risk does lead to an increase in the overall 

maintenance requirements and the OS&D operating costs.  This hypothesis holds true for 

all scenarios evaluated; increased risk always increases cost.  
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Figure 4-37  – Total OS&D Cost and Total Deferred Maintenance for Risk 
Both graphs portray a decrease in both total cost and deferred maintenance as risk is 

decreased. 
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Figure 4-38  – Total System Degradation and Reliability for Risk 
As risk increases system degradation increases while total system reliability decreases. 
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Figure 4-39  – Impact of Risk on Shipboard Labor Maintenance Requirements 
 

As risk increases so does the amount of shipboard maintenance requirements. 
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Hypothesis 5: Budgeting delays increase cost of maintenance. This hypothesis proposes 

that if funding is not provided in a timely fashion the result will be to drive up the total 

maintenance costs. 

 

Two types of budget delays were investigated: delay in the changing of the allocation of 

the budget and delays in the requesting of additional funding.  

 

After investigation it was found that increases in the overall cost of the system were 

experienced only if there is a delay in gaining additional funding.  Increasing the time 

that the budget percentages are reallocated doesn’t increase operating costs due to the fact 

that excess funding is available and builds up.  As some activities are over-funded, they 

provide excess funding that is available to those activities that are under-funded. So that 

if there is deferred maintenance it does not stay deferred for long.  The following figures 

portray the effect of changing the delay in budget reallocation. 
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Figure 4-40  – Effect of Budget Reallocation Delay on OS&D Total Cost 
 

 

Figure 4-41  – Effect of Budget Reallocation Delay on Deferred Maintenance 
(dollars) 
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Figure 4-42  – Effect of Budget Reallocation Delay on System Degradation (dmnl) 
The second form of budget delay investigated was a delay in obtaining needed additional 

funding.  In the figures below the request for additional funding to cover the requirements 

was set to medium (i.e., initial funding factor = 75%, new funding factor = 50%, 

predictive funding = 15%) and the new funding factor had a delay associated with it from 

one year to four years to twenty years. 

 

As Figures 4-44, 4-45, and 4-46 show that there is an increase (sometimes large) in total 

cost, deferred maintenance and system degradation for delays in obtaining additional 

funding.  The chart below is misleading since for the twenty year delay there is about one 

million dollars in deferred maintenance left undone at the end of the systems lifecycle. 
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Figure 4-43  – Effect of Budget Delay on OS&D Total Cost 
 

 

Figure 4-44  – Effect of Budget Delay on Deferred Maintenance 
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Figure 4-45  – Effect of Budget Delay on System Degradation 
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Hypothesis 6: Material maintenance costs increase as risk and degradation increase. 

This hypothesis states that as risk and/or technology degradation are high, there will be 

an increase in the use of materials for maintenance.  

 

As the graphs previously and below (Figures 4-47 and 4-48) show that as risk and system 

degradation increase there is a definite impact on material maintenance by both creating 

both unscheduled material maintenance and increasing the amount of shipboard labor 

maintenance, which leads to more material maintenance. 
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Figure 4-46  – Deferred Maintenance & System Degradation Total 
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Figure 4-47  – Shipboard Material Maintenance Total 
 

Hypothesis 7: A mismatch between the budget and the requirements can increase costs. 

This hypothesis proposes that if there isn’t enough overall funding or if there is not 

enough funding in specific areas, overall total costs for the system will increase. 

 

As figures  and  below, show that a mismatch between budget and 

requirements can lead to increased costs.  The amount of the mismatch doesn’t matter so 

much as the time for reallocating funding does, i.e., annually, etc.  As a result the budget 

can be severely mismatched, but if the budget is reallocated frequently as new 

information becomes available there can be less of an increase in cost. Refer to 

discussion in Hypothesis #5 on budget delays. Figure 4-48 shows that if there is a 

mismatch an increase can result in higher cost. A mismatch can also increase the amount 

Figure 4-48 Figure 4-49
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of Deferred Maintenance earlier on, since funding is not adequately applied to the needed 

OS&D activities. 
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Figure 4-48  – OS&D Total Costs and Deferred Maintenance Total ($’s) 
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Figure 4-49  – Shipboard Labor Maintenance Requirements (hrs) 
This figure portrays how over time if the model budget and requirements are closely 

matched that over time maintenance requirements can slowly decrease. 
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Sensitivity Analysis 

 
The model was simulated with three sets of key parameter combinations to simulate ideal 

funding and risk namely, (1) low technology risk and high funding level (2) medium 

technology risk and medium funding level (3) high technology risk and low funding 

level.  These were chosen to represent two extreme condition scenarios and an average 

scenario.  This helped in understanding the sensitivity of the model results for different 

conditions of technology risk, possible funding levels and probable amounts of 

maintenance performed on the ship.  The results are shown in Section 4.4.2 Results.  

 

4.3.1 Parameter Sets 

The parameter sets were taken from the previous section and are as follows: 

Parameter Set 1 - Ideal Conditions:  

Low Risk, Risk of New Technology = 0 

High Funding as noted below; 

Funding Factor = 100 % 

New Funding Factor = 75 % 

 Predictive Funding Factor = 20 % 

Parameter Set 2 - Acceptable Conditions:  

Medium Risk, Risk of New Technology = 5 

Medium Funding as noted below; 

Funding Factor = 75 % 

New Funding Factor = 50 % 

 Predictive Funding Factor = 15 % 
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Parameter Set 3 - Bad Conditions:  

High Risk, Risk of New Technology = 10 

Low Funding as noted below; 

Funding Factor = 50 % 

New Funding Factor = 20 % 

 Predictive Funding Factor = 10 % 

Results are noted in the following sections. 

4.3.2 Results 

 

Figure 4-50  – OS&D Total Cost 
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Figure 4-51  – OS&D Total New Funding Received 

 

 

Figure 4-52  – System Degradation Total 
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Figure 4-53  – Deferred Maintenance Total 
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Figure 4-54 – Shipboard & PIA Labor Requirements 
 
4.3.3   Sensitivity Results Discussion 

 
The results of the sensitivity analysis were in agreement with the expected outcomes.  

The fundamental behaviors in the model remained the same and did not change. 
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Parameter Set 1 – Ideal Conditions, was representative of the best-case scenario where 

the technology was determined not to be risky at all and was also provided a high level of 

funding.  This set of parameters gave lower cumulative costs, the lowest values of system 

degradation and deferred maintenance and required the lowest maintenance requirements. 

 

Parameter Set 2 – Acceptable Conditions, was representative of the average-case scenario 

where the technology was determined to be risky and was also provided a medium level 

of funding.  This set of parameters gave higher cumulative costs and the higher values of 

system degradation and deferred maintenance than parameter set one. 

 

Parameter Set 3 – Bad Conditions, was representative of the worst-case scenario where 

the technology was very risky and was provided a low level of funding.  This set of 

parameters gave the highest cumulative costs and the highest values of system 

degradation and deferred maintenance. 
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4.4 Testing, Verification & Validation 

 

Sterman (2000) emphasizes testing as an iterative process that occurs throughout the 

modeling process, he also notes that a majority of testing that occurs is focused on 

validation and verification of historical data, which hampers checking of underlying 

assumptions and model architecture.  There are a number of tests that should be 

performed in order to understand the fidelity and limitations of the system dynamics 

model.  Tests include direct inspection of equations and relationship documented, 

checking of simulation results, and quantitative and qualitative evaluations of model 

behavior vis a vis historical data.  Further testing can also include simulation of extreme 

conditions to evaluate how the model performs.  Testing also is needed to verify whether 

the variables and parameters relate to real world items.  

 

Models are simplified versions of the real world and as such it is impossible to verify or 

validate the model. Forrester has also counseled that models can never be thoroughly 

validated and terms such as ‘convincing, ‘ useful’ or ‘illuminating’ be used instead of 

‘valid.’ 

 

Models can however inform and point the way toward some reasonable answers by using 

qualifiers or auxiliary hypotheses.  Sterman states that ‘Auxiliary hypotheses serve to 

insulate a theory from confrontation with unfavorable data.’ (Sterman, page 849)  

Auxiliary hypotheses can limit the scope of a hypothesis and help to provide both context 

and boundary.  For example, a theoretical hypothesis may fail to satisfy one particular 
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behavior among a wide number of behaviors for which the hypothesis has been 

successfully tested.  An auxiliary hypothesis may hold that the hypothesis is true except 

in cases similar to the exceptional behavior can be invoked and the hypothesis guarded 

against complete rejection.  There were no auxiliary hypothesis generated during the 

course of this research. 

 

The process of judging the validity of a system dynamics model includes a number of 

objective tests (Richardson and Pugh, 1981, and Sterman, 2000).  They can include: 

 

4.4.1 Face Validity 

Face validity compares the causal loop and stock and flow diagrams with the actual 

system being modeled.  Experts review the model and make a qualitative decision as to 

whether or not the system model accurately portrays the real world system being 

modeled.  Since it is an iterative process sometime many versions of causal loop and 

stock and flow diagrams are created for discussion. 

 

For the OS&D model, experts involved in the research project confirmed the system’s 

causal flow, stock and flow, and feedback structures in the final versions of the model.  

At the start of the project initial causal loop diagrams were created from the inputs of 

group modeling members.  This causal loop diagram was discussed and refined upon in 

an iterative manner over the course of ten to fifteen modeling sessions encompassing and 

year and a half.  The evolution of the causal loop diagrams is provided in Appendix C.  A 
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similar interactive process was followed in developing the stock and flow structure for 

the model. 

 

4.4.2 Structure Assessment Tests 

Structure assessment tests are conducted to determine whether the model is consistent 

with the knowledge of the real system relevant to the purpose of the model.  This 

includes questions such as is the level of aggregation sufficient, does the model conform 

to conservation laws and does the model adequately capture the behavior of the system. 

 

The experts involved in this research confirmed the level of aggregation of the variables 

and concepts in the OS&D model.  The expert team desired the variables and concepts in 

the model to be at an aggregation level at which the model could be applied for any new 

technology.  The system dynamics model was built with active participation and 

consensus from the expert members on the variable identification, their real-world 

meaning, and the concepts they represented. 

 

Structure assessment tests also focus on the conformance of the model to the basic 

physical conservation laws.  Common violations of physical law involve stocks that can 

become negative.  Stocks of real quantities in the model such as the amount of shipboard 

and shipyard maintenance or the budget available cannot become negative.  Therefore, 

the outflow rates from these stocks are constrained and must approach zero as the stock 

approaches zero.  This was tested by direct inspection of the equations (Sterman, 2000) 
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and found to be positive for shipboard and shipyard maintenance and the budget 

available. 

 

4.4.3 Dimensional Consistency Tests 

These tests are concerned with the equations within the stock and flow diagrams being 

dimensional correct without additional variables.  These tests can be carried out with 

direct inspection of the equations and the actual simulation of the model (Sterman, 2000). 

 

The model was simulated (using VENSIM software) and the final simulation did not 

generate any dimensional consistency errors.  Results were obtained and they have been 

presented in section four of this chapter.  Furthermore, the equations were directly 

inspected and they were found to be dimensionally consistent without the use of any 

arbitrary parameters that have no real world meaning. 

 

4.4.4 Integration Error Tests 

Integration error tests are conducted to check for the model’s sensitivity to the choice of 

the simulation time step.  The simulation should be run with different integration time 

steps.  Ideally, the results of the model should not be sensitive to the choice of the time 

step.  

 

Due to the large size of the model and number of variables only three different integral 

time steps were completed (this is due to the fact the data files within VESIM grow 

exponentially with a reduction in the time step).  The first simulation was run at an 
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Integration Time Step of 1 week.  The second simulation was run at an Integration Time 

Step of 0.5 week.  The third simulation was run at an Integration Time Step of 0.25 week.  

The tests were run with medium funding set variables. The results obtained for OS&D 

Total costs and the System Degradation Total are shown in Figures 4.55 – 4.58 and show 

that there are small differences, but in the case of OS&D Completed Costs turn out to be 

less than 0.01%.  The other following graphs portray small differences, but no massive 

problems. 
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Figure 4-55  – OS&D Total Cost 
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Graph for Deferred Maintenance Check
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Graph for Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance
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Figure 4-56  – Total & Shipboard Deferred Maintenance 
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Graph for SD Total
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Figure 4-57  – System Degradation Total 

Graph for Reliability
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Figure 4-58  – System Reliability 
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4.4.5 Extreme Conditions Tests 

Extreme conditions tests can be thought of as pushing the envelope tests, i.e., what 

happens when values are set to values outside of the norm.  This could include setting 

user defined parameters to zero or one hundred percent.  

 

Within chapter four – Results Section, setting the initial risk factor to be either zero or ten 

generated results consistent with expected findings that costs increase as risk increases.  

Experiments were also performed where the total amount of maintenance was shifted 

from being performed exclusively on the ship to shipyard. There results increased or 

decreased costs, but did not give bad or outlandish results. 

 

4.4.6 Behavior Reproduction Tests 

 

Behavior reproduction tests are conducted to check whether the model reproduces the 

behavior of interest in the OS&D system.  As stated previously the following reference 

modes or behaviors (reliability, system degradation and cost) were used in the following 

figures. 
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Figure 4-59  - Reference modes for Key Variables 
The following figures are graphs from simulation runs portrayed in chapter four, which 

simulate this behavior.  Two of the three behaviors are reproduced; system degradation 

and cost, while reliability initially drops, but then recovers to a mean level. It is 

reasonable to assume that reliability could recover due to a portion of equipment being 

removed and replaced.  
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Figure 4-60  – OS&D Total Completed Cost (high, medium and low funding) 
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Figure 4-61  – Total System Degradation (SD) and System Reliability 
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5 Conclusions 

 
5.1 Overview of the Results 

 

The system dynamics Operations, Support and Disposal (OS&D) model was simulated 

for a specific technology with user-input parameters being provided by shipyard and 

government experts.  For other technologies different sets of values would be entered for 

the parameters.  The results obtained on running the simulation were discussed in detail 

in the last chapter.  The simulation was run for fifty years (2600 weeks), the time horizon 

of the operations, support and disposal process.  The simulation runs showed four main 

modes of dynamic behavior.  

 

Overshoot & Collapse 

Overshoot and collapse occurs within the causal loop and stock and flow diagrams.  One 

dynamics behavior was overshoot and collapse for the variables Deferred Maintenance 

and System Degradation.  These are characterized as a series of combined negative 

feedback loops as seen in Section 4.2.1.3. 

 

Goal Seeking 

Goal seeking behavior seeks to counteract any net change within a system. The variables 

showing this behavior were all of the level variables representing percentage maintenance 

activity budget allocation (% SM (Material) Level, etc.) and the level variable Reliability 

and Risk. 
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Exponential Growth 

Exponential growth behavior occurs due to positive feedback loops.  The variables 

portraying this behavior include Total OS&D Cost as well as the individual level 

variables for each maintenance activity.  The exponential growth behavior was almost 

straight line. 

 

S-shaped Growth with Overshoot Behavior 

S-shaped growth with overshoot behavior is almost goal seeking behavior with the 

overshooting of the goal and then overcorrecting, resulting in a seesaw motion with a 

slowing frequency until the goal of the system is reached.  The variables portraying this 

behavior were the auxiliary average variables for the co-flow structures dollars per hour 

(these include Shipboard, PIA, DPIA and RCOH) as well as the variables of deferred 

maintenance (both shipboard and shipyard) as presented in Section 4.2.1.4. 

 
5.2 Verification of the Dynamic Hypotheses 

 

The dynamic hypotheses discussed in Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 4.3 were tested using 

the SD model developed in VENSIM Professional 5.0 by varying parameters and 

observing the changes in the subsequent results from the simulation. 

 

The first hypothesis was that degradation of the technology throughout its’ life cycle 

increases operating costs.  From observation of the variables System Degradation Total 

and Total OS&D Cost, as degradation increased total costs did increase, but in the long 

term the system shipyard and shipboard maintenance requirements drop.  The results 
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demonstrated that the degradation increases operating costs was shown for the current 

structure of the model to be true. 

 

The second hypothesis was that a lack of training for shipboard maintenance labor 

increases operating costs.  From the simulation results, it was observed that if training is 

not performed operating requirements do increase leading to an increase in overall OS&D 

Total costs.  The increase was not large, but nonetheless an impact (% of what for 

example?) was present.  The results demonstrated that the that lack of training can 

increase operating costs was shown for the current structure of the model to be true. 

 

The third hypothesis was that as a technological system grows older, they become more 

expensive to maintain.  For this model the reverse was actually found to be true that as a 

system grow older it becomes cheaper to maintain due to a drop in maintenance 

requirements.  This was especially true when there was a large amount of system 

degradation early on.  This could be due to a learning how to operate the equipment in the 

real world and more than likely as parts that don’t function correctly are replaced with 

newer parts the system settles into a cheaper operating mode.  The results demonstrated 

that the hypothesis that system becomes more expensive to maintain, as it grows older 

was shown to be false.  

 

The fourth hypothesis was that an increase in system risk will increases the cost of 

maintenance.  As risk increases it was shown that risk does indeed lead to an increase in 

the overall maintenance requirements and the total OS&D operating costs.  The results 
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demonstrated that as risk increases, the system becomes more expensive to maintain was 

shown to be true. 

 

The fifth hypothesis was that budget delays increase the cost of maintenance.  There are 

two types of budget delays within the model; delays due to the reallocation of budget per 

OS&D activity and delays in receiving new funding.  It was found that the only case 

where budget delays seriously increased the cost of maintenance was in the case of not 

receiving additional funding in time.  Simulations demonstrated that the amount of 

uncompleted deferred maintenance was as much as one million dollars.  Changing the 

time for reallocating the budget had very little effect on overall model cost.  The results 

demonstrated that the hypothesis of budget delays increasing OS&D Total costs holds 

true for both cases: delays associated with receiving new funding and the reallocation of 

budget monies. 

 

The sixth dynamic hypothesis was that material maintenance costs increase as risk and 

degradation increase.  This was found to be true for both.  As system degradation 

increases maintenance material costs through the creation of new maintenance 

requirements (unscheduled maintenance) previously not planned for.  The simulations 

demonstrated that as risk increases all maintenance activities increase, including material 

maintenance.  The results demonstrated that the increase in risk and system degradation 

increases material maintenance to be true. 
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The seventh hypothesis was that a mismatch between budget and requirements could 

increase costs.  As Section 4 displayed, a mismatch between budget and requirements 

will lead to increased costs.  Simulations were run where the percentages for how funding 

was allocated was matched exactly to the requirements and when requirements and 

budget allocations did not match.  It was found that Total OS&D costs were greater when 

there was a mismatch in the allocation.  The results demonstrated that a mismatch 

between budget and requirements could increase costs to be true. 

 

5.3 Innovations within the Model 

During the course of creating the OS&D stock and flow model, three innovations were 

developed. Those were: 

1. Scheduling of work sub-system 

2. Bounding of system degradation 

3. Delaying of an input into a level variable 

 

The first innovation is the scheduling subsystem, which described in 3.5.3.3 - 

.  The innovation is the creation of an overall dynamic scheduling system 

that is able to turn OS&D activities on and off at various moments in time. 

Schedule & 

Time Structure

 

The second and third innovations occur within the same two subsystems (shipboard and 

shipyard system degradation) described in section 3.5.5.2.  The first innovation was a 

response to the question; is it possible to put a boundary around how much a system can 

degrade, since it is possible for a system (over its’ life cycle) to degrade more than 100 % 
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(with multiple replacements).  Using the variable ‘Bounding of System Degradation10,’ 

which is defined as how many times the entire technology would need to be replaced (in 

the fifty year lifespan, if it was not maintained at all.  The bounding factor sets a limit for 

how much system degradation there can actually be due to deferred maintenance, 

otherwise system degradation could grow out of control.  The innovation was to put a top 

level limit on how much degradation could occur during a set time period (in this case a 

week).  For instance if the system is not maintained and at the end of its life cycle (50 

years) it would reach 100% degradation, then that means there is a total of 2% per week 

of degradation to expend or more if the system would degrade faster (i.e. 25 years).  

Given the top amount of degradation that could be ‘spent’ each week the rest of the 

equation depends upon how much deferred maintenance has occurred during a current 

time period and how much cumulative deferred maintenance there currently is.  

 

The third innovation also pertains to the system degradation subsystem and attempts to 

solve the problem of delay of an input into a level variable.  Delaying the outflow rate 

variable from a level is a relatively straightforward affair; to determine the outflow rate 

depending upon a level, divide the level by how many weeks it would take for the level to 

go to zero.  But delaying an input is difficult.  The innovation was to develop an initial 

‘holding tank’ level variable to hold the initial amount of system degradation until a set 

period of time has occurred (the delay) for it to be moved into the level variable of 

interest.  In this manner the input variable is ultimately delayed, but released through a 

rate variable (SD Ship Delay Outflow) between the two (see 

). 

Figure 3-24 - Structure for 

Shipboard System Degradation
                                                 
10 Provided by experts. 
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5.4 Policy Suggestion 

 

Based upon the creation, testing, and use of the system dynamics model, policy (define 

policy) suggestions can be made to improve the operation of the real world systems 

engineering system.  In general there are three main areas of concern for the model:  

1. System Performance 

2. Funding 

3. Requirements.   

These three also can amplify changes within each other also.  The policy suggestions are 

focused exclusively on maintenance since this is where the majority of funding is spent. 

Anything negatively affecting these three will increase maintenance costs, so policies 

should be designed to lessen or delay the impact of each one can have on each other.  The 

key is to stop the impact degradation can have on the requirements and before it creates 

unscheduled maintenance by: 

1. Ensuring enough funding is present. 

2. Ensuring the allocation of the budget matches the requirements. 

3. Quickly identifying system degradation and applying funding. 

 

One policy could be to provide additional funding to system as system degradation 

increases or reliability decreases.  Additional funding could be in the form of new 

unsolicited funds or the providing of one hundred percent (or more) of the requested 

funding, which is probably not possible in a resource constraint driven world.  This 

would have a two-fold effect; First, additional funding would allow for deferred 
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maintenance to be completed more quickly and second it would slow or stop the impact 

of an increase in the system maintenance requirements.  As seen from the simulation 

results that demonstrate the cost impact of the lack of funding, it would be a wise policy 

shift to allocate additional funding for new technological systems so as to forestall the 

creation of system degradation.  

 

One policy area that could have a large impact on cost is on the planning side (of active 

modeling techniques) to evaluate various scenarios in real-time, especially for new 

technologies.  The term ‘active model’ is describes a model that could have actual field 

data (funding, performance, etc.) incorporated for use throughout the new technologies 

life cycle.  This policy would incorporate the use of a model (like the model described in 

the thesis) that takes into account not only the life cycle costs, but the life cycle 

performance of the system and how the two affect each other.  For instance correctly 

matching funding to requirements (both overall and individually) can lessen the actual 

costs of the system.  Currently there are maintenance models that prescribe maintenance 

though the use of run time metrics (i.e., if the system has operated for x number of hours 

or a alert of performance degradation has occurred perform a maintenance action) and 

can predict when a component may fail or is about to fail due to a drop in performance.  

 

Another policy shift, could be to allow maintenance work be allowed to be shifted 

between that various maintenance activities, if possible – some maintenance activities 

must be done at certain prescribed times.  For instance enabling maintenance to be 

performed by specific contractor personnel when the ship is underway could lower 
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overall shipyard maintenance costs.  Since new technologies are by their nature ‘new’ the 

knowledge may not be readily available in the initial stages of maintenance for shipboard 

crews to handle.  Also within this policy (could be the shifting) of maintenance to 

contractors with records of higher productivity that could result in cost savings or less of 

costs increase. 

 

Lastly, a policy that would lower or limit cost would be to not install a technology that is 

above a certain predefined risk level.  This would have the impact of lowering the overall 

maintenance cost, but would more than likely extend the technology development life 

cycle possibly increasing those costs.  Another alternative would be to install the 

technology as a prototype into a test platform, but once again this would push out the 

implementation timeline.  Both decisions would need to be made in the context of return 

on investment that is impacted by the delay of technology operations. 

 

One of the things that was not accomplished was to experiment with the model by 

designing policy interventions, then changing the structure of the model and studying the 

cost and performance impact.  This was done only partially and needs to be done more 

systematically.  Policy analysis would best be conducted systematically by first 

determining what system/subsystems are perceived to have the largest impact on the 

object of investigations.  Once these have been identified analysis can be conducted by 

either adding or taking away pieces from the model while varying user inputs.   
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5.5 Areas of Future Research 

 

Areas open for further investigation tied to the model are as follows: 

• Further research into system degradation and how it is affected by reliability and 

deferred maintenance.  

• Simplification of the OS&D model. 

• Extension of the model beyond the conceptual design stages into the operating life 

cycle 

• Research into preventative and corrective maintenance. 

• Research possible trade offs between maintenance decisions; to answer questions 

such as could performing more preventive maintenance increase reliability. 

• Research the impact training could have on maintenance. 

• Model the impact an up-tempo (i.e., war environment could have of OS&D 

activities. 
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Appendix A. Glossary 

 
Condition Readiness:  The Navy has three Conditions of Readiness.  A Condition I battle 

readiness requires all operational systems fully manned and operating and no 

maintenance actions except urgent repairs.  A Condition II limited action requires all 

possible operating stations manned and ready and urgent preventive maintenance actions 

and administrative functions performed.  A Condition III cruising requires operating 

stations manned only as necessary and normal underway-preventive maintenance actions 

and administration functions performed. 

 

Endogenous:  It is defined as “arising from within”, that is, from inside the boundary of 

the model. 

 

Exogenous:  It is defined as “arising from without”, that is, from outside the boundary of 

the model. 

 

Facilitator:  A facilitator conducts and manages the group session, with an aim of 

facilitating the expression of views of all the key players involved in the modeling 

exercise.  

 

First Order Delay: A first order delay is a stock and flow dynamics characterized by the 

outflow rate being proportional to the stock size.  Some units have lower residence time 

than the average delay time while others have greater residence times than the average 

delay time. 
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Gatekeeper:  A gatekeeper is a contact person within the target organization who helps 

select the appropriate people to work within the organization with, helps plan the 

modeling sessions, and works closely with the modeling group.    

 

Mapping System Structure:  It is the process of mapping the boundary of the model and 

representing its causal structure. 

 

Modeler:  A modeler’s role is to be a keen observer in the modeling exercise, listening 

and capturing the ideas and views of different session members and providing inputs on 

the technical modeling aspects as and when required.   

 

Model Boundary Chart:  It lists the key endogenous and exogenous variables of the 

model.  

 

OSCAM (Operations and Support Cost Analysis Model): OSCAM is a joint UK/US 

program to develop a tool that can provide rapid assessments of the Operation and 

Support (O&S) costs of high cost capital assets and their component systems 

 

Process Coach:  A process coach ensures that the modeling group does not stray 

substantially from the modeling agenda, and provides feedback to the facilitator in terms 

of the effectiveness of the modeling process being followed.   
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Recorder:  A recorder takes detailed notes on the various session activities and 

developments.   

 

Refresh:  A technology refresh refers to an upgrade of the technology features or 

operational capabilities. 
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Appendix B. Evolution of Causal Loop Diagrams 
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Appendix C. Model Variables Definitions & Simulation Values 

    
 Simulation 

Control 
Parameters 

Defintion Units 

 FINAL TIME  = 
2808  

The final time for the simulation. Week 

 INITIAL TIME  
= 0  

The initial time for the simulation. Week 

 TIME STEP  = 1  The time step for the simulation. Week 
    
    
 Variable 

Name 
Equation or Value Units 

1 #'s of DPIA's"= 6 Dmnl  
2 #'s of PIA's=  16 Dmnl  
3 % Budget 

Recalc Pulse=  
PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate*2, 1 , 
Budget Recalculate , 3000) 

1/Week  

4 Weekly 
Conversion 
Factor=  

1 weeks  

5 % Contractor 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% Contractor Support Budget Input" , % CS 
Change*"% Budget Recalc Pulse")  

Dmnl/Week  

6 % Contractor 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% Contractor Support Level"  /"Weekly Conversion 
Factor", IF THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1, "% 
Contractor Support Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  , 0) )  

Dmnl/Week  

7 % Contractor 
Support Budget 
Input=  

0/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

8 % Contractor 
Support Level= 
INTEG (  

% Contractor Change2-"% Contractor Output", 0) Dmnl  

9 % CS Change=  IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" *Contractor Support Total) 
/"Total (except RCOH)" ), 0) 

Dmnl  

10 % D Input=  IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% Disposal Budget Input" , "% Disposal Change"*"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

11 % D Output=  IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% Disposal Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor" , IF THEN 
ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1, "% Disposal Level"/"Weekly 
Conversion Factor", 0) )  

Dmnl/Week  

12 % Deferred 
Maint=  

IF THEN ELSE( "Total OS&D Required Work">0, Deferred 
Maintenance Not Completed/"Total OS&D Required Work"   , 0) 

Dmnl  

13 % Disposal 
Budget Input=  

(1/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

14 % Disposal 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0,  % Total (except 
RCOH)*Disposal Total/"Total (except RCOH)",  0) 

Dmnl  

15 % Disposal 
Level= INTEG (  

% D Input-"% D Output", 0) Dmnl  
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16 % DPIA (Labor) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("DPIA (Labor) Total"  *"P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour")/"Total (except RCOH)" ), 0) 

Dmnl  

17 % DPIA (Labor) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% DPIA (Labor) Input", % DPIA (Labor) Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

18 % DPIA (Labor) 
Input=  

(20/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

19 % DPIA (Labor) 
Level= INTEG (  

% DPIA (Labor) Change2-"% DPIA (Labor) Output", 0) Dmnl  

20 % DPIA (Labor) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% DPIA (Labor) Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  , IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% DPIA (Labor) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0)   ) 

Dmnl/Week  

21 % DPIA 
(Material) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("DPIA (Material) Total"  ) /"Total (except RCOH)"), 0)  

Dmnl  

22 % DPIA 
(Material) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% DPIA (Material) Input"  , % DPIA (Material) Change 
*"% Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

23 % DPIA 
(Material) 
Input=  

(21.1/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

24 % DPIA 
(Material) 
Level= INTEG (  

% DPIA (Material) Change2-"% DPIA (Material) Output", 0) Dmnl  

25 % DPIA 
(Material) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% DPIA (Material) Level" /"Weekly Conversion Factor", 
IF THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% DPIA (Material) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor",   0) ) 

Dmnl/Week  

26 % of Additional 
Funding 
Request 
Accepted=  

0.45 Dmnl  

27 % of Maint 
performed on 
Ship=  

0.8 Dmnl  

28 % of New 
Funds into 
Existing 
Funding 
Stream=  

(1-"% Deferred Maint")  Dmnl  

29 % of Tech Dev 
cost overrun 
request 
funded=  

0.45 Dmnl  

30 % of 
Uncompleted 
Material Maint=  

IF THEN ELSE( Total Material Maintenance Required>0, Total 
Maintenance to be Completed - Material/Total Material 
Maintenance Required , 0) 

Dmnl  

31 % PIA (Labor) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("PIA (Labor) Total"  *"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour")/"Total 
(except RCOH)" ), 0) 

Dmnl  

32 % PIA (Labor) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% PIA (Labor) Input", % PIA (Labor) Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

33 % PIA (Labor) 
Input=  

(2/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

34 % PIA (Labor) 
Level= INTEG (  

% PIA (Labor) Change2-"% PIA (Labor) Output", 0) Dmnl  
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35 % PIA (Labor) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% PIA (Labor) Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor" , IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% PIA (Labor) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0) )  

Dmnl/Week  

36 % PIA 
(Material) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("PIA (Material) Total"  ) /"Total (except RCOH)"), 0)  

Dmnl  

37 % PIA 
(Material) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% PIA (Material) Input" , % PIA (Material) Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

38 % PIA 
(Material) 
Input=  

(2.2/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

39 % PIA 
(Material) 
Level= INTEG (  

% PIA (Material) Change2-"% PIA (Material) Output", 0) Dmnl  

40 % PIA 
(Material) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% PIA (Material) Level"  /"Weekly Conversion Factor", IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% PIA (Material) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0   ) ) 

Dmnl/Week  

41 % RCOH 
(Labor) 
Budget=  

(15/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

42 % RCOH 
(Labor) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Completed Cost">0, ("RCOH (Labor) 
Total"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"  )/"OS&D Completed Cost", 0)  

Dmnl  

43 % RCOH 
(Labor) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+RCOH Start time >= Time,  
"% RCOH (Labor) Budget", % RCOH (Labor) Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

44 % RCOH 
(Labor) Level= 
INTEG (  

% RCOH (Labor) Change2-"% RCOH (Material) Output Output", 
0) 

Dmnl  

45 % RCOH 
(Material) 
Budget=  

(15.4/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

46 % RCOH 
(Material) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Completed Cost">0, "RCOH (Material) 
Total"/"OS&D Completed Cost" ,0) 

Dmnl  

47 % RCOH 
(Material) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+RCOH Start time >= Time,  
"% RCOH (Material) Budget"   , % RCOH (Material) Change 
*"% Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

48 % RCOH 
(Material) 
Level= INTEG (  

% RCOH (Material) Change2-"% RCOH (Material) Output", 0) Dmnl  

49 % RCOH 
(Material) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+RCOH Start time >= Time, 
"% RCOH (Material) Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  , IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% RCOH (Material) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor",    0) ) 

Dmnl/Week  

50 % RCOH 
(Material) 
Output Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+RCOH Start time >= Time, 
"% RCOH (Labor) Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  , IF THEN 
ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% RCOH (Labor) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0) ) 

Dmnl/Week  

51 % Request for 
Existing 
Funding 
Approved=  

0.75 Dmnl  
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52 % Request for 
Predictive 
Funding 
Granted=  

0.2 Dmnl  

53 % SM (Labor) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("Shipboard (Labor) Total"   *"Shipboard Labor Costs 
$/Hour") /"Total (except RCOH)"), 0)  

Dmnl  

54 % SM (Labor) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% SM (Labor) Input", % SM (Labor) Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

55 % SM (Labor) 
Input=  

(12/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

56 % SM (Labor) 
Level= INTEG (  

% SM (Labor) Change2-"% SM (Labor) Output", 0) Dmnl  

57 % SM (Labor) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% SM (Labor) Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor" , IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% SM (Labor) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0) )    

Dmnl/Week  

58 % SM 
(Material) 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("Shipboard (Material) Total"  ) /"Total (except 
RCOH)"), 0)  

Dmnl  

59 % SM 
(Material) 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% SM (Material) Input"  , % SM (Material) Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

60 % SM 
(Material) 
Input=  

(10.8/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

61 % SM 
(Material) 
Level= INTEG (  

% SM (Material) Change2-"% SM (Material) Output", 0) Dmnl  

62 % SM 
(Material) 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% SM (Material) Level"/   Weekly Conversion Factor, IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1,"% SM (Material) 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0)   ) 

Dmnl/Week  

63 % Total (except 
RCOH)=  

IF THEN ELSE( Start Pulse = 0, 0,  IF THEN ELSE (RCOH Start 
time+Budget Recalculate+RCOH Length of time <=Time, 1, 
("100 % of OS&D Cost"-"% RCOH (Material) Budget"-"% RCOH 
(Labor) Budget")* "Weekly Conversion Factor"   )) 

Dmnl  

64 % Total (Except 
RCOH) Check=  

% Contractor Support Level+"% Disposal Level"+ % DPIA 
(Labor) Level+"% DPIA (Material) Level"+ % PIA (Labor) 
Level+ % PIA (Material) Level+"% SM (Labor) Level"+ % SM 
(Material) Level+"% Training Level" +"% Watchstanding Level" 
+"% RCOH (Labor) Level"+"% RCOH (Material) Level" 

Dmnl  

65 % Training 
Budget Input=  

(0.5/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

66 % Training 
Change=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"   *Training Total) /"Total 
(except RCOH)" ), 0) 

Dmnl  

67 % Training 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% Training Budget Input"  , % Training Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

68 % Training 
Level= INTEG (  

% Training Change2-"% Training Output", 0) Dmnl  
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69 % Training 
Output=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% Training Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  , IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1, "% Training 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0) )  

Dmnl/Week  

70 % 
Watchstanding 
Budget Input=  

(0/100)/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  Dmnl/Week  

71 % 
Watchstanding 
Level= INTEG (  

% WS Change2-"% WS Output", 0) Dmnl  

72 % WS Change=  IF THEN ELSE ("Total (except RCOH)">0, ("% Total (except 
RCOH)"*("Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour"  *Watchstanding 
Total) /"Total (except RCOH)" ), 0) 

Dmnl  

73 % WS 
Change2=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time,  "% Watchstanding Budget Input" , % WS Change *"% 
Budget Recalc Pulse" )  

Dmnl/Week  

74 % WS Output=  IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Start Time"+Budget Recalculate >= 
Time, "% Watchstanding Level"/   Weekly Conversion Factor, IF 
THEN ELSE ("% Budget Recalc Pulse"=1, "% Watchstanding 
Level"/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0   ) ) 

Dmnl/Week  

75 100 % of OS&D 
Cost=  

% Contractor Support Budget Input+"% Disposal Budget 
Input"+"% DPIA (Labor) Input"   +"% DPIA (Material) Input" 
+"% PIA (Labor) Input"+"% PIA (Material) Input"+"% RCOH 
(Labor) Budget"+"% RCOH (Material) Budget"   +"% SM 
(Labor) Input"+ % SM (Material) Input+"% Training Budget 
Input"+"% Watchstanding Budget Input"  

Dmnl/Week  

76 2 Years in 
Weeks=  

104 weeks  

77 Annual 
Pulsetrain=  

PULSE TRAIN("Start Pulse (Funding)", 1 , How often to Request 
Money , 7000 )  

1/Week  

78 Assembly 
Installation 
Cost (from TI)=  

TI Labor Total  hours  

79 Availability 
Delay=  

12 weeks  

80 Ratio Cost of 
Disposal P/P=  

0.01 (dollars/Week)/(dollars/Week)  

81 Ratio Cost of 
Disposal 
Shipboard=  

0.01 (dollars/Week)/(dollars/Week)  

82 Bounding of 
System 
Degradation=  

2/("OS&D Total Number of Weeks" ) Dmnl/Week  

83 Budget 
Recalculate=  

2 Years in Weeks  weeks  
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84 Budgeted OS&D 
Funding 
Inflow=  

Contractor Budget Rate+Disposal Budget Rate+"DPIA (Labor) 
Budget Rate"+"DPIA (Material) Budget Rate"   +"Final Disposal 
Cost (Budget)" +"PIA (Labor) Budget Rate"+"PIA (Material) 
Budget Rate"+"RCOH (Labor) Budget Rate"+"RCOH (Material) 
Budget Rate" +"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget 
Rate"+"Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate"    

dollars/Week  

85 Completed 
Maint Initiation 
Rate=  

Total Maint Completed Inflow  dollars/Week  

86 Contactor 
Hours Rate=  

Contractor Hours Rate per SM Hour (Weekly)  Dmnl  

87 Contractor 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, OS&D Funding 
Level*"% Contractor Support Level"/"OS&D Total Number of 
Weeks" ) 

dollars/Week  

88 Contractor 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE (Contractor Budget Rate/"P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour"-Contractor Initiation Rate  >0, Contractor Initiation 
Rate, Contractor Budget Rate/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour")   

hours/Week  

89 Contractor 
Excess Funds 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM">0,Contractor Support/DM 
Shipboard Delay, 0)  

hours/Week  

90 Contractor 
Hours Rate per 
SM Hour 
(Weekly)=  

0 Dmnl  

91 Contractor 
Initiation Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate">0, 
Contactor Hours Rate*("Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate" 
+"DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate"), 0)    

hours/Week  

92 Contractor 
Support= 
INTEG (  

Contractor Initiation Rate - Contractor Completion Rate -
Contractor Excess Funds Outflow 

hours  

93 Contractor 
Support Total= 
INTEG (  

Contractor Completion Rate+Contractor Excess Funds Outflow, 
0) 

hours  

94 Deferred DPIA 
(Labor)= INTEG 
(  

DPIA Labor Inflow-DPIA Labor Outflow-"DM DPIA (Labor) 
Completion Rate", 0) 

hours  

95 Deferred DPIA 
(Material) 
Maint= INTEG (  

DPIA Material Inflow-DPIA Material Outflow-"DM DPIA (Material) 
Completion Rate"  +"UM DPIA (M) Inflow", 0) 

dollars  

96 Deferred 
Maintenance 
Check=  

Total Maintenance Required-Total Maintenance Completed-Total 
Maintenance Deferred Completed  

dollars  

97 Deferred 
Maintenance 
Not 
Completed=  

("Deferred DPIA (Labor)"+"Deferred PIA (Labor)"+"Deferred 
RCOH (Labor)")*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" +"Deferred DPIA 
(Material) Maint"+"Deferred PIA (Material) 
Maintenance"+"Deferred RCOH (Material) Maint"   +"Deferred 
Shipboard (Material) Maintenance" +Deferred Shipboard 
(Labor) Maintenance*"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour"  

dollars  

98 Deferred PIA 
(Labor)= INTEG 
(  

PIA Labor Inflow-PIA Labor Outflow-"DM PIA (Labor) 
Completion Rate", 0) 

hours  

99 Deferred PIA 
(Material) 
Maintenance= 
INTEG (  

PIA Material Inflow-PIA Material Outflow-"DM PIA (Material) 
Completion Rate"+"UM PIA (M) Inflow"   , 0) 

dollars  

100 Deferred RCOH 
(Labor)= INTEG 

RCOH Labor Inflow-RCOH Labor Outflow-"DM RCOH (Labor) 
Completion Rate", 0) 

dollars  
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(  

101 Deferred RCOH 
(Material) 
Maint= INTEG (  

RCOH Material Infow-RCOH Material Outflow-"DM RCOH 
(Material) Completion Rate"+"UM RCOH (M) Inflow"   

dollars  

102 Deferred 
Shipboard 
(Labor) 
Maintenance= 
INTEG (  

Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate-"DM Ship (Labor) Completion 
Rate"-"Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate"    

hours  

103 Deferred 
Shipboard 
(Material) 
Maintenance= 
INTEG (  

Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate-"Shipboard (Material) 
Completion Rate"-"DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate"   
+"Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate",  

dollars  

104 Degradation 
Inflow - Ship 
Material 
Unscheduled 
M.=  

IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) >=1, IF THEN ELSE 
( "Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate">0, % of Uncompleted 
Material Maint* Bounding of System Degradation * (  
("Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate")  /(TMm Inflow-TMm 
Outflow) ), 0), 0) 

Dmnl/Week  

105 Degradation 
Inflow DPIA R 
vs. B=  

IF THEN ELSE ((TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)>=1,  IF THEN ELSE 
( DPIA Material Inflow-DPIA Material Outflow>0, % of 
Uncompleted Material Maint*Bounding of System Degradation* 
(  ( DPIA Material Inflow-DPIA Material Outflow)/ (TMm Inflow-
TMm Outflow) ), 0), 0) 

Dmnl/Week  

106 Degradation 
Inflow PIA R vs. 
B=  

IF THEN ELSE ( TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow  >=1, IF THEN ELSE 
( PIA Material Inflow-PIA Material Outflow>0, % of 
Uncompleted Material Maint*Bounding of System Degradation*(  
( PIA Material Inflow-PIA Material Outflow)/ (TMm Inflow-TMm 
Outflow) ) , 0), 0) 

Dmnl/Week  

107 Degradation 
Inflow R vs. B 
(Shipboard)=  

IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)  >=1, IF THEN 
ELSE ( "Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate"-"Shipboard 
(Material) Completion Rate" > 0, % of Uncompleted Material 
Maint*Bounding of System Degradation*( ("Shipboard 
(Material) Initiation Rate"-"Shipboard (Material) Completion 
Rate")  /(TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) ),0) , 0) 

Dmnl/Week  

108 Degradation 
Inflow RCOH R 
vs. B=  

IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) >=1, IF THEN ELSE 
(  RCOH Material Infow-RCOH Material Outflow >0, % of 
Uncompleted Material Maint*Bounding of System Degradation* 
(  ( RCOH Material Infow-RCOH Material Outflow )/ (TMm 
Inflow-TMm Outflow) ), 0), 0) 

Dmnl/Week  

109 Desired OS&D 
Savings (%)=  

75/100  Dmnl  

110 Diposal Inflow 
Shipboard 
Rate=  

Ratio Cost of Disposal Shipboard*( DM Ship (Material) 
Completion Rate+"Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate" ) 

dollars/Week  

111 Disposal Budget 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, OS&D Funding 
Level*"% Disposal Level"/"OS&D Total Number of Weeks"  )  

dollars/Week  

112 Disposal Extra=  IF THEN ELSE ( "Funds for DM & UM">0, Disposal 
Level/"Weekly Conversion Factor", 0)  

dollars/Week  

113 Disposal Inflow 
P/P=  

Ratio Cost of Disposal P/P*(  dollars/Week  

114  DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate+"DM PIA (Material) 
Completion Rate"  

 

115 Disposal Level= 
INTEG (  

Diposal Inflow Shipboard Rate-Disposal Outflow rate-Disposal 
Extra+"Disposal Inflow P/P"   , 0) 

dollars  
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116 Disposal 
Outflow rate=  

IF THEN ELSE (Disposal Budget Rate-Diposal Inflow Shipboard 
Rate>0,  Diposal Inflow Shipboard Rate,  Disposal Budget Rate 
) 

dollars/Week  

117 Disposal Total= 
INTEG (  

Disposal Outflow rate+Disposal Extra, 0) dollars  

118 DM = 0 ?=  Deferred Maintenance Not Completed-Deferred Maintenance 
Check  

dollars  

119 DM Completed 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE( "Funds for DM & UM">0,  DM Ship (Labor) 
Completion Rate*"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour"+"DM Ship 
(Material) Completion Rate" +("DM PIA (Labor) Completion 
Rate"+"DM DPIA (Labor) Completion Rate"+"DM RCOH (Labor) 
Completion Rate"   )*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" +"DM PIA 
(Material) Completion Rate"+"DM DPIA (Material) Completion 
Rate"+"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate" , 0) 

dollars/Week  

120 DM DPIA 
(Labor) 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ( Maint Schedule>0,  IF THEN ELSE ( "Funds for 
DM & UM"/"Weekly Conversion Factor" - (( "Deferred DPIA 
(Labor)"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"   ) +  "Deferred DPIA 
(Material) Maint"  ) / Availability Delay  > 0,  Deferred DPIA 
(Labor)/Availability Delay, 0) , 0) 

hours/Week  

121 DM DPIA 
(Material) 
Completion 
Rate=  

DM DPIA (Labor) Completion Rate*"DM DPIA Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

122 DM DPIA Ratio 
$/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred DPIA (Labor)">0, "Deferred DPIA 
(Material) Maint"/"Deferred DPIA (Labor)"   , "DPIA Ratio 
$/Hour")  

dollars/Hour  

123 DM P/P Delay=  Availability Delay  weeks  
124 DM P/P 

Pulsetrain=  
PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time",1 , "DM P/P Delay" , 6000 )  1/Week  

125 DM PIA (Labor) 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ( Maint Schedule>0,  IF THEN ELSE ( "Funds for 
DM & UM"/"Weekly Conversion Factor" - (( "Deferred PIA 
(Labor)"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"  ) +  "Deferred PIA 
(Material) Maintenance") / Availability Delay  > 0,  Deferred PIA 
(Labor)/Availability Delay , 0) ,0) 

hours/Week  

126 DM PIA 
(Material) 
Completion 
Rate=  

 "DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate"*"DM PIA Ratio $ / Hour"  dollars/Week  

127 DM PIA Ratio $ 
/ Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred PIA (Labor)">0, "Deferred PIA 
(Material) Maintenance"/"Deferred PIA (Labor)"  , "PIA Ratio 
$/Hour")  

dollars/Hour  

128 DM RCOH 
(Labor) 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ( Maint Schedule>0,  IF THEN ELSE ( "Funds for 
DM & UM"/"Weekly Conversion Factor" - (( "Deferred RCOH 
(Labor)"*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"   ) + "Deferred RCOH 
(Material) Maint") / Availability Delay  > 0,  Deferred RCOH 
(Labor)/Availability Delay, 0), 0)  

hours/Week  

129 DM RCOH 
(Material) 
Completion 
Rate=  

DM RCOH (Labor) Completion Rate*"DM RCOH Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

130 DM RCOH Ratio 
$/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred RCOH (Labor)">0, "Deferred RCOH 
(Material) Maint"/"Deferred RCOH (Labor)", RCOH Ratio 
$/Hour)    

dollars/Hour  

131 DM SD 
Shipboard 
Delay=  

DM Shipboard Delay  weeks  
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132 DM Ship 
(Labor) 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM"/"Weekly Conversion 
Factor"- ("Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance"    + 
("Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance"*"Shipboard Labor 
Costs $/Hour") )/DM Shipboard Delay   >0, Deferred Shipboard 
(Labor) Maintenance /DM Shipboard Delay, 0)  

hours/Week  

133 DM Ship 
(Material) 
Completion 
Rate=  

DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate*"DM Shipboard Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

134 DM Shipboard 
Ratio $/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance">0, 
"Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance"  /"Deferred 
Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance", Shipboard Ratio $/Hour)  

dollars/Hour  

135 DM Shipboard 
Delay=  

16 Week  

136 DM Shipboard 
Pulsetrain=  

PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time",1 , DM SD Shipboard Delay , 
6000 )  

1/Week  

137 Dollar Per 
Week=  

1 dollars/Week  

138 DPIA (Labor) 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE (DPIA 
Pulsetrain>0,  IF THEN ELSE (6-DPIA Counter>0,  OS&D 
Funding Level*"% DPIA (Labor) Level"/(DPIA Length of 
time*6),  OS&D Funding Level*"% DPIA (Labor) Level"/(DPIA 
Length of time*6)) ,0))  

dollars/Week  

139 DPIA (Labor) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM DPIA (Labor) Completion Rate+DPIA Labor Outflow, 0) hours  

140 DPIA (Material) 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE (DPIA 
Pulsetrain>0, IF THEN ELSE (6-DPIA Counter>0,  OS&D 
Funding Level*"% DPIA (Material) Level"/(DPIA Length of 
time*6),  OS&D Funding Level*"% DPIA (Material) Level"/(DPIA 
Length of time*6)) ,0) )  

dollars/Week  

141 DPIA (Material) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate+DPIA Material Outflow, 0) dollars  

142 DPIA Ratio 
$/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE("DPIA (Labor) Total" = 0, "P/P Material/Labor",   
("Deferred DPIA (Material) Maint"+"DPIA (Material) 
Total")/("Deferred DPIA (Labor)"+ DPIA (Labor) Total))    

dollars/Hour  

143 DPIA Counter= 
INTEG (  

DPIA Counter Inflow, 0) Dmnl  

144 DPIA Counter 
Inflow=  

DPIA Pulsetrain/DPIA Length of time  Dmnl/Week  

145 DPIA Hours 
Total=  

P/P Labor Maint./3  hours  

146 DPIA Input=  DPIA Hours Total *"SD & Risk Impact Inflow" +"OS&D Start 
Pulse"*DPIA hours Total 

hours/Week  

147 DPIA Labor 
Inflow=  

DPIA Pulsetrain*(Working DPIA Labor Req's)  hours/Week  

148 DPIA Labor 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("DPIA (Labor) Budget Rate"/"P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour"-DPIA Labor Inflow>  0, DPIA Labor Inflow,  DPIA 
(Labor) Budget Rate/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" ) 

hours/Week  

149 DWorking PIA 
Labor Req's 

Total DPIA Labor/(DPIA Length of time*"#'s of DPIA's")  hours/Week  

150 DPIA Length of 
time=  

50 weeks  

151 DPIA Material 
Inflow=  

DPIA Labor Inflow*"DPIA Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

152 DPIA Material 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("DPIA (Material) Budget Rate"-DPIA Material 
Inflow>0,  DPIA Material Inflow,  DPIA (Material) Budget Rate)  

dollars/Week  
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153 DPIA Output=  Total DPIA Labor*"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow"  hours/Week  

154 DPIA 
Pulsetrain=  

IF THEN ELSE(RCOH Pulse>0, 0, 1)*  ( PULSE TRAIN( "OS&D 
Start Time"+DPIA Start time, DPIA Length of time , DPIA Start 
time   , 208+3*(DPIA Length of time+DPIA Start time))  + 
PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time"+RCOH Start time+RCOH 
Length of time+DPIA Start time,   DPIA Length of time , DPIA 
Start time, 2700) )  

Dmnl  

155 DPIA Start 
time=  

2*PIA Length of time+3*PIA Start time  weeks  

156 Excess 
Funding= 
INTEG (  

Excess Funds Inflow Rate-Excess Funds Backflow-Excess 
Funding for DM, 0) 

dollars  

157 Excess Funding 
for DM=  

("% Deferred Maint")*Excess Funding*Excess Funding 
Pulstrain/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  

dollars/Week  

158 Excess Funding 
Pulstrain=  

PULSE TRAIN("Start Pulse (Funding)", 1 , 12 , 8000)  Dmnl  

159 Excess Funds 
Backflow=  

(1-"% Deferred Maint")*Excess Funding*Excess Funding 
Pulstrain/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  

dollars/Week  

160 Excess Funds 
Inflow Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Budgeted OS&D Funding Inflow"-Completed 
Maint Initiation Rate>0,  Budgeted OS&D Funding Inflow-
Completed Maint Initiation Rate , 0) 

dollars/Week  

161 Excess 
Funds2=  

Excess Funds Backflow  dollars/Week  

162 Fake $/Hr 
Variable=  

1 dollars/Hour  

163 Final Disposal 
Cost=  

25600 dollars  

164 Final Disposal 
Cost (Budget)=  

Final Disposal Cost Pulse  dollars/Week  

165 Final Disposal 
Cost Pulse=  

PULSE( "OS&D Start Time"+"OS&D Total Number of Weeks"-2 , 
1  )*Final Disposal Cost/"Weekly Conversion Factor"  

dollars/Week  

166 Funding= 
INTEG (  

Funding Inflow Rate+New Funding Inflow Rate-Control 
Spending Rate, 0) 

Dollar  

167 Funding Delay=  12 weeks  
168 Funding 

Factor=  
1 Dmnl  

169 Funding Inflow 
Rate=  

1.2e+007*PULSE(104,1)  Dollar/Week  

170 Funding 
Outflow Misc.=  

Disposal Extra+(Training Excess Funds+Contractor Excess 
Funds Outflow)*"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"    + WO Excess Funds 
Outflow*"Watchstanding Labor Costs $/Hour" 

dollars/Week  

171 Funds for DM & 
UM= INTEG (  

Excess Funding for DM+New Funding Inflow for DM-DM 
Completed Outflow-"Funding Outflow Misc."   , 0) 

dollars  

172 How often to 
Request 
Money=  

52 Week  

173 Initial Funding=  OS&D Start Pulse*"OS&D Funding Initial" / "Weekly Conversion 
Factor"  

dollars/Week  

174 Integration Risk 
(from TI)=  

Integration Risk  Dmnl/Week  

175 Labor Cost=  75 Dollar/manhr  

176 Labor Maint. 
Total=  

Assembly Installation Cost (from TI)*Labor Maintenance Factor  hours  

177 Labor 
Maintenance 
Factor=  

0.25 Dmnl  

178 Maint DPIA Pulsetrain+PIA Pulsetrain+RCOH Pulse  Dmnl  
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Schedule=  
179 Material Cost $ 

(from TI)=  
TI Material Total  dollars  

180 Material Maint. 
Total=  

Material Maintenance Factor*"Material Cost $ (from TI)"  dollars  

181 Material 
Maintenance 
Factor=  

0.125 Dmnl  

182 New Funding 
Inflow for DM=  

("% of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream")*"NF-UM/DM 
Outflow"  

dollars/Week  

183 New Funding 
Predict Delay= 
INTEG (  

NF-Predict Inflow-"NF-Predict Outflow", 0) dollars  

184 New Funding 
Receiving 
Delay=  

12 Week  

185 New Funding 
UM/DM Delay= 
INTEG (  

NF-UM/DM Inflow-"NF-UM/DM Outflow", 0) dollars  

186 NF-Predict 
Inflow=  

OS&D New Funding Infow Rate - Predicitive  dollars/Week  

187 NF-Predict 
Outflow=  

New Funding Predict Delay/Funding Delay  dollars/Week  

188 NF-UM/DM 
Inflow=  

OS&D New Funding Inflow Rate - Existing  dollars/Week  

189 NF-UM/DM 
Outflow=  

New Funding UM/DM Delay/ Funding Delay  dollars/Week  

190 OS&D 
Completed 
Cost= INTEG (  

Completed Maint Initiation Rate+DM Completed 
Outflow+"Funding Outflow Misc."+"Completed Misc. Model 
Cost"   , 0) 

dollars  

191 OS&D Desired 
Budget=  

OS&D Historical Cost for 50 Years*(1-"Desired OS&D Savings 
(%)")  

dollars  

192 OS&D DM&UM 
New Funding=  

NF-UM/DM Outflow  dollars/Week  

193 OS&D 
Funding= 
INTEG (  

OS&D New Funding - DM&UM+Excess Funds Backflow+"OS&D 
Funding Initiation Rate"-Contractor Budget Rate-Disposal 
Budget Rate-"DPIA (Labor) Budget Rate" -"DPIA (Material) 
Budget Rate"-"PIA (Labor) Budget Rate" -"PIA (Material) 
Budget Rate"-"RCOH (Labor) Budget Rate"-"RCOH (Material) 
Budget Rate" -"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate"-
"Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate"  -Training 
Budget Rate-Watchstanding Budget Rate+"OS&D New Funding 
- Predicitive2", 0)  

dollars  

194 OS&D Funding 
Initial=  

("OS&D Desired Budget"* Funding Factor)/ "Weekly Conversion 
Factor"  

dollars/Week  

195 OS&D Funding 
Initiation Rate=  

OS&D Funding Initial*"OS&D Start Pulse" / "Weekly Conversion 
Factor"  

dollars/Week  

196 OS&D Funding 
Level= INTEG (  

Initial Funding+"OS&D DM&UM New Funding"+"OS&D 
Predicitve Funding"+Excess Funds2, 0) 

dollars  

197 OS&D Historical 
Cost for 50 
Years=  

1.00E+07 dollars  

198 OS&D New 
Funding - 
DM&UM=  

% of New Funds into Existing Funding Stream*"NF-UM/DM 
Outflow"  

dollars/Week  

199 OS&D New 
Funding - 
Predicitive2=  

NF-Predict Outflow  dollars/Week  

200 OS&D New 
Funding Inflow 
Rate - 

Annual Pulsetrain*Deferred Maintenance Not Completed*"% 
Request for Existing Funding Approved"  

dollars/Week  
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Existing=  

201 OS&D New 
Funding Infow 
Rate - 
Predicitive=  

Predictive funding Request (5 years)*"% Request for Predictive 
Funding Granted"*Zero Pulsetrain Every 2 Years  

dollars/Week  

202 OS&D 
Predicitve 
Funding=  

NF-Predict Outflow  dollars/Week  

203 OS&D Risk 
Level Impact= 
INTEG (  

OSD Initial Risk Inflow-OSD Risk Outflow-Risk Drops Over 
time+System Risk Inflow, 

Dmnl 

204 OS&D Risk 
Lookup Table(  

[(0,0)-(10,1)],(0,0),(2.5,0.01),(5,0.1),(7.5,0.5),(10,0.9))  Dmnl/Week  

205 OS&D Start 
Pulse=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Start Pulse (Funding)">0, 1, 0)*PULSE ("OS&D 
Start Time"-1,1) * "Weekly Conversion Factor"  

weeks  

206 OS&D Start 
Time=  

208 weeks  

207 OS&D Total 
Number of 
Weeks=  

2600 weeks  

208 OSD Initial Risk 
Inflow=  

OS&D Start Pulse*"OS&D Risk Lookup Table"("Integration Risk 
(from TI)" * "Weekly Conversion Factor"   ) / "Weekly 
Conversion Factor"  

Dmnl/Week  

209 OSD Risk 
Outflow=  

SD to Risk Lookup(SD Outflow* "Weekly Conversion Factor")  Dmnl/Week  

210 P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour=  

62 dollars/Hour  

211 P/P Labor 
Maint.=  

(1-"% of Maint performed on Ship")*"Labor Maint. Total"  hours  

212 P/P Material 
Maint.=  

(1-"% of Maint performed on Ship")*"Material Maint. Total"  dollars  

213 P/P 
Material/Labor=  

IF THEN ELSE ( "P/P Labor Maint.">0,  P/P Material Maint./"P/P 
Labor Maint." , 0)  

dollars/Hour  

214 PF Inflow=  ("Total OS&D (REQ) Inflow"-Total UM Inflow Rate) -(Completed 
Maint Initiation Rate+"Completed Misc. Model Cost")  

dollars/Week  

215 PF Outflow=  Predicitve Funding Level*Zero Pulsetrain Every 2 Years  dollars/Week  

216 PIA (Labor) 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE (PIA 
Pulsetrain>0,  IF THEN ELSE (16-PIA Counter>0,  OS&D 
Funding Level*"% PIA (Labor) Level"/(PIA Length of time*16), 
OS&D Funding Level*"% PIA (Labor) Level"/(PIA Length of 
time*16)) ,0) )  

dollars/Week  

217 PIA (Labor) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM PIA (Labor) Completion Rate+PIA Labor Outflow, 0) hours  

218 PIA (Material) 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE(PIA 
Pulsetrain>0,  IF THEN ELSE (16-PIA Counter>0,  OS&D 
Funding Level*"% PIA (Material) Level"/(PIA Length of 
time*16),  OS&D Funding Level*"% PIA (Material) Level"/(PIA 
Length of time*16)) ,0) )  

dollars/Week  

219 PIA (Material) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate+PIA Material Outflow, 0) dollars  

220 PIA Ratio 
$/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE("PIA (Labor) Total" = 0, "P/P Material/Labor",  
("Deferred PIA (Material) Maintenance"+"PIA (Material) 
Total")/("Deferred PIA (Labor)"   +"PIA (Labor) Total"))  

dollars/Hour  
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221 PIA Counter= 
INTEG (  

PIA Counter Inflow, 0) Dmnl  

222 PIA Counter 
Inflow=  

PIA Pulsetrain/PIA Length of time  Dmnl/Week  

223 PIA Hours 
Total=  

P/P Labor Maint./3  hours  

224 PIA Input=  PIA Hours Total*"SD & Risk Impact Inflow" +"OS&D Start 
Pulse"*PIA Hours Total 

hours/Week  

225 PIA Labor 
Inflow=  

PIA Pulsetrain*(PIA Labor Req's)  hours/Week  

226 PIA Labor 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("PIA (Labor) Budget Rate"/"P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour"-PIA Labor Inflow>0,    PIA Labor Inflow, "PIA (Labor) 
Budget Rate"/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" ) 

hours/Week  

227 Working PIA 
Labor Req's 

Total PIA Labor/(PIA Length of time*"#'s of PIA's")  hours/Week  

228 PIA Length of 
time=  

16 weeks  

229 PIA Material 
Inflow=  

PIA Labor Inflow*"PIA Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

230 PIA Material 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("PIA (Material) Budget Rate"-PIA Material 
Inflow>0,  PIA Material Inflow,  PIA (Material) Budget Rate)  

dollars/Week  

231 PIA Output=  Total PIA Labor*"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow"  hours/Week  

232 PIA Pulsetrain=  IF THEN ELSE(DPIA Pulsetrain>0, 0, 1)* (PULSE TRAIN("OS&D 
Start Time" +PIA Start time, PIA Length of time, PIA Start 
time+PIA Length of time   , RCOH Start time + "OS&D Start 
Time") +  PULSE TRAIN ("OS&D Start Time" +RCOH Start 
time+RCOH Length of time+PIA Start time,    PIA Length of 
time, PIA Start time+PIA Length of time, 2850))  * IF THEN 
ELSE(RCOH Pulse>0, 0, 1)   

Dmnl  

233 PIA Start time=  90 weeks  
234 PM/CM Ratio=  0.5 Dmnl  
235 Predicitve 

Funding Level= 
INTEG (  

PF Inflow-PF Outflow, 0) dollars  

236 Predictive 
funding 
Request (5 
years)=  

Predicitve Funding Level*"Ratio for 5/2"  dollars  

237 Ratio for 5/2=  2.5 Dmnl  
238 RCOH (Labor) 

Budget Rate=  
IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE (RCOH 
Pulse>0, OS&D Funding Level*"% RCOH (Labor) 
Budget"*"Weekly Conversion Factor"/RCOH Length of time ,0) ) 

dollars/Week  

239 RCOH (Labor) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM RCOH (Labor) Completion Rate+RCOH Labor Outflow, 0) hours  

240 RCOH 
(Material) 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE (RCOH 
Pulse>0, OS&D Funding Level*"% RCOH (Material) 
Budget"*"Weekly Conversion Factor"/(RCOH Length of time   ) 
,0) )  

dollars/Week  

241 RCOH 
(Material) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate+RCOH Material Outflow, 
0) 

dollars  

242 RCOH Ratio 
$/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE("RCOH (Labor) Total" = 0,"P/P Material/Labor",  
("Deferred RCOH (Material) Maint"+"RCOH (Material) 
Total")/("Deferred RCOH (Labor)"+   RCOH (Labor) Total) )  

dollars/Hour  

243 RCOH Counter= 
INTEG (  

RCOH Counter Inflow, 0) Dmnl  
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244 RCOH Counter 
Inflow=  

RCOH Pulse/RCOH Length of time  Dmnl/Week  

245 RCOH Hours 
Total=  

P/P Labor Maint./3  hours  

246 RCOH Input=  RCOH Hours Total *"SD & Risk Impact Inflow" +"OS&D Start 
Pulse"*RCOH Hours Total 

hours/Week  

247 RCOH Labor 
Inflow=  

RCOH Pulse*(Working RCOH Labor Req's)  hours/Week  

248 RCOH Labor 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("RCOH (Labor) Budget Rate"/"P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour"-RCOH Labor Inflow>   0, RCOH Labor Inflow,  RCOH 
(Labor) Budget Rate/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" ) 

hours/Week  

249 Working RCOH 
Labor Req's=  

Total RCOH Labor/RCOH Length of time  hours/Week  

250 RCOH Length of 
time=  

143 weeks  

251 RCOH Material 
Infow=  

RCOH Labor Inflow*"RCOH Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

252 RCOH Material 
Outflow=  

IF THEN ELSE ("RCOH (Material) Budget Rate"-RCOH Material 
Infow>0,  RCOH Material Infow,  RCOH (Material) Budget Rate)  

dollars/Week  

253 RCOH Output=  Total RCOH Labor *"SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow"  hours/Week  

254 RCOH Pulse=  PULSE( RCOH Start time+"OS&D Start Time", RCOH Length of 
time  )  

Dmnl  

255 RCOH Start 
time=  

1250 weeks  

256 Reliability= 
INTEG (  

Reliability Inflow-Reliability Outflow, 1) Dmnl  

257 Reliability 
Inflow=  

SD Outflow+Risk Drops Over time  Dmnl/Week  

258 Reliability 
Outflow=  

SD Inflow+OSD Initial Risk Inflow  Dmnl/Week  

259 Risk Drops 
Over time=  

OS&D Risk Level Impact/("OS&D Total Number of Weeks"*2)  Dmnl/Week  

260 SD & Risk 
Impact Inflow=  

OSD Initial Risk Inflow+SD Inflow  Dmnl/Week  

261 SD & Risk Req 
Impact 
Outflow=  

Risk Drops Over time+SD Outflow  Dmnl/Week  

262 SD Ratio % / $ 
- P/P=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred DPIA (Material) Maint"+"Deferred PIA 
(Material) Maintenance"   +"Deferred RCOH (Material) 
Maint">0,  System Degradation - P/P/( Deferred DPIA 
(Material) Maint +"Deferred PIA (Material) 
Maintenance"+"Deferred RCOH (Material) Maint" ), 0) 

Dmnl/Dollar  

263 SD Ratio % / $ 
- Shipboard=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Deferred Shipboard (Material) Maintenance" 
>0,  System Degradation Shipboard / ("Deferred Shipboard 
(Material) Maintenance") , 0) 

Dmnl/Dollar  

264 SD Delay P/P=   "DM P/P Pulsetrain"*"System Degradation P/P"  Dmnl/Week  

265 SD Inflow=  SD Delay P/P+SD Ship Delay Outflow  Dmnl/Week  

266 SD Outflow=  SD Outflow Shipboard+"SD Outflow P/P"  Dmnl/Week  

267 SD Outflow 
P/P=  

SD Ratio % / $ - P/P*( DM PIA (Material) Completion Rate 
+"DM DPIA (Material) Completion Rate" +"DM RCOH (Material) 
Completion Rate" ) 

Dmnl/Week  

268 SD Outflow 
Shipboard=  

SD Ratio % / $ - Shipboard*("DM Ship (Material) Completion 
Rate")  

Dmnl/Week  
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269 SD Ship Delay 
Outflow=  

DM Shipboard Pulsetrain*SD Shipboard  Dmnl/Week  

270 SD Shipboard= 
INTEG (  

Degradation Inflow R vs. B (Shipboard) -SD Ship Delay 
Outflow+"Degradation Inflow - Ship Material Unscheduled M.",  
0 ) 

Dmnl  

271 SD to Risk 
Lookup(  

[(-1,-1)-(1,1)],(-1,-0.5),(-0.1,-0.01),(0,0),(0.1,0.01),(1,0.5))  Dmnl/Week  

272 SD to UM 
Lookup(  

[(-2,0)-(2,2)],(-
2,0),(0,0),(0.25,0.125),(0.5,0.25),(0.75,0.375),(1,0.5),(1.5,2))  

Dmnl/Week  

273 SD Total= 
INTEG (  

SD Inflow-SD Outflow, 0) Dmnl  

274 Ship 
Material/Labor=  

IF THEN ELSE ( "Shipboard Labor Maint.">0,  Shipboard 
Material Maint./"Shipboard Labor Maint." , 0)  

dollars/Hour  

275 Shipboard 
(Labor) 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget 
Rate"/"Shipboard Labor Costs $/Hour"  -"Shipboard (Labor) 
Initiation Rate">0, "Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate" , 
"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate"/"Shipboard 
Labor Costs $/Hour")  

hours/Week  

276 Shipboard 
(Labor) 
Initiation Rate=  

Working Shipboard Maintenace Req's  hours/Week  

277 Shipboard 
(Labor) Total= 
INTEG (  

DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate+"Shipboard (Labor) 
Completion Rate", 0) 

hours  

278 Shipboard 
(Material) 
Completion 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget 
Rate"-"Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate"   >0, Shipboard 
(Material) Initiation Rate, "Shipboard Maintenance (Material) 
Budget Rate" ) 

dollars/Week  

279 Shipboard 
(Material) 
Initiation Rate=  

Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate*"Shipboard Ratio $/Hour"  dollars/Week  

280 Shipboard 
(Material) 
Total= INTEG (  

DM Ship (Material) Completion Rate+"Shipboard (Material) 
Completion Rate", 0) 

dollars  

281 Shipboard Ratio 
$/Hour=  

IF THEN ELSE("Shipboard (Labor) Total" = 0, "Ship 
Material/Labor",  ("Shipboard (Material) Total"+"Deferred 
Shipboard (Material) Maintenance")/("Shipboard (Labor) Total"   
+"Deferred Shipboard (Labor) Maintenance") )  

dollars/Hour  

282 Shipboard CM 
Input=  

(Training Impact Input +"SD & Risk Impact Inflow")*Total 
Weekly SM Hours*(1-"PM/CM Ratio")+"OS&D Start Pulse"*Total 
Weekly SM Hours*(1-"PM/CM Ratio") 

hours/Week 

283 Shipboard CM 
Level= INTEG (  

Shipboard CM Input-Shipboard CM Output, 0) hours  

284 Shipboard CM 
Output=  

Shipboard CM Level *("SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow")  hours/Week  

285 Shipboard 
Labor Costs 
$/Hour=  

50 dollars/Hour  

286 Shipboard 
Labor Maint.=  

% of Maint performed on Ship*"Labor Maint. Total"  hours  

287 Working 
Working 
Shipboard 
Maintenace 
Req's=  

Start Pulse*(Shipboard CM Level+Shipboard PM Level)/"Weekly 
Conversion Factor"  

hours/Week  

288 Shipboard 
Maintenance 
(Labor) Budget 

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, OS&D Funding 
Level*"% SM (Labor) Level"/"OS&D Total Number of Weeks" )  

dollars/Week  
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Rate=  

289 Shipboard 
Maintenance 
(Material) 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, OS&D Funding 
Level*"% SM (Material) Level"/"OS&D Total Number of Weeks")  

dollars/Week  

290 Shipboard 
Material 
Maint.=  

% of Maint performed on Ship*"Material Maint. Total"  dollars  

291 Shipboard 
Misc= INTEG (  

Shipboard Misc Rate, 0) dollars  

292 Shipboard Misc 
Rate=  

Start Pulse*( P/P Labor Costs $/Hour*(Training 
Completion+Contractor Completion Rate)  ) 

dollars/Week  

293 Shipboard PM 
Input=  

(Training Impact Input+"SD & Risk Impact Inflow")* Total 
Weekly SM Hours*"PM/CM Ratio" =+"OS&D Start Pulse"*Total 
Weekly SM Hours*"PM/CM Ratio" 

hours/Week  

294 Shipboard PM 
Level= INTEG (  

Shipboard PM Input-Shipboard PM Output, 0) hours  

295 Shipboard PM 
Output=  

Shipboard PM Level *("SD & Risk Req Impact Outflow")  hours/Week  

296 Start Pulse= 
DELAY FIXED (  

1, "OS&D Start Time" , 0)  Dmnl  

297 Start Pulse 
(Funding)= 
DELAY FIXED (  

1, "OS&D Start Time"-1, 0)  weeks  

298 System 
Degradation - 
P/P= INTEG (  

SD Delay P/P-"SD Outflow P/P", 0) Dmnl  

299 System 
Degradation 
P/P= INTEG (  

Degradation Inflow DPIA R vs. B+Degradation Inflow PIA R vs. 
B+Degradation Inflow RCOH R vs. B   -"SD Delay P/P"+"UM 
DPIA Material U-Maint."+"UM PIA Material U-Maint."+"UM 
RCOH Material U-Maint."   , 0) 

Dmnl  

300 System 
Degradation 
Shipboard= 
INTEG (  

SD Ship Delay Outflow-SD Outflow Shipboard, 0) Dmnl  

301 System Risk 
Inflow=  

SD to Risk Lookup(SD Inflow * "Weekly Conversion Factor")  Dmnl/Week  

302 TI Material 
Total= INTEG (  

TI M Inflow,0) dollars 

303 TMm Inflow=  DPIA Material Inflow+PIA Material Inflow+RCOH Material 
Infow+"Shipboard (Material) Initiation Rate" +"Unscheduled 
S(M)M Inflow Rate"+"UM PIA (M) Inflow" +"UM DPIA (M) 
Inflow"+"UM RCOH (M) Inflow"  

dollars/Week  

304 TMm Outflow=  Shipboard (Material) Completion Rate+DPIA Material Outflow 
+PIA Material Outflow+RCOH Material Outflow=+"DM PIA 
(Material) Completion Rate"+"DM DPIA (Material) Completion 
Rate" +"DM RCOH (Material) Completion Rate"+"DM Ship 
(Material) Completion Rate" 

dollars/Week  

305 Total (except 
RCOH)=  

IF THEN ELSE (RCOH Start time+Budget Recalculate+RCOH 
Length of time >= Time, OS&D Completed Cost-"RCOH 
(Material) Total"-("RCOH (Labor) Total"*"P/P Labor Costs 
$/Hour"   ), OS&D Completed Cost)   

dollars  

306 Total Cost + 
Deferred 
Maintenance=  

Deferred Maintenance Not Completed+"OS&D Completed Cost"  Dollar  

307 Total DM 
Inflow=  

DM Completed Outflow  dollars/Week  
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308 Total DPIA 
Labor= INTEG (  

DPIA Input-DPIA Output, 0) hours  

309 Total Maint 
Completed 
Inflow=  

Start Pulse* ( "P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"*(DPIA Labor 
Outflow+PIA Labor Outflow+RCOH Labor Outflow)  + Shipboard 
(Material) Completion Rate+DPIA Material Outflow+PIA Material 
Outflow+RCOH Material Outflow + Shipboard Labor Costs 
$/Hour*("Shipboard (Labor) Completion Rate")  

dollars/Week  

310 Total Maint 
Initiation Rate=  

P/P Labor Costs $/Hour*(DPIA Labor Inflow+PIA Labor 
Inflow+RCOH Labor Inflow)+DPIA Material Inflow+PIA Material 
Inflow+RCOH Material Infow+"Shipboard Labor Costs 
$/Hour"*"Shipboard (Labor) Initiation Rate" +"Shipboard 
(Material) Initiation Rate" =+Total UM Inflow Rate 

dollars/Week  

311 Total 
Maintenance 
Completed= 
INTEG (  

Total Maint Completed Inflow, 0) dollars  

312 Total 
Maintenance 
Deferred 
Completed= 
INTEG (  

Total DM Inflow, 0) dollars  

313 Total 
Maintenance 
Required= 
INTEG (  

Total Maint Initiation Rate, 0) dollars  

314 Total 
Maintenance to 
be Completed - 
Material= 
INTEG (  

TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow, 0) dollars  

315 Total Material 
Maint 
Required=  

Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate+"UM PIA (M) Inflow" +"UM 
DPIA (M) Inflow"+"UM RCOH (M) Inflow" +DPIA Material 
Inflow+PIA Material Inflow+RCOH Material Infow+"Shipboard 
(Material) Initiation Rate"  

dollars/Week  

316 Total Material 
Maintenance 
Required= 
INTEG (  

Total Material Maint Required, 0) dollars  

317 Total New 
Funding 
Inflow=  

NF-UM/DM Outflow  dollars/Week  

318 Total New 
Funding 
Recieved= 
INTEG (  

Total New Funding Inflow+Total Predicitive Funding, 0) dollars  

319 Total OS&D 
(REQ) Inflow=  

(Contractor Initiation Rate+Training Initiation)* "P/P Labor 
Costs $/Hour"+ +Diposal Inflow Shipboard Rate+"Disposal 
Inflow P/P"+Total Maint Initiation Rate+Watchstanding Labor 
Costs $/Hour*WO Initiation Rate+Final Disposal Cost Pulse 

dollars/Week  

320 Total OS&D 
Budget Check= 
INTEG (  

Budgeted OS&D Funding Inflow, 0) dollars  
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321 Total OS&D 
Budgeted 
Cost= INTEG (  

Contractor Budget Rate+Disposal Budget Rate+"DPIA (Labor) 
Budget Rate" +"DPIA (Material) Budget Rate"+"Final Disposal 
Cost (Budget)" +"PIA (Labor) Budget Rate"+"PIA (Material) 
Budget Rate"+"RCOH (Labor) Budget Rate" +"RCOH (Material) 
Budget Rate"+"Shipboard Maintenance (Labor) Budget Rate" 
+"Shipboard Maintenance (Material) Budget Rate"+Training 
Budget Rate+Watchstanding Budget Rate , 0) 

dollars  

322 Total OS&D 
Required 
Work= INTEG (  

Total OS&D (REQ) Inflow, 0) dollars  

323 Total PIA 
Labor= INTEG (  

PIA Input-PIA Output, 0) hours  

324 Total Predicitive 
Funding=  

NF-Predict Outflow  dollars/Week  

325 Total RCOH 
Labor= INTEG (  

RCOH Input-RCOH Output, 0) hours  

326 Total UM Inflow 
Rate=  

Unscheduled S(M)M Inflow Rate+"UM PIA (M) Inflow" +"UM 
DPIA (M) Inflow"+"UM RCOH (M) Inflow"  

dollars/Week  

327 Total 
Unscheduled 
Maintenance 
Required= 
INTEG (  

Total UM Inflow Rate, 0) dollars  

328 Total Weekly 
SM Hours=  

 "Weekly Conversion Factor"* ("Shipboard Labor Maint." 
/"OS&D Total Number of Weeks")  

hours  

329 Training= 
INTEG (  

Training Initiation-Training Completion-Training Excess 
Funds,0) 

hours  

330 IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, OS&D Funding 
Level*"% Training Level"/"OS&D Total Number of Weeks")  

dollars/Week  

331 Training 
Completion=  

IF THEN ELSE (Training Budget Rate/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour"-
Training Initiation>0, Training Initiation,  Training Budget 
Rate/"P/P Labor Costs $/Hour" ) 

hours/Week  

332 Training 
Degradation 
Rate=  

0.005 Dmnl/Week  

333 Training Delay=  4 weeks  
334 Training Excess 

Funds=  
IF THEN ELSE ("Funds for DM & UM">0,Training/Training Delay, 
0)  

hours/Week  

335 Training Hours 
Rate=  

Training Hours Rate per SM Hour (Weekly)  Dmnl  

336 Training Hours 
Rate per SM 
Hour 
(Weekly)=  

0.004363 Dmnl  

337 Training Impact 
Input=  

 IF THEN ELSE ( Training Initiation-Training Completion-
Training Excess Funds > 0,  Training Degradation Rate * 
Training ,0) 

Dmnl/Week  

338 Training 
Initiation=  

 Training Hours Rate*("Shipboard (Labor) Completion 
Rate"+"DM Ship (Labor) Completion Rate"   ) 

hours/Week  

339 Training Total= 
INTEG (  

Training Completion+Training Excess Funds, 0) hours  

340 UM DPIA (M) 
Inflow=  

SD to UM Lookup ("SD Delay P/P" * "Weekly Conversion 
Factor") * Deferred DPIA (Material) Maint  

dollars/Week  

Training Budget 
Rate=  
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341 UM DPIA 
Material U-
Maint.=  

IF THEN ELSE ( (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)  >=1, IF THEN 
ELSE ( "UM DPIA (M) Inflow">0, % of Uncompleted Material 
Maint* Bounding of System Degradation* (  ("UM DPIA (M) 
Inflow")  /(TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) ,0),0) 

Dmnl/Week  

342 UM PIA (M) 
Inflow=  

SD to UM Lookup ("SD Delay P/P" * "Weekly Conversion 
Factor") * Deferred PIA (Material) Maintenance  

dollars/Week  

343 UM PIA Material 
U-Maint.=  

IF THEN ELSE ((TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow)  >=1, IF THEN ELSE 
("UM PIA (M) Inflow">0, % of Uncompleted Material 
Maint*Bounding of System Degradation* (  ("UM PIA (M) 
Inflow") / (TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) , 0), 0) 

Dmnl/Week  

344 UM RCOH (M) 
Inflow=  

SD to UM Lookup ("SD Delay P/P"  * "Weekly Conversion 
Factor") * Deferred RCOH (Material) Maint  

dollars/Week  

345 UM RCOH 
Material U-
Maint.=  

IF THEN ELSE ( TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow   >=1, IF THEN ELSE 
("UM RCOH (M) Inflow">0, % of Uncompleted Material Maint* 
Bounding of System Degradation*(  ("UM RCOH (M) Inflow")  / 
(TMm Inflow-TMm Outflow) ),0),0) 

Dmnl/Week  

346 Unscheduled 
S(M)M Inflow 
Rate=  

SD to UM Lookup ( SD Ship Delay Outflow  * "Weekly 
Conversion Factor") * Deferred Shipboard (Material) 
Maintenance  

dollars/Week  

347 Watchstanding 
Budget Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE ("OS&D Funding"<= 0, 0, OS&D Funding 
Level*"% Watchstanding Level"/"OS&D Total Number of 
Weeks" ) 

dollars/Week  

348 Watchstanding 
Labor Costs 
$/Hour=  

50 dollars/Hour  

349 Watchstanding 
Operations= 
INTEG (  

WO Initiation Rate-WO Ouflow Rate-WO Excess Funds Outflow, 
0) 

hours  

350 Watchstanding 
Total= INTEG (  

WO Ouflow Rate+WO Excess Funds Outflow, 0) hours  

351 WO Delay=  2 weeks  
352 WO Excess 

Funds Outflow=  
IF THEN ELSE ( "Funds for DM & UM">0, Watchstanding 
Operations/WO Delay, 0)  

hours/Week  

353 WO Initiation 
Rate=  

WO Labor Req's  hours/Week  

354 WO Labor rate 
(Weekly)=  

0 hours/Week  

355 WO Labor 
Req's=  

WO Labor rate (Weekly)*Start Pulse  hours/Week  

356 WO Ouflow 
Rate=  

IF THEN ELSE (Watchstanding Budget Rate/"Watchstanding 
Labor Costs $/Hour"-WO Initiation Rate >0,  WO Initiation 
Rate,  Watchstanding Budget Rate/"Watchstanding Labor Costs 
$/Hour") 

hours/Week  

357 Zero Pulsetrain 
Every 2 Years=  

PULSE TRAIN("OS&D Start Time"+"2 Years in Weeks", 1, "2 
Years in Weeks", 5000) 

1/Week 
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